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Summary
The bacterial twin-arginine translocation (Tat) pathway has the unique ability to
export pre-folded proteins across the cytoplasmic membrane. Its name came from the
almost invariant twin-arginine motif in the signal peptide of Tat substrates.
Escherichia coli, a Gram-negative bacterium, is typically used to understand Tat
function in bacteria. Until now, evidence has shown that TatA, TatB and TatC
comprise the minimally functional unit, moreover, a quality control system exists to
monitor the assembly of cofactors and the correctly folding state of proteins which
avoids the futile export and initiates the degradation of rejected molecules.
The research presented in this thesis sought to gain insight into the quality control
mechanism of the Tat pathway in E. coli, and also study the relationship between
transport and maturation of substrates.
In the first place, a novel Tat substrate, YedY, was used to analyse the nature and
variety of proofreading functions operating in conjunction with the Tat pathway. The
single substitutions in three predicted ligands for the YedY molybdopterin centre led
to complete inhibition of export and variable degradation of mutated YedY forms,
indicating an effective proofreading activity. Circular dichroism spectroscopy and
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry of purified proteins demonstrated the
change of secondary structures between YedY and mutated variants, and also
indicated the content of Mo in molybdopterin cofactor within proteins. The data
suggested that the three mutated forms failed to correctly assemble cofactor which
resulted in rejection by the Tat export pathway on the basis of the different changes
of secondary structures. Further analysis shows that none of the known export
chaperones for molybdenum cofactor-containing Tat substrates is required for YedY
biogenesis; export is unaffected in cells lacking DmsD and TorD.
In the second place, maturation of pre-YedY was blocked when an Ala>Leu
substitution was made at the -1 position of the signal peptide, and a membrane-bound
precursor form accumulated in the membrane. However, the mature domain had been
transferred to the periplasm. The accumulation did not block transport of other Tat
substrates, indicating the precursor exited from the translocation channel and
integrated into the membrane bilayer. Since the precursor was not detected in the
periplasm, it was suggested that the precursor has undergone lateral transfer into the
bilayer during translocation.
These results are discussed in relation to the overall mechanism of translocation and
proofreading by the Tat pathway in E. coli.
xvii
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Proteins are the most versatile macromolecules in living cells, performing essential
biological processes of activities encoded by genes. Nearly all proteins are
synthesized in cytosol but an estimated half of them have to cross lipid bilayer
membranes to various subcellular membrane or aqueous spaces to carry out their
proper functions in the correct location. However, lipid membranes are barriers that
prevent unfavorable molecules passing through (such as ions), but they have to allow
proteins to cross. Thus, protein targeting is essential for all cellular life and this field
has been studied for nearly 40 years, starting with the work of George Palade (Nobel
Laureate in Medicine in 1974) that defined the basic structure of the secretory
pathway in eukaryotic cells (Dalbey and von Heijne, 2002). In the last 30 years,
many diverse protein translocation systems have been identified and characterized in
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria, peroxisomes, chloroplasts of
eukaryotes, and the inner and outer membranes of prokaryotes (Holland, 2004; Jarvis
and Robinson, 2004; Johnson and van Waes, 1999; Pugsley, 1993; Aldridge et al.,
2009; Cross et al., 2009; Rapoport, 2007).
1.1 General characteristics in protein translocation machineries
Although fascinating differences are obvious between various translocation
mechanisms, all of them share general principles including the presence of a signal
peptide (targeting sequence/transit peptide/leader sequence/pre-sequence), a
hydrophilic protein conduction channel or membrane translocase, and requirement
for energy from nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) hydrolysis or proton motive force
(Schatz and Dobberstein, 1996).
In the first place, protein translocation in archaeal, bacterial, and eukaryotic cells
depends on the use of signal peptides to direct proteins to locations where their
functions are required. Signal peptides are often N-terminal extensions but not
always (e.g. type III secretion signals are located at the C-terminal end of proteins in
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bacteria) and they are usually cleaved off by signal peptidases once targeting is
completed.
In bacteria, the General Secretory pathway (Sec) is one of the well characterized
systems to be responsible for the export of the majority of unfolded extracellular
proteins or the insertion of membrane proteins into the cytoplasmic membrane (Xie
and Dalbey, 2008). Sec signal peptides were the first studied and they have a
common architecture in eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms (von Heijne and
Abrahmsén, 1989). The signal peptide is located at the N-terminus and is composed
of three distinct regions: a short, positively charged N-terminal region (n-region)
which contains a specific motif in some cases, a hydrophobic core (h-region) which
forms an α-helical structure, and a polar conserved C-terminal region (c-region) 
which contains the signal peptidase cleavage site (Duffaud et al., 1985; McGeoch,
1985; von Heijne, 1990; Izard and Kendall, 1994). In eukaryotes, the first component
of SRP was isolated in 1978/1980 as a binding factor which is a ribonucleoprotein
particle, consisting of a RNA and six distinct proteins.
The second requirement for protein transport is energy consumption since protein
transport across or into low dielectric biological membranes is a thermodynamically
unfavorable process. Most translocases are driven by the expenditure of metabolic
energy originating from nucleoside triphosphate (NTP)-binding and hydrolysis. For
instance, ATPases mediate energy transduction and have been identified in various
protein translocases including those in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria,
chloroplasts and bacteria. Energy-transducing mechanisms can function on the
cis-side of the membrane (pushing force) or the trans-side (pulling force); the
best-characterized examples are SecA and Hsp70 respectively. SecA acts as the
ATPase in the bacterial Sec pathway to promote protein transport by undergoing
cycles of nucleotide-dependent conformational changes coupled to reversible binding
to the SecYEG translocon (Schiebel et al., 1991; van derWolk et al., 1997; Alder and
Theg, 2003). On the other hand, trans-side use of ATP drives protein import in
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mitochondria/chloroplasts and post-translational translocation across the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane. A member of the Hsp70 family of
chaperones drives folding of polypeptides by undergoing iterative cycles of substrate
binding and release along with a conformational change cycle from a low affinity
Hsp70–ATP to a stable Hsp70–ADP by hydrolysis. This ATP-ADP cycle is
modulated by DnaJ-type proteins (Bukau, 1998).
In addition, GTPases act as molecular binary switches. The intersecting GTPase
cycles of the SRP and the SRP receptor are involved in the protein targeting.
Examples include signal recognition particle (SRP)-mediated targeting of
ribosome-nascent chain complexes (RNCs) in eukaryotes as well as participation of
Ffh and FtsY in the cognate prokaryotic pathway. To be binary molecular switches,
GTPases have the ability to impart unidirectionality and substrate–receptor binding
specificity through GTP binding and irreversible hydrolysis (Keenan et al., 2001;
Alder and Theg, 2003). GTPase-mediated substrate–receptor interactions are also
identified in post-translational protein translocation into chloroplasts: Toc159 and
Toc34 GTPases provide a pushing force to protein translocation via a membrane
insertion or de-insertion step analogous to SecA activity (Schleiff et al., 2003).
The proton motive force (PMF) is found to be the third energy source used to
enhance or act sequentially with ATPase/GTPase-driven cycles in most protein
transport systems. Strictly, proton motive force (PMF) comprises the
thermodynamically equivalent electric potential (Δψ) and H+-concentration
difference across the membrane (ΔpH) (Alder and Theg, 2003). Although the Sec 
translocon in bacteria is a true PMF-using apparatus, wherein the ΔpH and Δψ can 
contribute equivalently to the driving force, there is no mechanistic reason to expect
that reactions depend on both. Mitchell first proposed that chemiosmotic systems
operate through a ‘proton well’ to explain their functional interchangeability (Bakker
and Randall, 1984; Mitchell, 1968; Griwatz and Junge, 1992). There is limited
knowledge to characterise the machinery of PMF transduction in the Sec pathway,
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however, several points have been studied including guidance of unidirectionality
and enhancement of transport rates. For examples, PMF drives the completion of
transport once ATP-dependent SecA binds to substrates and initiate translocation
cycles (Schiebel et al., 1991). Also, the PMF supports the SecA ATPase reaction
cycle by stimulating SecA de-insertion from SecYEG and promoting substrate
release (Nishiyama et al., 1999; Mori and Ito, 2003). A new protein translocation
pathway was found in nearly 20 years and termed twin-arginine (Tat) pathway,
which uses the ΔpH as the sole energy source to transport folded proteins across 
membranes in most bacteria and plant thylakoids (details see chapters below).
To date, energy sources for protein translocation have been well characterized, but
few direct measurements exist to work out total energy cost during these processes. It
is possible to estimate the force generated by protein translocation ATPases (SecA or
Hsp70) on the basis of the known free energy of ATP hydrolysis under cellular
conditions (Ishijima et al., 1998). A recent study estimated that 3% of the total
energy output of the chloroplast was used by the thylakoidal ΔpH-dependent cpTat 
pathway (Iuone, 2003). Nevertheless, energy sources cooperate with each other in
most translocation systems and it is difficult to calculate the cost in these
complicated processes without the development of further experimental methods.
Another feature common to most protein transport systems is that molecular
chaperones/chaperonins in the cytosol have functions to assist protein folding,
oligomeric assembly, rejected molecule degradation and even protein translocation.
Hsp70 chaperones are a family of conserved ATPase molecules which stabilize
newly synthesized polypeptides and avoid aggregation in a folding-competent state
until all segments of the chains are ready for folding (Hartl, 1996). For instance,
DnaK and partner DnaJ is a homolgue of Hsp70 in Escherichia coli and they perform
an effective cycle to fold proteins. Firstly, DnaJ interacts with unfolded polypeptide
and targets DnaK. Secondly DnaJ stimulates ATP-bound DnaK hydrolysis to
produce the ADP-bound stable state which forms a DnaK-DnaJ-substrate complex.
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Then the complex nucleotide exchange factor GrpE promotes release of ADP from
DnaK as well as DnaJ release from the complex. Finally, substrate is released to fold
or repeat the cycle if necessary, or transfer to chaperonin GroEL to finish folding
(Schmid et al., 1994; Palleros et al., 1993). GroEL is one of the chaperonin
subgroups in eubacterial chloroplasts and mitochontria, another one, TRiC, is found
in archaebacteria and eukaryotes. Chaperonin family members cooperate with
molecular chaperones to assist in folding by forming cylindrical complexes that
promote protein folding in the sequestered environment of their central cavity (Basha
et al., 2004; Ben-Zvi and Goloubinoff, 2001). The Chaperonin GroEL and Cpn60
families seem more generally and crucially to play a role in efficient protein folding
in prokaryotes and eubacteria, respectively.
Lastly, most protein translocation pathways contain membrane-bound subunits that
form a channel-like complex which facilitates protein transport. The general
secretory (Sec) pathway is the most common one in all organisms and a novel
twin-arginine translocase (Tat) pathway has been recently identified to export folded
or partially folded proteins across bacterial membranes. Both contain a specific
organization to finish the task of protein targeting and it will be described in detail
below.
1.2 Protein translocation in bacteria and plant chloroplasts
1.2.1 Bacterial protein translocation
Prokaryotic cells consist of simple units surrounded by the plasma membrane and
they generally lack the defined nucleus and any other membrane-bound
compartments. Bacteria are the mainly group of unicellular prokaryotes. They are
broadly differentiated into two large groups (Gram-positive and Gram-negative)
according to their physical properties of the cell walls by Gram-stain (Figure1.1).
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cytoplasm
cytoplasm
Extracellular spaceCell wall
Outer membrane
Plasma
membrane
periplasm
Gram-negative bacterium
Gram-positive bacteriumFigure 1.1 Schematic representation of the Gram-negative and Gram-positive
bacterial cell The typical structure of a Gram-negative and a Gram-positive
bacterial cell are shown in the diagram. A Gram-negative cell consists of four
compartments which are a cytoplasmic membrane, the periplasmic space, an outer
membrane and the cytoplasm. A Gram-positive cell contains a single plasma7
membrane surrounded by a thick cell wall.
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The Gram-positive bacterial cell comprises three compartments: cytoplasm, plasma
membrane and a thick cell wall layer of peptidoglycan and extracellular media.
Proteins can be inserted into the cytoplasmic membrane or translocated across it.
However, Gram-negative bacteria have a different and complex arrangement. The
cell wall is composed of a thin layer of peptidoglycan and an outer membrane
encompasses the cell. In this case, some proteins maybe further inserted into the
outer membrane or secreted from the cell by specialized secretion systems such as
type I–V protein secretion systems. There are also a few specialized translocation
systems that enable proteins to move through both membranes into the extracellular
space (Saier, 2006).
Approximately 20% of all proteins synthesized in the cytoplasm must be exported
across the cytoplasmic membrane in bacteria (Pugsley, 1993). The major route of
protein translocation is the so-called secretory pathway abbreviated as ‘Sec pathway’,
but a smaller number of substrates use a more recently discovered Tat pathway. I will
focus on the translocation of proteins by the Tat pathway in the Gram-negative
bacterium E. coli.
1.2.2 Protein sorting in the chloroplast
Chloroplasts are a specialised plastid-type organelle that assimilates carbon dioxide
and generates oxygen through photosynthesis in plant cells, and also participates in
the biosynthesis of fatty acids, lipids and amino acids. The complex structure of
chloroplasts includes six sub-compartments, including an envelope consisting of the
outer and the inner lipid bilayer membrane, the inter-membrane space, the stroma,
the internal thylakoid membranes and the enclosed soluble phase - the thylakoid
lumen. The thylakoid network within the stroma is composed of stacks of disc-like
membrane structure that directly perform the light-mediate reaction of
photosynthesis.
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Most proteins destined for the chloroplasts are made in the cytosol and need to be
imported. Two large complexes, the translocases of the outer membrane (Toc) and
inner membrane (Tic) were identified to be responsible for protein import (Jarvis and
Robinson, 2004; Oreb et al., 2008). Proteins are synthesized bearing a cleavable,
N-terminal presequence which can be targeted to translocons with the help of
cytosolic chaperones. When proteins are successfully translocated into the
chloroplast, the stromal processing peptidase (SPP) will remove the transit
presequence of proteins. Some of them remain to function in the stroma, but others
contain a second signal peptide to direct a subsequence routing pathway if their final
destination is in the thylakoid lumen. Both Sec and Tat pathway utilise the second
signal peptide to transport proteins into the thylakoid lumen but they have different
translocation mechanisms. For proteins transported into the thylakoid membrane, two
pathways were identified: the signal recognition particle (SRP) pathway and the
‘spontaneous’ pathway are involved (Robinson et al., 2001; Di Cola et al., 2005).
1.3 The General Secretory (Sec) pathway
The mechanism of the Sec pathway and the structure of the major components of the
Sec translocase in E. coli have been elucidated by genetic, biochemical and electron
microscopy (EM) studies from 1970s. When the signal peptide of a protein is
translated by the ribosome, it can be targeted to the Sec translocase by two different
mechanisms: either co-translational or post-translational (Figure 1.2).
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A BFigure 1.2 The protein translocation by the Sec pathway in E. coli (Adapted from
Driessen and Nouwen, 2008). Newly synthesised proteins are targeted to the Sec
translocase by different routes. A. Co-translational and B. post-translational targeting10
routes and translocation of unfolded proteins by the Sec-translocase.
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In bacteria, the co-translational targeting pathway is generally used for the
integration of proteins into the cytoplasmic membrane, unlike ER, where only a few
proteins are transported across the membrane by this route (Osborne et al., 2005). In
the post-translational mode, the preprotein is synthesized to its full-length in the
cytosol and kept in a loosely folded, translocation-competent state by the binding of
the molecular chaperone SecB to multiple regions of the mature domain (Randall et
al., 1990; Fekkes and Driessen, 1999; Kumamoto and Francetiç, 1993). Although
general chaperones such as GroEL and DnaK can compensate for the stabilization of
unfolded preproteins in the absence of SecB, they can not perform the specific
targeting role in protein export which particular depends on the ability of SecB to
associate with SecA (Hartl et al., 1990; Kumamoto, 1991; Wild et al., 1996). The
SecB–preprotein complex is targeted to the SecYEG-bound SecA where the signal
sequence of the preprotein is exposed to SecA during the SecB–SecA interaction
(Fekkes et al., 1997). Then SecB is released from this ternary complex when SecA
binds ATP to initiate translocation.
SecA is a central component of the bacterial Sec system as it is the only ATPase to
couple hydrolysis of ATP to drive translocation of preproteins and it interacts with
almost all other components of the translocase (Schiebel et al., 1991; Manting and
Driessen, 2000).
The SecYEG complex forms a hydrophilic protein-conducting pore to direct the
movement of secretory proteins across membrane in bacteria (Joly and Wickner,
1993; Cannon et al., 2005). In E. coli, SecY is a 48 kDa protein with 10
membrane-spanning α-helices, while SecE is 15 kDa with three membrane-spanning 
α-helices. SecY and SecE are the central components that form a stable complex. 
SecY is degraded by an ATP-dependent membrane-bound protease FtsH in the
absence of SecE (Akiyama and Ito, 1987; Kihara et al., 1995). SecG, a third
membrane protein of two spans that forms the heterotrimeric SecYEG complex, is
not essential for viability but needed for efficient protein export, in particular at
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lower temperature (Brundage et al., 1990; Nishiyama et al., 1993). The proposed
translocation channel is formed by a SecYEG dimer and has the overall shape of an
hourglass that is ~ 4 Å at it most constricted point and ~ 20-25 Å at its widest
(Breyton et al., 2002; Mitra et al., 2005; Van den Berg et al., 2004). Another
heterotrimeric integral membrane protein complex, SecDFYajC, is needed for
efficient protein export by SecYEG (Duong and Wickner, 1997).
A mechanism of the Sec pathway has been proposed. After SecB passes the
preproteins to SecA, SecA binds to ATP leading to a loop of the signal sequence as
the preprotein inserts into the SecYEG. Upon the hydrolysis of ATP, preproteins are
released from SecA but SecYEG-bound SecA rebinds ATP to finish the step-wise
translocation (Mitra et al., 2006; van der Sluis and Driessen, 2006; van derWolk et
al., 1997). In the late stage, The PMF can drive translocation when SecA is not
associated with the preprotein (Schiebel et al., 1991; Driessen, 1992).
1.4 The Twin-Arginine translocation (Tat) pathway
Although the Sec pathway is involved in the export of unfolded proteins across
membranes in all domains of life, a specialized protein translocation pathway exists
and acts in a different manner in archaea, bacteria and plant plastids. The pathway
was first discovered in the thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts towards the early
1990s and initially designated the ∆pH pathway because of the reliance on the proton 
motive force as the sole energy resource (Cline et al., 1992; Klosgen et al., 1992;
Mould & Robinson, 1991). Thereafter, a group of bacterial redox proteins were
observed to export via the same pathway, and their signal peptides were analyzed to
harbour a highly conserved twin arginine (RR) motif, which led to the pathway being
termed the twin-arginine translocation (Tat) pathway (Berks, 1996; Sargent et al.,
1998).
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The Tat pathway possesses the unique and remarkable ability to transport partially or
even fully folded proteins across energy-transducing membranes, and does not
require nucleoside triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis at any stage of the translocation
process (reviewed by Robinson and Bolhuis, 2004; Muller, 2005). The composition
of the Tat pathway has been identified but it is surprisingly varied in different species.
In E. coli, it consists of three subunits TatA, TatB and TatC which are the minimal
functional group. Homologues of each subunit are found in chloroplasts as Tha4,
Hcf106 and cpTatC respectively. However, all Gram-positive bacteria except
Streptomyces species and some archaea contain only TatA and TatC (Yen et al.,
2002). TatD and TatE are also encoded by tat genes but they are not essential for the
protein translocation. The tatD gene is co-expressed in an operon with tatA/B/C and
encodes a protein with DNase activity (Wexler et al., 2000). The tatE gene is thought
to be a gene duplication of tatA but is expressed at significantly lower levels, and can
partially complement E. coli ΔtatA cells if overexpressed (Sargent et al., 1998; Jack
et al., 2001). Surprisingly, recent researches have speculated that the involvement of
the TatD and TatE in the quality-control of Tat substrates (Matos et al., 2009).
At present, the Tat pathway is still not completely understood and key aspects need
to be studied. For instance, although other pathways are capable of transporting
folded proteins, namely import pathways into peroxisomes and the nucleus in
eukaryotes (Glover et al., 1994; Walton et al., 1995; Feldherr et al., 2002) as well as
export across the Gram-negative outer membrane by Type II secretion, the Tat
pathway is the only one that achieves this in a coupled membrane. This may provide
a means for secretion of complex recombinant proteins which are not compatible
with the Sec pathway (Brüser, 2007; Kim et al., 2005). In addition, the Tat pathway
is widespread within the microbial world and plants but absent in animal and fungal
cells which makes it a novel target for antimicrobial drugs with low human toxicity
(Lee et al, 2006).
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1.4. 1 Components of the Tat pathway
The subunits of the Tat machinery in chloroplasts and Gram-negative bacteria share
highly homologous sequences which help to identify the presence of Tat proteins in
most bacteria. The maize hcf106 gene was the first gene to be identified and
characterized in the Tat pathway (Settles et al., 1997; Voelker & Barkan, 1995). In E.
coli, three inner membrane proteins TatA, TatB and TatC represent the minimal
requirements for efficient translocation, and the countparts in plants are Tha4,
Hcf106 and cpTatC respectively (Sargent et al., 1998; Weiner et al., 1998; Bogsch et
al., 1998). However, TatB does not seem to be essential for export in some
Gram-positive bacteria which contain only TatA and TatC-type proteins of the Tat
apparatus (Chan et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2011). The fouth gene tatD located in
an operon of tatABC and the fifth monocistronic gene tatE are thought to play an role
in quality control of Tat system. The organisation of the tat genes of E. coli is shown
schematically in Figure 1.3.
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TatA (9.6kDa) TatB (18.4kDa) TatC (28.9kDa)
Periplasm
CytoplasmFigure 1.3 The tat genes and the overall structure of three essential Tat subunits
of E. coli (Adapted from Robinson et al., 2011) In E. coli, three essential tat genes
are constitutively expressed alongside the tatD gene in an operon, also tatE which is
the paralogue of tatA is located elsewhere in the genome.The picture shows the
proposed overall structure for the subunits of the TatABC system: the TatA and TatB
have a single TM spanning domain following an amphipathic helix that lies along
the cytoplasmic face of the plasma membrane. TatC contains 6 TM spans with the15
N- and C-termini in the cytoplasm.
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1.4.1.1 TatA subunit
TatA is the most abundant Tat component and is present at around 25- and 50-times
more than TatB and TatC, respectively (Jack et al., 2001; Sargent et al., 2001), and it
is suggested to form large homooligomeric complexes of differing diameter as the
translocation channel (Gohlke et al., 2005; Leake et al., 2008).
The tatA gene encodes an 89 amino-acid integral membrane protein of 9.6 kDa
which is predicted to contain an N-terminal α-helical transmembrane (TM) domain 
followed by a short ‘hinge’ region leading to an amphipathic helix (APH) and a
largely unstructured C-terminal tail (Settles et al., 1997; Sargent et al., 1998). Studies
of TatA secondary structure by circular dichroism (CD) and oriented CD (OCD)
provided the evidence that the N-terminal TM domain does traverse the membrane
with the APH lying along the surface of the membrane (Lange et al., 2007; White et
al., 2010). Also, the study using fusion of TatA and YFP showed TatA protein has an
even distribution around the periphery of the cell (Berthelmann and Bruser, 2004;
Leake et al., 2008; Ray et al., 2005). TatA homologs in B. subtilis and H. volcanii,
even Tha4 in plants, are partially present in a soluble cytoplasmic form and the role
of this form in the translocation process is still ambiguous (Dilks et al., 2005; Pop et
al., 2003; Frielingsdorf et al., 2008). The TM domain of TatA is essential for export,
(De Leeuw et al., 2001), and the TatA TM domain is also thought to be involved in
interactions with TatB (Barrett and Robinson, 2005; Lee et al., 2002). Furthermore,
point mutations located in the hinge region and APH severely affect translocation
activity indicating a functional significance (Hicks et al., 2003).
A dual topology of E. coli TatA has been proposed in terms of two studies:
localization analysis with fusion of TatA and YFP as well as accessibility of single
cysteine mutants to thiol-reactive components. It is speculated that lipid interactions
of the APH of TatA allow a temporary insertion into the membrane during the
translocation process (Gouffi et al., 2004; Porcelli et al., 2002). In contrast, the
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C-terminus of TatA appears to be non-essential for function. Truncations by up to 40
amino acids from the C-terminus of E. coli TatA are still able to function (Lee et al.,
2002). Recently, a study proposed that TatA, in conjunction with TatE, might be
involved in the proofreading of rejected Tat substrates (Matos et al., 2008), the detail
will be discussed.
1.4.1.2 TatB subunit
TatB and TatA share 25% homology in E. coli, and are predicted to have a similar
secondary structure as well as membrane topology. TatB can interact with TatC to
form the translocation receptor complex.
TatB is made up of 171 amino acids and is 18.4kDa; it contains an N-terminal TM
domain followed by a small hinge region and amphipathic helix (APH) that lies
along the cytoplasmic side of the membrane (De Leeuw et al., 2001). TatB has a
long extended C-terminal tail that was shown to be nonessential for Tat translocation
activity through truncation analysis (Lee et al., 2002). Furthermore, mutations
located in the TM domian of TatB did not have an effect on transport and complex
formation, even when the domain was substituted by the homologous TM domain
from TatA (Lee et al., 2002). However, similar to TatA, various mutagenesis studies
have indicated that single amino acid substitutions in the hinge region and APH
dramatically affect activity (Barrett et al., 2003; Hicks et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2006).
Recent two hybrid analysis demonstrated no specific interaction between the
membrane-extrinsic domains of TatA and TatB, even thought the stronge
homodimerization of them (Maldonado et al., 2011). This is consistent with earlier
chemical crosslinking studies which did not detect contacts between TatA and TatB
(De Leeuw et al., 2001).
Recent study of the membrane-extrinsic domain of TatB has shown that the first 55
or 101 amino acids of TatB is efficient of TatBC complex formation or stability, and
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this implied that only the TM and/or APH is required for complex formation with
TatC (Maldonado et al., 2011). A model proposed that the TatBC receptor consists
of four TatBC protomers, in which TatB is able to transiently accommodate large
parts of a folded Tat precursor and TatC is located on the periphery of the complex
(Lee et al., 2006; Maurer et al., 2010). Indeed, the interaction between TatB and Tat
precursor occurs at multiple contact sites along the TM and amphipathic helix, with
two Tat precursors able to simultaneously bind to a TatB subunit (Tarry et al., 2009;
Ma and Cline, 2010).
Despite the similarity of TatA and TatB, the two subunits can not substitute for each
other, even when over-expressed (Sargent et al., 1999). TatB is a prerequisite for the
translocation of endogenous E. coli Tat substrates, but is not always essential for
transport of all substrates. For instance, Colicin V was translocated in the tatB
deletion strain of E. coli (Ize et al., 2002) and export of a reporter protein fusing the
signal peptide of TMAO reductase (TorA) with MalE was observed in the absence of
TatB (Blaudeck et al., 2005).
In most Gram-positive bacterial systems a TatB homologue is lacking and the Tat
pathway comprises a TatAC system (Dilks et al., 2003; Yen et al., 2002). This has
led to the hypothesis that in these systems the TatA/B homologue may be
bifunctional and takes the role of both TatA and TatB. This has been demonstrated
for the TatAdCd system from B. subtilis (Barnett et al., 2008).
1.4.1.3 TatC subunit
TatC is the largest and most highly conserved Tat subunit in E. coli. It is 28.9kDa
and is predicted to have six TM helices and both N- and C-termini protruding into
the cytosol by sequence analysis as well as gene fusions (Behrendt et al., 2004;
Jeong et al., 2004). Some studies suggested that only four TM helices is present in
membrane and two may lie on the surface of membrane (Gouffi et al., 2002; Nolandt
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et al., 2009). However, the most likely scenario is the presence of six TM helices
which has been proved by crosslinking (Punginelli et al., 2007). The cytoplasmic
side of TatC is particularly important for function. Several site-directed mutagenesis
studies of conserved residues in cytosolic loops have revealed that even single amino
acid substitutions can have a severe effect on translocation activity in prokaryotes
and plant plastids. The data also suggested two residues, Phe94 in the second TM
domain and Pro48 in the first periplasmic loop, are critical for the assembly of Tat
complexes (Allen et al., 2002; Barrett and Robinson, 2005; Buchanan et al., 2002).
TatC either alone or in a complex with TatB initially interacts with the signal peptide
of Tat substrates, and this interaction requires the twin arginine motif in in vitro
biochemical studies (Alami et al., 2003; Cline and Mori, 2001; De Leeuw et al.,
2002).
1.4.1.4 TatD subunit
The tat operon encodes the fourth gene tatD which is a soluble protein with DNase
activity. TatD was originally thought to play no apparent role in Tat-dependent
translocation, because the translocation of Tat substrates was not affected in TatD
deletion strains (Wexler et al., 2000; Robinson and Bolhuis, 2004). However, it is
proposed recently that TatD plays a role in the proofreading of Tat pathway which
can stabilize the correctly assembled proteins in wild type cells but turn over rejected
molecules (Matos et al., 2009). So far, the exact role of TatD is still uncertain and
more work will be done in the future.
1.4.1.5 TatE and TatF subunit
The E. coli chromosome encodes a monocistronic gene outside the tatABC operon,
tatE, which is the fifth subunit of the Tat machinery. TatE shares up to 50% amino
acid sequence homology with TatA, resulting in the possibility that TatE seems to
have overlapping functions with TatA and it can partially complement tatA null
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mutants (Jack et al., 2001). TatE is produced at much lower levels than TatA and
does not have any significant role in Tat function (Sargent et al., 1998; Sargent et al.,
1999). Nevertheless, E. coli TatE is induced in biofilms, and in Pseudomonas stutzeri
TatE expression is associated with denitrification, pointing to a more important role
of TatE proteins under specific growth conditions—possibly as an adaptation to
specific substrates (Beloin et al., 2004; Heikkilä et al., 2001). More importantly, the
degradation of FeS deficient Tat substrates in previous studies suggested TatE alone
or accompanied by TatA may be involved in the proofreading/turnover process of
Tat system (Matos et al., 2008).
No evidence demonstrated that TatF is a Tat subunit participating in the Tat
translocation pathway. But it is related to the AAA family of ATPases that often
have chaperone and/or protease functions (Lindenstrauss and Brüser, 2006).
1.4.2 Structural organization of Tat complexes
1.4.2.1 Tat complexes in Gram-negative bacteria
In Gram-negative bacteria, three subunits are required to come together and form a
large hetero-oligomeric TatABC complex to translocate large folded proteins. On the
basis of the key points, some Tat mechanistic models have been built in recent years.
Initially two independent studies of isolated complexes showed different results: one
found that the TatAB complex contained oligomeric TatA complex and a small
amount of TatB associated with TatA, and the isolated single particle was analysed
to form a double-layered ring-like structure by electron microscopy (Bolhuis et al.,
2001; De Leeuw et al., 2001; Sargent et al., 2001); another was that only TatA
formed homo-oligomeric complexes of variable size but mainly a discrete complex
of ~ 460 kDa (Porcelli et al., 2002).
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However, it is now widely accepted that two distinct types of complexes are present:
a TatABC complex and homo-oligomeric TatA complex (Bolhuis et al., 2001; Lee et
al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2011). The TatABC complex was purified from E. coli
and estimated to be ~600 kDa at the beginning by gel filtration chromatography
(Bolhuis et al., 2001), thereafter, the accurate complex size was determined as 370
kDa according to blue native PAGE (Oates et al., 2005). Within this complex TatB
and TatC interact with a 1:1 stochiometry to form a functional unit with slightly
variable amounts of TatA presents (Bolhuis et al., 2001). TatBC is essential to
recognize and bind to substrates before export. Surprisingly, there is evidence that
TatB and TatC assemble into autonomous units in the absence of each other (Orriss
et al., 2007). Furthermore, TatC is unstable in the absence of TatB, suggesting a role
of TatB in stabilizing the TatBC complex (Sargent et al., 1999), and TatA has no
effect on either the formation or stability of the TatBC complex (Orriss et al., 2007).
The majority of TatA is found in separate homo-oligomeric complexes that co-purify
with the TatABC complex and form a ladder of bands on blue native gels ranging in
size from 50 kDa to well over 500 kDa (Gohlke et al., 2005; Oates et al., 2005). The
formation of the TatA complex is independent of expression level and does not
require the presence of TatB/C (Muller and Klosgen, 2005). Electron microscopy and
random conical tilt reconstructions found TatA complexes form channels with a
possible lid structure and variable diameter (Gohlke et al., 2005). A recent study
using in vivo imaging of TatA-YFP at native levels demonstrated that approximately
15 TatA complexes were mobile in the membrane with some disperse TatA
molecules present (Leake et al., 2008). The cross-linking studies suggested TatA
form trimers and tetramers in E. coli membranes (De Leeuw et al., 2001; Oates et al.,
2005; Leake et al., 2008). Most of the studies mentioned above have performed
under the situation in absence of substrate and over-expression of TatA/B/C, it is
hard to know exact complex organization when folded Tat substrates of vastly
differing sizes are translocated.
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1.4.2.2 Tat complexes in Gram-positive bacteria
The minimal Tat translocation systems are comprised of only TatA and TatC-type
proteins in most Gram-positive bacteria (Jongbloed et al., 2004; Barnett et al., 2008).
Bacillus subtilis is used as a model organism to study the Tat pathway and it has two
TatAC-type pathways (TatAdCd and TatAyCy) that operate in parallel with differing
substrate specificities (Jongbloed et al., 2004). Analysis of the TatAdCd complexes
showed TatAdCd forms ~ 230 kDa complexes and a separate, rather discrete ~270
kDa TatAd complex (Barnett et al., 2008). A soluble cytosolic population of TatAd
was found alongside the membrane localized form (Pop et al., 2003). This soluble
TatAd and the membrane localised TatCd led to a proposed distinct model of Tat
pathway with TatAd acting as the initial receptor for Tat substrates (Pop et al., 2003).
Studies also indicated that TatAd was capable of complementing E. coli tatA and
tatB null mutants, resulting in the truly bifunction of TatAd in lack of TatB
(Jongbloed et al., 2006). The overall structure comprising the TatAdCd complex and
the separate TatAd complex has been confirmed in solution NMR studies on
detergent-solubilised TatAd in which the protein was monomeric under the
conditions used, but it is probably part of an oligomeric complex in nature (Hu et al.,
2010). Further investigation of TatAdCd and Tat AyCy in the Tat system is needed
in view of the limited knowledge.
1.4.2.3 Tat complexes in plants
Similar to Tat components in E. coli, three subunits Tha4, Hcf106 and cpTatC make
up of the Tat translocation pathway in the plant. In contrast to bacterial TatABC
organisation, Tha4 (TatA) is not found in a complex with hcf106 and cpTatC
(TatBC). It is shown that hcf106-cpTatC form a stable 700 kDa complex, while Tha4
forms a distinctly discrete homo-oligomeric complex of 400 kDa (Cline and Mori,
2001). A recent study in thylakoids used cross-linking to show that Tha4 oligomers
associate through their TM domains in unstimulated membranes, and formed higher
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order oligomers when stimulated by the addition of a Tat substrate (Dabney-Smith
and Cline, 2009). Moreover, the separable hcf106–cpTatC and Tha4 subcomplexes
located in the thylakoid membranes of plant chloroplsts only associated in the
presence of substrate with ΔpH as energy (Cline and Mori, 2002). 
1.4.3 Tat signal peptides
Proteins transported by the Tat pathway are targeted by N-terminal signal peptides
that contain three distinct regions: a positively charged N-terminal region, a
hydrophobic region and a polar C-terminal region ending with an Ala-Xaa-Ala
cleavage motif which is removed after translocation (von Heijne, 1995). Bacterial
Tat substrates display a highly conserved consensus motif T/S-R-R-x-F-L-K (where
x is an apolar amino acid) between the N and H regions in which the invariant
twin-arginine residues result in the name of ‘Twin arginine translocation pathway’
(Figure 1.4) (Berks, 1996; Crsitobal et al., 1999). But chloroplast Tat signals show a
slight alteration as R-R-xx-Φ, where Φ is leucine, phenylalanine, valine or 
methionine (Brink et al., 1998). RR is essential in the Tat pathway of plants since the
substitution of either Arg to Lys completely abolishes transport (Chaddock et al.,
1995). In contrast, in bacteria substitution of a single Arg is tolerated or only affects
the translocation activity whereas mutation of both Arg blocks Tat-specific export,
implying the involvement of other factors (Buchanan et al., 2001; De Lisa et al.,
2002; Mendel et al., 2008). Although the RR-motif is almost invariant in all Tat
substrates, a minority of exceptions have been identified to date with a KR motif in
the signal peptide of TtrB subunit of Salmonella enterica and the RNR motif of E.
coli penicillin amidase (Hinsley et al., 2001; Ignatova et al., 2002).
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The RR motif is not the only important determinant in Tat signals, other factors also
appear to be critical. Some residues around RR motif, especially position -1 and
+2/+3 appear to be important for translocation in bacteria. Studies have shown the
Serine residue before the RR-pair seems to be important in some substrates because
the substitution of this residue of E. coli TorA and DmsA led to a large reduction in
translocation activity yet had no effect on SufI transport (Stanley et al., 2000;
Mendel et al., 2008). Similarly, the +2 residue in front of RR-pair that is usually
either a Phenylalanine or a Leucine is significant in different substrates but an acidic
residue at this position cannot be tolerated. For instance, substitution of this residue
with either Alanine or Serine had no effect on translocation in E. coli of TorA-GFP,
whilst substitution by Aspartic acid caused a complete block in transport. In DmsA,
substitution of Leucine with either Alanine or Aspartic acid caused a complete block
as well (Mendel et al., 2008).
Moreover, basic residues in the C-region and a proline residue at the end of the
H-region have been identified as playing a role in translocation activity (Ize et al.,
2002; Bogsch et al., 1997; Cristobal et al., 1999). In chloroplasts the basic C-domain
is recognized as a ‘Sec-avoidance motif’ (Bogsch et al., 1997). In addition, Tat signal
peptides are less hydrophobic than Sec-type signal peptides (Cristobal et al., 1999;
Ize et al., 2002).
Also, the N-termini of Tat signal peptides are generally longer than Sec counterparts
with an average length of 38 and 24 residues, respectively (Cristobal et al., 1999).
Although there is the difference of Tat RR- motif significance between the plants and
bacteria, the high conservation leads to efficient direction of transport when
expressed heterologously in distinct species, for example a bacterial signal peptide
fused GFP can be transported in plants (Spence et al., 2003). Nevertheless, at least
eight proteins in E. coli lacking a signal peptide seem to be exported in a ‘hitchhiker
mechanism’ which means they interact with another protein that has a Tat signal
peptide and transport together via the Tat pathway, such as DmsB (Rodrigue et al.,
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1999). Apart from the targeting of proteins to Tat translocase, more recent studies
have indicated that signal peptides that bind to cytosolic chaperones in order that the
correct assembly of substrates can be finished, thus performing a valuable function in
proofreading (Buchanan et al., 2008; Robinson et al., 2011).
1.4.4 Tat substrates
At the beginning, Tat pathway was discovered to translocate complex cofactor
containing redox proteins in bacteria. It was shown that 6% of secreted proteins are
predicted to be Tat-dependent and the majority are cofactor-containing redox
proteins in E. coli including hydrogenases, formate dehydrogenases, nitrate
reductases, trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) reductases, and dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) reductases, all of which function in anaerobic respiration (Berks, 1996;
Gennis and Stewart, 1996; Palmer et al., 2005; Rose et al., 2002). These substrates
require the insertion of metal ion cofactors such as FeS, NiFe, copper and
molybdopterin centres within the cytosol prior to translocation (Berks, 1996; Santini
et al., 1998; Weiner et al., 1998). Besides, the Tat pathway has the instinct to
discriminate against misfolded proteins (Delisa et al., 2003). Since then several Tat
substrates have been identified that do not have a cofactor, such as AmiA and AmiC
in E. coli that are required for cell wall biogenesis. Therefore, a widely accepted
hypothesis is that rapid folding kinetics for these proteins may not be compatible
with the Sec pathway (Ize et al., 2003; Bernhardt and de Boer, 2003).
Another hypothesis is that some Tat substrates are unable to attain their biologically
active state within the periplasmic milieu, so they have to properly assemble to be
active in the cytoplasm, in the same way that green fluorescent protein (GFP) is only
fluorescent in the periplasm when exported by the Tat pathway (Feilmeier et al.,
2000; Thomas et al., 2001). Some organisms favor the Tat pathway due to their harsh
external environments. Halophilic archaea are thought to use the Tat pathway as the
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high salt concentrations in the external environment would cause aggregation of
unfolded proteins (Rose et al., 2002).
The Tat pathway not only exports soluble proteins across the membrane, but also
targets integral membrane proteins in some cases. However, it is not known whether
integral membrane proteins are inserted directly from the Tat translocase or inserted
by other mechanisms following their translocation to the periplasm. There is also
some evidence to suggest that the Tat pathway is capable of translocating
lipoproteins that are attached to the membrane via lipidation of the N terminus (Dilks
et al., 2005; Li et al., 2005). The Tat system is identified in most bacteria but is
absent in some. E. coli has ~ 30 Tat substrates and Streptomyces coelicolor about 25
proteins (Widdick et al., 2006). In contrast the Gram-positive bacterium B. subtilis
has just 4 confirmed Tat substrates (Widdick et al., 2008). Importantly, several
virulently pathogenic bacteria also rely heavily on the Tat pathway. By contrast some
bacteria such as Lactococcus lactis do not possess any Tat protein homologues
(Dilks et al., 2003). In summary, the Tat pathway has the unique ability to transport a
certain degree of folded proteins through tightly sealed membranes, but different
bacterial species utilise the Tat pathway to considerably extents.
1.4.5 Proposed mechanism of Tat translocation
The Tat components and their organization have been identified, whereas the novel
mechanism of export folded proteins across energetically sealed membranes in Tat
pathway is still unraveled. Based on most studies in Gram-negative bacteria and
plants, a compelling model has been proposed as ‘Tat-transport cycle’ (Figure 1.5).
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Two distinct TatABC and TatA complexes were purified and characterized, and they
are capable of recognizing the substrates and forming a variable translocation
channel to export. Tat substrates are synthesized by transcription/translation and
assembled correctly including the insertion of cofactors, and then their signal
peptides are present in α-helical to interact with the membrane (Hou et al., 2006;
Shanmugham et al., 2006). The translocation process is roughly divided into three
steps. In the first step substrates are targeted to the Tat translocon under an
energy-depleted condition (Alami et al., 2002; Mould & Robinson, 1991). TatB and
TatC in the TatABC complex are critical for the substrate-Tat association in which
TatC initially recognizes the twin arginine motif of the signal peptide and TatB
interacts more extensively with the substrate, resulting in the recruitment of TatA
complexes to TatABC complex in a PMF-dependent manner (Alami et al., 2002;
Alami et al., 2003; Mori and Cline, 2001, Mori & Cline, 2002). The electron
microscopic (EM) study using over-expressed TatBC interacting with Tat substrate
SufI in a tatA deletion stain provided evidence that one or two substrate molecules
bind the periphery of TatBC to form TatBC-SufI complexes. Also the TatBC
complex appears roughly spherical with a small central cavity which is unlike TatA
complexes which form a size-variable channel with a lid on the cytoplasmic face
(Tarry et al., 2009; Gohlke et al., 2005; Porcelli et al., 2002). It is suggested that
TatB and TatC protomers can associate to be homo-polymers and the TatBC
heterodimer contains at least one substrate-binding site (probably more).
Furthermore, the study of chloroplasts has shown that the Tha4 (TatA in bacteria)
complex is only recruited to compose the channel when the substrate binds to
Hcf106-cpTatC (TatBC in bacteria) in the presence of the proton motive force (Mori
and Cline, 2002). The next step is that TatA complexes combine to generate the
differently-sized channels that could accommodate a diverse array of folded proteins
across membrane (Gohlke et al., 2005; Oates et al., 2005). The topological evidence
suggested the C-terminus of TatA is flipped across the membrane to give a
hydrophilic-lined channel composed of the amphipathic domain (Gouffi et al., 2004)
and the N-terminus remains on the cis-side of the membrane (Fincher et al., 1998).
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At last, while the substrate is exported to the periplasm, TatA subsequently
disassociates from the TatBC units and reset the system to the beginning ready for
another round of translocation. Because the transport cycle is transient and efficient,
it could provide an explanation of why Tat pathway is able to transport the largely
folded proteins without effect on the membrane integrity.
Early work focused on the thylakoid system showed that translocation solely depends
on the pH gradient of the PMF (Alder and Theg, 2003; Mori and Cline, 2002; Mould
and Robinson, 1991). Bacterial Tat transport is also PMF-dependent since some in
vitro assays have been developed using inverted E. coli membrane vesicles (Alami et
al., 2002; Alami et al., 2003; Yahr and Wickner, 2001). However, observed that the
thylakoid Tat pathway could be driven by the Δψ in vivo (Finazzi et al., 2003), and it
has to be pointed out that the membrane electrical potential is large in other
organisms (Alder and Theg, 2003). For instance, E. coli SufI could be imported into
IMVs in the absence of a ΔpH and it was demonstrated that two electric potentials 
were required in the translocation process (Bageshwar and Musser, 2007).
Surprisingly, a recent study indicated that Tat dependent export of α-amylase in the 
haloarchaeon Haloarcula hispanica is driven by the sodium motive force (Kwan et
al., 2008). Thus, the energy resource of the Tat pathway is an essential point to study
which remains poorly understood now and to a certain extent controversial.
1.4.6 Proofreading and quality control system in Tat pathway
The Tat system is specifically dedicated to the translocation of fully folded proteins
and most of them require cofactor insertion or oligomerization with partner proteins
in the cytosol prior to export, this raises a question how do cells ensure that proteins
are correctly folded to be competent for transport? The majority of studies in both
bacteria and chloroplasts have been performed to understand the mystery, resulting
in a proposed proofreading or quality control mechanism that prevents the futile
export of apo-proteins in Tat pathway. Generally speaking, it can be separated into
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two aspects including the inherent ability of Tat system and the extrinsic assistance
of other factors.
On the one hand, several studies have shown that the Tat system preferentially
exports folded proteins even they are heterologous. For instance, Tat-mediated
export of cytochrome c into the periplasm occurs only if maturation and folding in
the cytoplasm are allowed (DeLisa et al., 2003) and PhoD, heterologously expressed
with a Tat signal peptide, could only be exported when correctly folded (DeLisa et
al., 2003), also a disulfide bond-containing protein PhoA was only translocated if
folding of oxidative state and disulfide bond formation could take place in the
cytoplasm (Richter and Bruser, 2005). In addition, the Tat pathway tends to
recognise proteins containing weak hydrophobic signal peptides or hydrophilic
domains (DeLisa et al., 2003). It is supported by research which demonstrated that a
small, unfolded hydrophilic polypeptide fused to Tat signal sequences was
translocated (Panahandeh et al., 2008) and insertion of hydrophobic patches onto the
surface of a globular protein abolished export via the Tat pathway (Richter et al.,
2007). Thus, the Tat pathway itself can proofread the passenger proteins and is
predisposed to recognize and export folded proteins.
On the other hand, there are several surveillance factors to monitor the correctly
assembly of Tat substrates in the cytoplasm (Fisher and Delisa, 2004). Firstly, it is
speculated that pre-proteins require the assistance of general molecular chaperone
systems such as GroELS and DnaK/Hsp70 for correct folding. All Tat leader
peptides were observed to contain DnaK binding sites in a study (Rudiger et al.,
1997). Indeed, it was discovered in plants that the Tat-mediated Rieske Fe/S protein
makes contacts with both Cpn60 (GroEL in E. coli) and the DnaK/Hsp70 homolog
prior to membrane insertion (Madueno et al., 1993; Molik et al., 2001). However,
there was evidence for exceptions. For example, DnaK displays affinity for Tat
leader peptides in vitro but is not required for the transport of the high-potential
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iron-sulfur proteins in vivo (Oresnik et al., 2001; Bruser and Sanders, 2003). So far,
the roles of generalized molecular chaperones in Tat export require more studies.
Secondly, a subset of specific cytosolic chaperones termed redox enzyme maturation
proteins (REMPs) help Tat substrates to insert cofactor, fold properly and
oligomerize with partner proteins, and they are often found in the same operon as
their corresponding gene-encoded Tat substrates (Turner et al., 2004; Jack et al.,
2004). Previous studies have examined two well-characterized REMPs, TorD and
DmsD, which interact with trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) reductase (TorA) and
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) reductase (DmsA) respectively.
The E. coli DmsD was the first REMP analysed and it plays an important role in the
DmsA localization and maturation (Weiner et al., 1992; Li et al., 2010). Studies have
indicated that DmsD recognizes both N-terminal and C-terminal regions of the
DmsA signal peptide (Chan et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010). The data show a clear
interaction between DmsD and the ribosome-associated trigger factor (Tig), which
suggested DmsD may interact with DmsA by attaching to its RR-leader immediately
after the DmsA polypeptide leaves the ribosome and acts in the concert with Tig to
protect it from untimely degradation or aggregation processes (Li et al., 2010). More
recently, DmsD was shown to bind general chaperones (such as DnaK, DnaJ and
GroEL) as well as proteins involved in the biosynthesis pathway of MGD cofactor in
DmsA (Buchanan et al., 2008; Robinson et al., 2011). In addition, it was found that
DmsD interacts with TatBC complex, implying DmsD may assist the localization of
DmsA in Tat pathway (Ray et al., 2003). Surprisingly, DmsD is not only a REMP for
DmsA, but is also suggested to interact with TorA and other putative DMSO
reductases such as YnfE and YnfF (Chan et al., 2009).
In E. coli TorD is the most well-known REMP and this protein is required for the
maturation of the Tat substrate TorA prior to export (Potter and Cole, 1999). So far,
several roles have been experimentally attributed to TorD. First, Tat proofreading
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involves a direct, specific interaction between TorD and N-terminal/ C-terminal
regions of the signal peptide to stabilize and protect apo-TorA (Buchanan et al.,
2008; Genest et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010). Furthermore, TorD binds the core of
apo-TorA and contributes to the maturation of TorA. Structural analysis has
predicted the very high α-helix content in TorD, in addition, study also has 
established that TorD α-helix 5 is crucial for the interaction with the core of TorA 
and this interaction is required for bis-MGD insertion (Buchanan et al., 2008; Genest
et al., 2008). Recent studies revealed that TorD proofreads in a GTP-dependent way
the cofactor insertion of TorA precursor and promotes its Tat translocation pathway
(Genest et al., 2008). The study demonstrated that TorD exhibits a
magnesium-dependent GTP hydrolytic activity and the GTPase activity is shown to
be present only in the domain-swapped homodimeric form of the protein. GTP
hydrolysis of TorD is used to regulate the maturation of TorA which involves the
cooperation of two aspects of TorD with the folding of TorA and possible
involvement of the MGD biosynthetic process. In conclusion, TorD takes part in all
stages of TorA transportation from synthesis of apoprotein to translocation.
Another well-studied group of REMPs, HyaE and HybE, are required for the
assembly of the hydrogenase components HyaA-HyaB and HybO-HybC respectively.
These are multimeric but only one subunit bears a Tat signal peptide and the
complexes are transported in dimeric form. For example, HyaE interacts with the
signal peptide of HyaA but not with the mature form and HyaA form a dimer with
HyaB in the cytoplasm prior to export (Dubini and Sargent, 2003; Rodrigue et al.,
1999).
Although Tat substrates discussed above have the specific chaperones to assist in the
folding of the protein and insertion of cofactors, this is not the case for all Tat
passenger proteins. In addition, while homologs of the E. coli REMPs are found in
many bacteria, they are still unknown in plants (Turner et al., 2004). Therefore, it
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must be considered the general folding machinery of the cytosol plays a role in the
transport of most substrates.
Most studies of proofreading were concentrated on bacterial systems. Recently, it
was reported that a translocation reversal event occurres in the cpTat pathway. The
study described that signal peptides were removed while a natural substrate pre-23K
and a fused 23K-GFP traversed the thylakoid membrane, but they were somehow
rejected by the translocase and returned to the stroma in many cases (Di Cola and
Robinson, 2005). This suggests that even at a late stage the Tat pathway can sense
and reject an incompatible substrate in plants. However, no significant Tat dependent
retrograde transport has been reported in bacteria or archaea and the mechanism for
this rejection is not clear. Overall, it is widely accepted that a folding quality control
or proofreading mechanism monitors the "foldedness" of a Tat preprotein prior to
transport, but it is unknown how such a process operates.
Either the Tat pathway itself or cytoplasmic chaperones participate in the
proofreading processing, it is necessary to have a salvage pathway to refold or
degraded rejected proteins. Indeed, a recent report provided evidence that two E. coli
Tat substrates NrfC and NapG are blocked in export by the Tat pathway if FeS centre
ligands were mutated, and mutant versions of the proteins were directed for
degradation (Matos et al., 2008). There is evidence that accumulation of
nontransported Tat preproteins that arise either from misfolding in the cytoplasm or
from depletion of the tat genes often results in inactivation and degradation in the
cytoplasm (Chanal et al., 1998; Delisa et al., 2003). The precise players in this
degradation process are not currently known, although likely candidates include the
FtsH protease (Bruser and Sanders, 2003) and the Clp machinery. The issue of
proofreading and quality control on the Tat pathway is still a controversial one and
remains undetermined now. The proposed model of proofreading in the Tat system is
depicted in the Figure 1.6.
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1.4.7 Applications of Tat pathway in the future
Since the Tat translocation pathway is a potential target for novel antimicrobial
compounds. For example, E. coli cells are more susceptible to lysis and sensitive to
compounds such as the detergent SDS if two cell wall amidases AmiA and AmiC are
mislocalised in the absence of the Tat translocase (Ize et al., 2003; Bernhardt and de
Boer, 2003). Indeed, the ability of E. coli to infect host organisms can be abolished in
tat mutants. Also, the Tat pathway is of importance in plant pathogens due to the
case that it plays a role in establishment of plant infections by Agrobacterium
tumefacians (Ding and Christie, 2003). Importantly, the absence of any Tat
homologues in mammalian cells makes the Tat pathway of human pathogens a
potential target for the development of novel antimicrobial drugs. Furthermore, the
Tat pathway is attractive to biotechnological exploitations because it can be used to
produce commercially important protein products that are not compatible with
translocation by the Sec pathway. For reviews of the application of Tat pathway see
Bruser, 2007 and De Buck et al., 2008.
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1.5 The aims of project
The proofreading of substrates is an essential aspect in the Tat pathway and the
overall aim of the project was to investigate and elucidate the proofreading of Tat
substrates in E. coli. In order to realise it, work was undertaken to answer the
following questions:
1. In E. coli, how are Tat substrates degraded if they can not be properly folded
before export? The degradation is the last stage in the proofreading if proteins fail
to insert cofactors and assemble correctly, otherwise these rejected macro-molecules
will accumulate in cells.
2. In E. coli, how is this degradation monitored by Tat-dependent systems or other
proteolysis programs? The majority of proteases are produced by cells and some
protein degradation systems exist in the cytosol such as FtsH protease and the Clp
machinery respectively which are important for degradation of rejected
macromolecules. The possible role of the Tat pathway in proofreading was also
considered to be important.
3. Proofreading/quality control systems are important in the Tat pathway, but how do
these mechanisms work? One of the aims was to identify novel components of the
quality control machinery.
4. Signal peptide cleavage is essential for completion of the overall translocation
pathway. Also the cleavage of the signal peptide after translocation is important for
the maturation of proteins. Here, I studied how the Tat translocation process is
related to the maturation of proteins, and whether maturation is linked to
proofreading of substrates and possible reverse translocation.
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2.1 Suppliers of Materials
2.1.1 Antibodies
Strep-tactinTM HRP-conjugate (IBA, Germany)
10× Buffer E (IBA, Germany)
Anti-His (C-terminal) antibody (Invitrogen, USA)
Anti-mouse-HRP conjugates (Promega, UK)
Rabbit Anti-GFP (Invitrogen, USA)
2.1.2 Kits
ECLTM Western Blotting detection reagents (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK);
EZ-ECL Chemiluminescence Detection kit for HRP (Geneflow Limited, UK)
QIAprep miniprep kit (Qiagen, Germany)
DNeasy® blood & tissue kit (Qiagen, Germany)
Sulfo-SBED Biotin label transfer kit-western blot application (Thermo scientific,
USA)
2.1.3 Molecular weight markers
GeneRulerTM 1kb DNA ladder (Fermentas, UK)
Pre-stained broad range protein markers (New England Biolabs, USA)
2.1.4 Enzymes
Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene, USA)
Platinum® Pfx DNA polymerase (Invitrogen, USA)
Platinum® Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen, USA)
FastAP™ Thermosensitive Alkaline Phosphatase (Fermentas, UK)
T4 DNA ligase (Fermentas, UK)
DpnI, NcoI, EcoI, XbaI, NheI, KpnI restriction enzyme (Invitrogen, USA)
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2.1.5 Affinity/ ion exchange Resin
TalonTM affinity chromatography resin (BD Clontech, USA)
Q-sepharose anion exchange resin (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK)
ProfinityTM IMAC Uncharged Resin (Bio-Rad, UK)
ABT® Affinity his-tag purification low density chelate kit (Webscientific, UK)
His-Select® Cobalt Affinity Gel (Sigma, UK)
Ni-NTA Agarose (Qiagen, Germany)
Chelex® 100 Ion Exchange Resin (Bio-Rad, UK)
2.1.6 Chemicals
All general laboratory reagents used in this study were of the highest grade available
and were supplied by Fisher Scientific (UK), Sigma (UK) or VWR (UK) unless
otherwise stated below.
dNTPs Mix (Promega, UK)
Bradford Reagent (Fermentas, UK)
Instant Blue stain (Stratech, UK)
CompleteTM protease inhibitor cocktail tablets (Roche applied science, UK)
Dried skimmed milk power (ALDI, UK)
2.1.7 Additional materials
HybondTM-P PVDF membrane (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK);
PVDF blotting membrane (peQlab, Germany)
Super RX film (Fuji, Japan)
Novagen® D-TubetTM Dialyzer Maxi (MERCK, Germany)
Slide-A-Lyzer® Cassette (Pierce, USA)
ZebaTM Desalt Spin Columns (Thermo scientific, UK)
Disposable 5ml/10ml Polypropylene Columns (Thermo scientific, UK)
Vivaspin concentrator (Sartovius stedin biotech, UK)
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2.2 Growth and storage of E. coli culture
2.2.1 Strains of E. coli used
Table 2.1 List of the E. coli strains used in this study.
Strain Relevant properties Reference/ source
DH5α F_80lacZ_M15_(lacZYA-argF) U169
deoR recA1 endA1 hsdR17 (rk_, mk_) gal-
phoA supE44 thi-1 gyrA96 relA1
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,
USA
MC4100AR AraR, FaraD139DlacU169 rpsL150 relA1
flB5301 deoC1 ptsF25 rbsR
Casadaban et al (1979);
Bolhuis et al (2000)
ΔtatABCDE As MC4100AR; ΔtatABCDE Wexler et al (2000);
Bolhuis et al (2000)
ΔtatA As MC4100AR; ΔtatA Sargent et al (1998);
Bolhuis et al (2000)
ΔtatB As MC4100AR; ΔtatB Sargent et al (1998);
Bolhuis et al (2000)
ΔtatC As MC4100AR; ΔtatC Sargent et al (1998);
Bolhuis et al (2000)
ΔtatD As MC4100AR; ΔtatD Englesberg et al (1962);
Wexler et al (2000)
ΔtatE As MC4100AR; ΔtatE Sargent et al (1998);
Bolhuis et al (2000)
ΔtatA/E As MC4100AR; ΔtatA/E Sargent et al (1998);
Bolhuis et al (2000)
ΔtorD torD deletion strain FTD100/ Sargent et al (2004)
ΔdmsD dmsD deletion strain FTD102/ Sargent et al (2004)
ΔnapD napD deletion strain SCD1/Sargent et al
(unpublished)
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2.2.2 Aerobic growth condition
E. coli cells were generally cultured in Luria-Bertani (LB) liquid medium (10 g/L
sodium chloride, 10 g/L bacto-tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract). Growth of culture was
achieved by inoculating the pre-warmed LB medium with a single bacterial colony
taken from an agar plate. The stated liquid cultures were grown at 37°C in a shaking
incubator at 200 rpm for approximately 16 hrs under aerobic conditions. LB medium
with 16 g/l bacto-agar was used for the aerobic growth of E. coli on plates, followed
by incubation at 37 °C oven overnight (~16 hours).
2.2.3 Antibiotic supplements
Following concentration antibiotics were used if necessary: Ampicillin(100 μg/ml) 
for pBAD24 vector and Kanamycin (50 μg/ml) for pEXT22 vector. 
2.2.4 Storage of E. coli strains
E. coli strains were maintained on LB-agar plates at 4°C for a maximum of 6 weeks;
and were re-plated every two months.
Glycerol stocks of E. coli strains were prepared for long-term storage by the addition
of 2 parts of liquid culture with 1 part of 50% (v/v) glycerol. Cultures were frozen
rapidly on dry ice and stored at -70°C.
2.3 Preparation and transformation of competent E. coli cells
2.3.1 Preparation of competent E. coli cells
A starter culture of E. coli cells was inoculated in 5mL LB with antibiotics and
grown at 37°C overnight. 1:100 diluted in 10 mL LB, and the culture was grown at
37°C with shaking at 200 rpm until OD600 = 0.3–0.4. Cells were centrifuged at 3000
rpm (Beckman Jouan GR422) at 4°C for 10 min, and pellets re-suspended in 10 mL
of ice cold 0.1M MgCl2 were incubated on ice for 5 min. Cells were collected again
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and re-suspended in 1.0 mL ice-cold 0.1M CaCl2. The prepared cells were incubated
on ice for 2–24 hours before use.
2.3.2 Preparation of super competent E. coli cells
The culture was prepared by inoculating 200 mL LB with E. coli DH5α cells in a 2L 
flask, then grown at 25°C with shaking at 200 rpm overnight until OD600 = 0.3–0.4.
Cells were incubated in the cold room for 30 min before being pelleted by
centrifugation at 3000 rpm (Beckman Jouan GR422) at 4°C for 10 min, re-suspended
in 10 ml ice cold 0.1 M CaCl2 and incubated on ice for 30 min. Cells were pelleted,
resuspended in 8 mL ice cold 50 mM CaCl2 plus 20% glycerol, split into 100 μL 
aliquots and frozen immediately on dry ice. Aliquots were stored at -80°C until
needed.
2.3.3 Preparation of plasmid DNA from E. coli cells
Plasmid DNA was isolated from 5 ml overnight culture using a ‘QIAprep Mini-Prep’
kit (Qiagen, Germany). The method was carried out exactly according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, plasmid DNA was recovered in 50 μL dH2O and stored
at -20°C.
2.3.4 Transformation of competent E. coli cells
2-3μl plasmid DNA or ligation mix was incubated with 50μl competent cells, and 
incubated on ice for 30 mins. The cells were transferred to a 42°C heat block for 2
mins, and then put back on ice for 2 mins, after which 0.5 ml of LB was added
subsequently to incubate at 37°C with 200rpm shaking for 1 hour. The cells were
pelleted by centrifugation at 4000rpm for 5 mins, 400 μl supernatant was removed, 
and pellets were resuspended in the remaining liquid and spread on to agar plates
containing the appropriate antibiotics. Plates were incubated at 37°C oven overnight.
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2.3.5 Bacterial plasmids used in this work
Table 2.2 Plasmids used in this study (see appendix for plasmid maps of pBAD24
and pEXT22).
Plasmid Details Reference/ source
pBAD24 araC, Ampr Guzman et al., 1992
pEXT22 Lacl, Kanr Dykxhoorn et al., 1996
pBLA pBAD24 expressing pre-LolA with a 6-his-tag This study
pXLA pEXT22 expressing pre-LolA with a 6-his-tag This study
pBTA pBAD24 expressing pre-TorA with a 6-his-tag This study
pXTA pEXT22 expressing pre-TorA with a Strep-tag This study
pXTAM pEXT22 expressing mature TorA with a Strep-
tag
This study
pXTA_KK pEXT22 expressing pre-TorA with a Strep-tag
but RR in signal peptide are mutated to KK
This study
pJDT1 pBAD24 + torA-GFP Thomas et al., 2001
pBNA pBAD24 expressing pre-NapA with a 6-his-tag This study
pBDA pBAD24 expressing pre-DmsA with a 6-his-tag This study
pCRY1 pBAD24 expressing pre-YedY with a 6-his-tag This study
pCRY2 As pCRY1 but point mutations C146A in the
yedY gene
This study
pCRY3 As pCRY1 but point mutations E92D in the
yedY gene
This study
pCRY4 As pCRY1 but point mutations R240K in the
yedY gene
This study
pCRY1_KR As pCRY1 but RR in signal peptide is mutated
to KR
This study
pCRY1_RK As pCRY1 but RR in signal peptide is mutated
to RK
This study
pCRY4_KR As pCRY4 but RR in signal peptide is mutated
to KR
This study
pCRY4_RK As pCRY4 but RR in signal peptide is mutated
to RK
This study
pCRY1_A44L As pCRY1 but the SP cleavage site AxA is
mutated to AxL
This study
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Plasmid Details Reference/ source
pCRYG pBAD24 + yedY-GFP This study
pCRYG_A44L As pCRYG but the SP cleavage site AxA is
mutated to AxL
This study
pCRY5 pEXT22 expressing pre-YedY with a 6-His-tag This study
pCRY6 As pCRY5 but point mutations C146A in the
yedY gene
This study
pCRY7 As pCRY5 but point mutations C146A in the
yedY gene
This study
pCRY8 As pCRY5 but point mutations C146A in the
yedY gene
This study
pCRY5_KR As pCRY5 but RR in signal peptide is mutated
to KR
This study
pCRY5_RK As pCRY5 but RR in signal peptide is mutated
to RK
This study
pCRY8_KR As pCRY8 but RR in signal peptide is mutated
to KR
This study
pCRY8_RK As pCRY8 but RR in signal peptide is mutated
to RK
This study
pCRY5_A44L As pCRY5 but the SP cleavage site AxA is
mutated to AxL
This study
2.3.6 Affinity tags used
A C-terminal hexa-histidine (his) tag or ten- amino acid Strep-tag II (IBA, Germany)
was incorporated into constructs, where indicated as 6-his-tag or strep-tag, to
facilitate protein detection and purification.
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2.3.7 Primers used for the constructs generated
Oligonucleotides were supplied by Invitrogen (UK) and used for molecular cloning.
Table 2.3 DNA primers used for the preparation of E. coli substrates.
Name Sequence 5’ to 3’
NcoI_TorA_F CGTAGCCACCATGGCCAACAATAACGATCTCTTTCAGG
CATCACGTCGGC
TorA_His_XbaI_R TGGCTACGTCTAGATCAGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGTGA
TTTCACCTGCG
NcoI_NapA_F CGTAGCCACCATGGCCAAACTCAGTCGTCGTAGCTTTA
TGAAAGCTAACGCCGTTGC
NapA_His_XbaI_R TGGCTACGTCTAGATTAGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGCAC
CTTCTCCAGTTTGACCG
NcoI_DmsA_F CGTAGCCACCATGGCCAAAACGAAAATCCCTGATGCGG
TATTGGCTGC
DmsA_His_XbaI_R TGGCTACGTCTAGATTAGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGCAC
CTTTTCAACCTGAACAAGGTTTGTATGTGACG
NheI_RBS_YedY_F CGTAGCCAGCTAGCAGGAGGAATTCAATGAAAAAGAA
TCAATTTTTAAAAGAATCAGATGTTACG
YedY _His_XbaI_R TGGCTACGTCTAGATTAGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGGAA
ATTCTCCCG
X_KnpI_RBS_TorA_F CGTAGCCAGGTACCAGGAGGAATTCAATGAACAATAA
CGATCTCTTTCAGGC
X_MATURE_TorA_F CGTAGCCAGGTACCAGGAGGAATTCAATGGCGCAAGC
GGCGACTGACG
X_TorA_Strep_ XbaI_R TGGCTACGTCTAGATCATTTTTCAAACTGTGGGTGCGAC
CAATTCGATGATTTCACCTGCG
B_ NcoI_LolA_F CGTAGCCACCATGGATGATGAAAAAAATTGCCATCACC
TGTGC
X_KnpI_RBS_ LolA_F CGTAGCCAGGTACCCTACCACAGAGGAACATGTATGAT
GAAAAAAATTGCCATCACCTGTGC
BX_LolA_His_ XbaI_R TGGCTACGTCTAGACTAGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGCTT
ACGTTGATCATCTACCG
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2.4 DNA manipulation and cloning techniques
2.4.1 Preparation of Genome DNA from E. coli
Genome DNA of E. coli was isolated using a DNeasy® blood & tissue kit (Qiagen,
Germany). The kit was used exactly as the manufacturer’s instructions. The extracted
genome DNA was recovered in 50 μL dH2O and used the template of PCR.
2.4.2 PCR
2.4.2.1 Typical PCR using Pfu DNA polymerase
PCR amplification was generally performed with 5 μl 10× buffer, 1 μl 10 mM 
dNTPs mix, 1 μl of each primer (from 20 μM stock), 1 μl template DNA, 1 μl Pfu
DNA polymerase (5 units/μL) and dH2O to a final volume of 50μl. 
The reactions took place in a Biometra T3 Thermocycler with the following cycling
conditions:
94°C 4 min
94°C 15 sec
52°C 45 sec 34 cycles
72°C X mins (2 mins/per kb)
72°C 10 min
4 °C pause
2.4.2.2 PCR using Platinum® Pfx DNA polymerase
PCR amplification was carried out using 2.5 μl 10× amplification buffer, 3 μl 10× 
Enhance solution, 1 μl 10 mM dNTP mix, 1 μl of each primer (from 20 μM stock), 1 
μl template DNA, 1 μl Pfx DNA polymerase (2.5 units/μL), gradient 1.5-5 mM 
MgSO4 and dH2O to a final volume of 25μl.  
The reactions took place in a Biometra T3 Thermocycler with the following cycling
conditions:
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94°C 2 min
94°C 30 sec
55°C 30 sec 20 cycles
68°C X mins (2 mins/per kb)
68°C 10 min
4 °C pause
2.4.2.3 PCR using Platinum® Taq DNA polymerase
PCR amplification was carried out using 2.5 μl 10× PCR buffer, 1 μl 10 mM dNTPs 
mix, 1 μl of each primer (from 20 μM stock), 1 μl template DNA, 1 μl Taq DNA
polymerase (2.5 units/μL), gradient 2-5 mM MgCl2 and dH2O to a final volume of
25μl. The reactions worked as Pfx DNA polymerase above.
2.4.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis
Agarose gels were prepared by dissolving 1–1.5% (w/v) agarose in TBE buffer (89
mM Tris; 89 mM H3BO3; 20 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) with heating to boiling. Ethidium
bromide was added (0.5 μg/ml final concentration) and set the gel was submerged in 
TBE buffer immediately.
DNA samples for analysis were prepared by mixing 2 μl loading dye (0.25% 
bromophenol blue, 40% w/v sucrose). Electrophoresis was performed at 100–150 V
for 45 mins until the dye front was at least half way through the gel. DNA bands
were visualised under a UV transilluminator and image of gels were taken on a gel
documentation system.
2.4.4 Purification of DNA by gel extraction
The DNA of interest was excised from agarose gels under a UV transilluminator and
extracted using a QIAprep Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany). Kit was used
according to the manufacturer’s instructions supplied.
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2.4.5 Restriction endonuclease digestion of DNA
Restriction endonuclease digestion of DNA was carried out as the enzyme
manufacturer’s guidelines. Reactions were typically incubated for 1-2 hours in a
37°C water bath, before being subjected to gel electrophoresis and purified using the
procedure described above.
2.4.6 Dephosphorylation of vector DNA
The Digested vector DNA was added 2 μl Alkaline Phosphatase (Fermentas, UK) 
and incubated for 20 mins in a 37°C water bath before performing to gel
electrophoresis and purified using the procedure described above.
2.4.7 Ligation of digested vector and insert DNA fragments
Ligation reactions were performed using T4 DNA ligase (Fermentas, UK) in the light
of the manufacturer’s guidelines. Vector and insert DNA fragments were added in
1:3 ratio of their concentration and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour.
2.4.8 Determination of DNA concentration
The concentration of DNA was measured by NanoDrop ND1000 spectrophotometer.
2.4.9 Sequencing of plasmid DNA
All DNA Sequencing was conducted by the Molecular Biology Service, University
of Warwick, using Applied Biosystem Big Dye Terminator v3.1 chemistry and an
ABI 3100 Genetic AnalyserTM (Applied Biosystems, UK). Meglign and Chromas
software were used to analyse DNA sequence.
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2.4.10 Sequencing primers used in this study
Table 2.4 Sequencing primers used in this study.
Name Sequencing
Target
Sequence 5’ to 3’ Source
BADSEQ_F pBAD24 TATTTGCACGGCGTCACA C. Matos (School of
Life Sciences,
University of Warwick)
BADSEQ_R pBAD24 AAAACTCTCAAGGATCTT C. Matos (School of
Life Sciences,
University of Warwick)
pEXT22SEQ_F pEXT22 CGCTCAAGGCGCACT
CCCG
C. Matos (School of
Life Sciences,
University of Warwick)
pEXT22SEQ_R pEXT22 CCGCGCACATTTCCCCG C. Matos (School of
Life Sciences,
University of Warwick)
Front_TorA
TorA
GGCTCGCAAAAGTATCCG This study
TorA_S1 GCTGGTATTGCAGAACAGC This study
TorA_S2 CGATTCCGCCTGTTCACG This study
2.4.11 DNA site-specific mutagenesis of plasmid DNA
Point mutations were introduced into E. coli plasmid DNA using Pfu DNA
polymerase and a QuikChangeTM Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, USA),
following to the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR reactions were carried out using a
Biometra T3 thermocycler. The amplified PCR product was transformed into super
competent DHα5 cells as described (§2.3.4)
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2.4.12 Primers used for mutagenesis of plasmid DNA
Table 2.5 Primers used for mutagenesis of plasmid DNA.
Name Sequence 5’ to 3’ Substitution
YedY_C146A_F CGTATTTATCGTATGCGCGCCGTGGAAGC
GTGGTCG Cys146 Ala
YedY_C146A_R CGACCACGCTTCCACGGCGCGCATACGAT
AAATACG
YedY_E92D_F CGGTTATAATAACTTCTATGATTTCGGGCT
GGATAAAGC Glu92 Asp
YedY_E92D_R GCTTTATCCAGCCCGAAATCATAGAAGTT
ATTATAACCG
YedY_R240K_F CGCGCCGGTGAAACTGATTGTGCCG
Arg240 LysYedY_R240K_R CGGCACAATCAGTTTCACCGGCGCG
YedY_RK_F CGGTATTCTTTATGAAGCGTAAGCAGGTG
TTAAAAGC Arg23 Lys
YedY_RK_R GCTTTTAACACCTGCTTACGCTTCATAAAG
AATACCG
YedY_KR_F CGGTATTCTTTATGAAGAAACGGCAGGTG
TTAAAAGC Arg23 Lys
YedY_KR_R GCTTTTAACACCTGCCGTTTCTTCATAAAG
AATACCG
X_TorA_KK_F CGATCTCTTTCAGGCATCAAAAAAACGTTT
TCTGGCACAACTCG Arg11/12 Lys
X_TorA_KK_R CGAGTTGTGCCAGAAAACGTTTTTTTGATG
CCTGAAAGAGATCG
YedY_A44L_F GCCTCACGCTGCGCATCTCGATCTGCTTAG
C Ala44 Lys
YedY_A44L_R GCTAAGCAGATCGAGATGCGCAGCGTGAG
GC
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2.5 Methods concerning preparation of proteins
2.5.1 Plasmid induction
Typically, induction of pBAD24 or pEXT22 based plasmids were carried out by the
addition of 0.1M arabinose or 5 mM IPTG to the culture medium for 3-4 hrs (until
mid-exponential phase).
2.5.2 Preparation of whole cell fractions
Preparation of whole cell fractions was performed by harvesting 0.5 mL of a mid-
exponential phase culture and resuspending in 80 μl SDS-PAGE sample buffer. 
Samples were incubated at 50°C for 10 min before analysis by SDS-PAGE or frozen
-20°C until required.
2.5.3 Fractionation of E. coli cells
E. coli cells were separated into periplasm, cytoplasm, and membrane fractions based
on a previously described lysozyme/cold osmotic shock method (Randall and Hardy,
1986). Briefly 1:20 diluted overnight cell culture of E. coli in 10 ml LB plus
appropriate antibiotics and inducer to grow 3 hours until OD600 = 0.6. The culture
was centrifugated and re-suspended in 0.5 ml of pre-chilled buffer 1 (100 mM tris-
acetate pH 8.2, 0.5 M sucrose and 5 mM EDTA). 40 μl lysozyme (2 mg/mL) and 0.5 
ml of H2O were added simultaneously before incubation on ice for 5 mins. The
resulting spheroplasts were treated with 20 μl of 1.0 M MgSO4 and pelleted by
centrifugation at 14,000 rpm (Eppendorf 5417R). The supernatant was collected as
the periplasmic fraction. Spheroplasts were washed using 1 ml buffer 2 (50 mM tris-
acetate pH 8.2; 0.25 mM sucrose; 10 mM MgSO4) and pelleted by centrifugation as
above. The supernatant was discarded and the spheroplasts were re-suspended in 1
ml pre-chilled buffer 3 (50 mM tris-acetate pH 8.2, and 2.5 mM EDTA).
Spheroplasts pre-cooled, and briefly sonicated (3× 10 seconds at ~8 microns) to
break the membranes. The membrane was separated from cytoplasmic fraction by
ultracentrifugation at 70,000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4°C (Beckman TL100.3 rotor).
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Membranes were solubilised in 1.0 ml buffer 3 containing 1 % (w/v) SDS unless
otherwise stated.
2.5.4 Proteolysis of spheroplasts
Spheroplasts were prepared as described and resuspended in proteolysis buffer (10
mM HEPES pH 7.6, 2 mM EDTA). The spheroplasts were then either treated with
Proteinase K (to a final concentration of 0.25 mg/mL) for 30 min on ice, or broken
open by 5× free-thaw cycles before treatment with Proteinase K.
2.5.5 Carbonate extraction
Spheroplasts were prepared as described and resuspended in 1.0 ml ice-cold 0.1 M
pH 11.5 Na2CO3. Samples were incubated on ice for 30 min and pelleted by
ultracentrifugation at 50,000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4°C (Beckman TL100.3 rotor).
Supernatant was collected and precipitated with 10% TCA, and pellet was dried after
the rinse with ice-cold water. The supernatant and pellet were dissolved in 80 μl SDS 
sample loading buffer.
2.5.6 Trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitation
Protein samples were concentrated for gel electrophoresis by TCA precipitation. 1 ml
10% TCA was added and samples were incubated on ice for 30 min before
centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 15 min (Eppendorf 5417R). The supernatant was
removed and 1 ml acetone was added and incubated on ice for 5 min before
centrifugation for 10 min. The supernatant was removed and samples were allowed
to air dry at room temperature. Samples were resuspended in 80 μL SDS sample 
loading buffer.
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2.5.7 Isolation of E. coli cytoplasmic fraction, membrane fraction and
periplasmic fraction for protein purification and protein interaction assay
For achievement of proteins from the cytoplasmic fraction, membrane fraction and
peripasmic fraction, samples were prepared from a 1 L culture of E. coli. 1 L of cell
cutlure were centrifugated at 6000 rpm for 15 mins at 4°C (Beckman TLA8.1 rotor)
and re-suspended in 48 ml of pre-chilled disruption buffer (100 mM tris-acetate pH
8.2 and 0.5 M sucrose) which added 1 complete protease inhibitor tablet. 2 ml
lysozyme (2 mg/mL) was added before incubation on ice for 5 mins followed by the
addition of 48 ml ice cold dH2O. The resulting spheroplasts were treated with 2 ml of
1.0 M MgSO4 and pelleted by centrifugation at 4000g for 15 min at 4°C (Beckman
Jouan). The supernatant was collected as the periplasmic fraction. The pellet was re-
suspended in 18 ml pre-chilled sonication buffer (50 mM tris-acetate pH 8.2) which
added 1 complete protease inhibitor tablet. Spheroplasts were performed by
sonication (3× 30 seconds at ~10 microns) to break the membranes. Unbroken cells
and debris were removed by centrifugation at 4000g for 10 min at 4°C (Beckman
Jouan). The cytoplasmic fraction was separated from membrane by
ultracentrifugation at 70,000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4°C (Beckman TL100.3 rotor).
Membranes were solubilised in 20 ml Solubilisation Buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,
50 mM NaCl, 10% Glycerol, 1% Digitonin) overnignt, and membrane protein
solution was clarified by centrifugation at 4000g for 30 min at 4°C (Beckman Jouan).
2.6 Protein chromatography methods
2.6.1 Q-Sepharose anion exchange chromatography
E. coli cytoplasmic fraction was applied to 10 ml Q-Sepharose anion exchange
column (Amersham Biosciences, UK) that had been pre-washed with 2 CVs (column
volumes) Equilibration buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl). The column
was subjected to washing with 2 CVs of wash buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100
mM NaCl) to remove weakly bound proteins from the column. Strongly bound
proteins were eluted from the column by the addition of 150-300 mM gradient NaCl
with 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0.
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2.6.2 Affinity chromatography
2.6.2.1 Immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC)
1 ml of ProfinityTM IMAC Uncharged Resin (Bio-Rad, UK) was prepared in a
column, and 5ml buffer (50mM sodium acetate pH 4.0, 300 mM NaCl) was added to
flow through. 5ml 0.1-0.3 M solution of the metal ion as Zn, Cu, Ni was applied to
the column and 5ml buffer described above used to wash the column before 10ml
dH2O flowing through. When it was ready, the column was pre-equilibrated in 5ml
of buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 5.0, 400 mM NaCl, 10% Glycerol and 5 mM
imidazole). The proteins were added to the column and the flow through collected.
The column was washed using 100 ml buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 5.0, 400 mM
NaCl, 10% Glycerol and 5 mM imidazole). Bound proteins were eluted with elution
buffer containing 50-500 mM gradient imidazole.
2.6.2.2 TalonTM metal affinity chromatography
2.5 ml of Talon affinity resin (BD biosciences, UK) was prepared in a colomn and
pre-equilibrated in 25ml of buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 5
mM imidazole). Partially purified proteins or cytoplasmic fraction/periplasmic
fraction were added to the colomn and the flow through collected. The column was
washed using 100 ml buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 5 mM
imidazole) to remove weakly bound proteins. Bound proteins were eluted with
elution buffer containing 40-500 mM gradient imidazole.
2.6.2.3 His-Select® Cobalt Affinity chromatography
His-Select® Cobalt Affinity resin (Sigma, UK) has used to purify the protein from
cytoplasmic fraction. Samples were poured into 2.5 ml of cobalt affinity coloumn
which has been pre-equilibrated in 25ml of buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.0, 300
mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole) and the flow through collected. The column was
washed using 100 ml buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 10 mM
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imidazole) and bound proteins were eluted with elution buffer containing 40-250
mM gradient imidazole.
2.6.2.4 Ni-NTA Affinity chromatography
Buffers were super-cleaned using Chelex® 100 Ion Exchange Resin (Bio-Rad, UK)
to remove all possible metal ions before purification.
The cytoplasmic fraction/periplasmic fraction were added and incubated with 2.5 ml
of Ni-NTA affinity resin (Qiagen, Germany) which has been pre-equilibrated in
25ml of buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole) for
2-3 hours at 4°C. The resulting mixture was poured into a column and the flow
through collected. The column was washed using 100 ml buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4
pH 7.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole) to remove weakly bound proteins.
Bound proteins were eluted with elution buffer containing 40-250 mM gradient
imidazole.
2.6.3 Determination the concentration of purified protein
To determine the concentration of protein, Bradford protein assay was used by
Bradford Reagent (Fermentas, UK) according to the manufacturers’ recommendation.
The data were measured spectrophotometrically (Jenway 6505 UV/Vis
spectrophotometer) and compared to the standard curve.
2.7 Methods of protein interaction
2.7.1 Protein interaction assay with Ni2+ affinity chromatography
Ni2+ affinity chromatography is one of the useful approached to carry out protein
interaction research. Typically the Ni2+-NTA resin (Qiagen, Germany) contained
column was prepared and rinsed with 12 CV buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.0, 300
mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole). The purified bait protein was bulk incubated with
column end-over-end for at least 1 hour before 3-4 CV cytoplasmic fraction or
membrane fraction was routinely applied to incubate for 3 hours. Column was then
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washed with buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 25 mM Imidazole)
until wash fractions gave A280 less than 0.01. Bound proteins were eluted with 1 CV
100 mM glycine pH 2.8.
2.7.2 Formaldehyde cross-linking in vivo and in vitro
In vivo cross-linking studies were performed as described by Prossnitz et al. Briefly,
cells were grown at 37°C to an OD600 of 0.6 and pelleted by centrifugation at 4000g
for 15 min at 4°C (Beckman Jouan). The pellets were washed and resuspended at
OD600 of 0.5 in ice-cold 10mM KPi pH 6.8, and incubated further for 20 min with
the addition of final concentration of 1% Formaldehyde at the room temperature. The
cross-linked samples were washed and resuspended with ice-cold 10mM KPi pH 6.8,
then either heated at 37 °C for 10 min to maintain the cross-links or at 96 °C for 20
min to break the cross-links.
In vitro, purified protein and cytoplasmic fraction were mixed and incubated for 30
min at room temperature. Final concentration 1% formaldehyde was added, and the
mixture was further incubated for 20 min. The cross-linked samples were heated at
37 °C for 10 min to maintain the cross-links or at 96 °C for 20 min to break the
cross-links, and analysed by SDS-PAGE.
2.7.3 Sulfo-SBED Biotin label transfer
The experiment was performed as the description of protocol in the Sulfo-SBED
Biotin label transfer Kit-Western blot application (Thermo scientific, USA).
2.8 Electrophoresis of proteins
2.8.1 SDS poly-acrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
Gel electrophoresis of proteins was carried out using vertical gel system from C.B.S.
(USA) and based on the method described by Laemmli, (1970). A 15% separation
gel was made which was composed of: 15% acrylamide gel; 375 mM Tris-HCl pH
8.8; 0.1% SDS; 0.1% APS; 0.06% TEMED. A 5% stacking gel was overlaid when it
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was solidified, and the stacking gel composed of: 5% acrylamide gel; 125 mM Tris-
HCl pH 6.8; 0.1% SDS; 0.6% APS, 0.06% TEMED.
Electrophoresis was performed with a uniform running buffer (25 mM tris; 250 mM
glycine; 0.1% SDS), at typically 30 mA for 3 hours or 3 mA overnight until the dye
front had migrated off the bottom of the gel.
2.8.2 Blue-native poly-acrylamide gel electrophoresis
All electrophoresis using blue-native gels was performed using the C.B.S. (USA)
vertical gel system as instructed by the manufacturer. The method used was based on
one originally described by Schagger and von Jagow (1991).
Table 2.6 A 1.5 mm gradient gel was prepared in this study:
Component Stacker gel (4%) Gradient separation gel
5% 13.5%
Acrylamide (40%) 0.5ml 1.37ml 3.72ml
Gel buffer (3×) 1.65ml 3.64ml 3.64ml
Glycerol (50%) - 170ul 1.1ml
Water 2.85ml 5.82ml 2.53ml
APS (10%) 35ul 40ul 35ul
TEMED 3.5ul 4ul 3.5ul
Samples were prepared by mixing 10 μl of solubilised membranes with 1 μl of 
sample loading buffer (5% Serva G Coomassie blue and 750 mM aminocaproic acid).
Gradient gels were equilibrated at 4ºC before loading samples. Gels were initially
run at 70 V at 4ºC with coloured cathode buffer (50 mM Tricine pH 7.0, 15 mM Bis-
Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 0.02% Serva G Coomassie blue) and anode buffer (50 mM Bis-
Tris-HCl pH 7.0). Once the blue colour had ran two thirds of the way down the gel,
the cathode buffer was replaced with clear cathode buffer (50 mM Tricine pH 7.0, 15
mM Bis-Tris-HCl pH 7.0). The gel was then allowed to run until all of the coomassie
dye had run off the bottom of the gel. After electrophoresis the gel was equilibrated
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for 15 min in clear cathode buffer containing 0.05% SDS before transfer to PVDF
membrane.
2.8.3 Sample preparation for SDS-PAGE
Samples were prepared by mixing 1:1 in SDS sample loading buffer (125 mM Tris-
HCl pH 6.8, 20% glycerol, 4% SDS, 0.02% bromophenol blue, 5% ß-
mercaptoethanol) and were heated to 50 °C for 10 minutes before loading on to the
gel.
2.9 Protein detection
2.9.1 Coomassie staining
After electrophoresis, the gel was placed in fixing solution (50% methanol, 10%
acetic acid) for 30 mins, then in stain solution (10% acetic acid, 0.025% Coomassie
G250) for at least 1hour, followed by de-stain (20% methanol, 7% acetic acid) until
the protein bands became visible. The gels were subsequently dried for storage.
Alternatively, the gel was stained with Instant BlueTM Coomassie stain according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.
2.9.2 Silver staining
After electrophoresis, the gel was placed in fixer (50% acetone; 1.25% TCA; 0.015%
formaldehyde) for 15 mins. Fixer was washed from the gel with dH2O (3x quick
washes, 1x 5 mins, 3x quick washes) and incubated in 50% acetone for 5 mins,
followed by sodium thiosulphate solution (0.017% (w/v)) for 1 min. The gel was
washed in dH2O (3× quick washes) before being placed in the stain solution (0.26%
(w/v) silver nitrate; 0.37% formaldehyde) for 8 mins. The stained gel was washed in
dH2O (2x quick washes) and placed in developer (0.2 mM sodium carbonate;
0.004% (w/v) sodium thiosulphate; 0.015% formaldehyde) until protein bands could
be visualised, typically 20–30 sec. Following stopping solution (1% acetic acid) was
added for 1 min. The gel was washed in dH2O before being dried.
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2.9.3 Transfer of proteins to PVDF membrane
Proteins were transferred from an acrylamide gel to PVDF membrane (Amersham
Biosciences, UK) was achieved by a semi-dry western blotting system (Sigma, UK).
Towbin transfer buffer was prepared (25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, and 20 %
methanol) (Towbin et al., 1979). Briefly, two sheets of Whatman paper soaked in
transfer buffer and the PVDF membrane soaked in methanol, following a paper, the
membrane, the gel and a paper placed in order. Transfer was achieved as a constant
current of ~ 200 mA for 90 mins or ~ 20 mA overnight.
2.9.4 Detection of proteins by immuno-blotting
After transfer, the PVDF membranes were immunoblotted in PBS-T containing 5%
(w/v) dried skimmed milk for at least 1 hour. The membranes were washed 3 x 10
mins in PBS-T before incubation with 20 ml of PBS-T containing the primary
antibody for 1 hour. After at least 3 x 10 minutes washes in PBS-T, the secondary
antibody diluted in 20 ml of PBS-T was added for 1 hour. PVDF membranes to be
immunoblotted with antibodies to the StrepII™ tag were blocked with PBS-T
containing 3% BSA for at least 1 hour. The membranes were washed 3 x 10 minutes
in PBS-T before incubation in PBS-T with 6 μg/mL avidin for 10 min. The 
Streptactin-horseradish peroxidise (HRP) conjugate antibody (IBA) was added
directly to the avidin solution and incubated for 2 hours. Finally the membrane was
washed for at least 6 x 10 minutes in PBS-T and immunoreactive bands were
detected using ECLTM detection reagents according to manufacturer’s instructions.
X-ray films were developed in an AGFA Curix 60 automatic developer as directed.
2.10 Analysis of proteins
2.10.1 UV Absorption
Purified protein solutions were used for buffer exchange (Thermo Desalt Spin
Column, UK) to get rid of salt and Imidazole. Then Samples were measured UV
absorption from 240nm to 800nm in a Cary 100 bio UV-visible spectrophotometer
according to the guideline of manufacturer.
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2.10.2 Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy
Purified proteins were dialyzed using 100 mM K2HPO4/KH2PO4 at 4°C overnight in
order to fit the condition of Circular Dichroism spectrophotometry. Samples were
performed using a 1 mm path-length quartz cuvette (Starna; Optiglass Ltd.,
Hainhault, UK) and measured in a Jasco J-815 spectrophotometer exactly as
instructed by the manufacturer. Scans were taken across a wavelength range of 190-
260 nm at a constant temperature of 20 °C. All spectra shown were averaged from 16
successive scans.
2.10.3 Mass spectroscopy
Samples were ran the SDS-PAGE and detected by Coomassie blue. The unknown
proteins were cut from gel and digested by Trypsin. Samples were analysed using
electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) on a Bruker MicrOTOF. The
positive ionisation mode was used and detection was between 50 and 3000 m/z.
Spectra were typically recorded for 2 minutes, averaged and deconvoluted to
determine the mass of the main species.
2.10.4 Molybdenum quantification
20 ug of purified protein was used for analysis. Protein was diluted to 3 ml in 0.1 M
trace metal grade nitric acid (prepared in house). Samples were analyzed for 95Mo
content using a 7500 series inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (Agilent
Technologies, USA) equipped with a cross flow nebulizer and a quartz spray
chamber. Calibration was achieved using external Molybdenum ICP-MS standards
(Sigma, UK) and 166Er as an internal standard (Agilent, USA). To ensure
reproducibility each sample was measured in triplicate and results from two
independent experiments compared. As a blank sample buffer was also measured and
found to be free of any contaminating molybdenum.
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2.11 Confocal microscopy
Samples were prepared for imaging by adsorbing liquid culture onto 3% agar
containing growth medium. The agar was placed in an in-house built sample holder
and covered with a cover slip. Imaging was performed on a laser scanning confocal
microscope (LSCM) (Leica DMRE) equipped with a Leica TCS SP2 confocal unit,
an acousto-optical beam splitter (AOBS®) and a 100mW argon laser. A 63×
oilimmersion objective was used. For GFP, fluorescence excitation was at 488 nm
and detection was between 510 and 530 nm.
2.12 Specialist software
Chromas: Analysis of sequencing data.
Clone manager: Design of cloning strategy and alignment of DNA sequences.
Dichroweb: Calculation of protein secondary structure from CD spectra (Whitmore
and Wallace, 2008). The CDSSTR algorithm (Sreerama and Woody, 2000) was used
with the SP175 reference set (Lees et al., 2006).
http://dichroweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/html/home.shtml
PSRIPRED: Protein secondary structure prediction (Jones, 1999; McGuffin et al.,
2000)
http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/
Matrix Science: A powerful search engine featured as Mascot that uses mass
spectrometry data to identify proteins from primary sequence databases.
http://www.matrixscience.com/
ProteinLynx Global Server v2.4: A fully integrated Mass-Informatics™ platform for
quantitative and qualitative proteomics research.
Integr8 web: It provides easy access to integrated information about deciphered
genomes and their corresponding proteomes.
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/integr8
Volocity: Analysis of confocal microscopy images (Improvison, Perkin Elmer).
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3.1 Introduction
The Twin arginine translocation (Tat) pathway exports folded proteins across tightly
sealed membranes in bacteria (Robinson and Bolhuis, 2004). So far, approximately
30 Tat substrates in Escherichia coli have been identified and most of them are redox
enzymes functioning in anaerobic respiration, containing cofactors such as FeS, NiFe,
copper and molybdopterin centres (Berks et al., 2005; Tullman-Ercek et al., 2007).
In this case, the efficient translocation of proteins by the Tat pathway requires the
insertion of cofactor and adoption of a folded conformation within the cytosol.
The question is how the Tat pathway determines whether a substrate is correctly
folded with any cofactors in place. It has been addressed that the Tat system seems to
have an inherent ability to preferentially transport folded proteins. Furthermore,
DeLisa et al suggest that the bacterial Tat translocase may be able to sense regions of
unfolded protein, much like a housekeeping chaperonin senses the exposed
hydrophobic core of a misfolded protein, and reject any immature proteins
attempting export— the chaperone-mediated proofreading is an alternative concept
of ‘quality control’ (DeLisa et al., 2003). Several studies for chaperone-mediated
proofreading activity have related to trimethylamine N-oxide reductase (TorA) and
DMSO reductase (DmsA) and have shown that the chaperone molecules, TorD and
DmsD, are required for efficient cofactor insertion into pre-TorA and pre- DmsA.
These REMPS specifically prevent the futile export of apo-protein forms (Oresnik et
al., 2001; Sargent, 2007). More details of chaperone-mediated proofreading will be
described in Chapter 5. Indeed, the inaccurate assembly of cofactor and improper
folding of proteins partially affect or completely abolish translocation by the Tat
pathway.
Recently, two E. coli Tat substrates, NrfC and NapG, have been investigated to test
how the pathway senses their folded state. The data showed that the two substrates
are completely blocked in export if FeS clusters are mutated, and mutant versions
were rapidly degraded by the cells (Matos et al., 2008). In summary, previous studies
have proposed a proofreading or quality control mechanism that can determine the
folding state of proteins and avoid the export of rejected precursors in Tat pathway.
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A large number of Tat substrates are molybdenum-containing enzymes which are
ubiquitous in many bacteria where they are normally involved in a wide range of
redox reactions including those essential for the global carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur
cycles. In general, molybdenum in enzymes is found coordinated to the dithioline
group and made up the most simple cofactor molybdopterin (MPT). Additionally, the
majority of well-known periplasmic bacterial molybdoenzymes commonly utilize
molybdopterin guanine dinucleotide (MGD) or bis MGD as cofactor which is the
variant form of MPT modified by attachment of GMP (Berks et al., 2003). The
Figure 3.1 depicts the structure of the molybdenum-cofactors MPT and MGD.
Chapter 3. Translocation and proofreading of molybdopterin proteinsFigure 3.1 Structure of the pterin cofactor
molybdopterin cofactor
Structure of the molybdopterin
(A) Proposed structure of the
(Mo-MPT) as present in Sulfite oxidase family (
guanosine dinucleotide cofactor
B)
(MGD) as present
in DMSO reductase family.
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To further study the quality control system in Tat pathway, molybdoproteins in E.
coli were analysed. For instance, TorA is a water-soluble periplasmic protein that
binds MGD as the single cofactor (Mejean et al., 1994) and is synthesized with a
twin-arginine signal peptide. Also, nitrate reductase (NapA) and DMSO reductase
(DmsA) bind MGD as well as FeS cluster as cofactors and export by Tat pathway
(Kisker et al., 1997; Papish et al., 2003). Importantly, the predicted Tat substrate,
YedY, is a sulfite oxidase that binds molybdopterin (MPT) as a single cofactor, and
it represents the first structural characterization of this form of cofactor in
prokaryotes (Loshi et al., 2004).
In this chapter, four substrates in E. coli were examined for translocation by Tat
pathway and YedY was chosen as the best candidate to be characterized for
proofreading.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1 Translocation of four molybdopterin proteins by the Tat pathway
NrfC and NapG are Tat substrates containing four separate [4Fe-4S] centres
(reviewed by Cole, 1996). The study of the proofreading in the Tat pathway using
NrfC and NapG has demonstrated the completely block in export if one of four
predicted FeS centres were mutated and the rejected molecules were disposed (Matos
et al., 2008).
Since the effective proofreading of FeS substrates by the Tat pathway has been
revealed, it is of interest to further investigate whether this proofreading system
equally applies to molybdopterin substrates, or whether there is another novel
process to monitor the proofreading.
Molybdopterin proteins represent a large proportion of Tat substrates. Some of them
have been well studied such as TorA, DmsA and NapA which are ~90 kDa proteins
in E. coli. They contain the molybdopterin centre MGD that inserts into the protein
in the cytoplasm and they are believed to be exported to the periplasm in a correctly
folded form. Moreover, the predicted Tat substrate, YedY, is a more novel
molybdopterin protein and a potential candidate of interest in my study because it
only contains MPT (molybdopterin) as the cofactor which is the simplest form of
molybdopterin centre (Sargent et al., 1998; Weiner et al., 1998). Table 3.1 briefly
summarizes four substrates.
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Next, to test the efficiency of translocation of four substrates by the Tat pathway,
TorA, DmsA, NapA and YedY were cloned and amplified with C-terminal his-tags
into the arabinose inducible plasmid pBAD24 and over-expressed in E. coli wild-
type MC4100 and ∆tatABCDE cells. Total cell extracts (TC) were collected and cells
were separated into cytoplasm (C), the membrane (M) and the periplasm (P)
compartments. Each sample was measured to the same amount and run on an SDS-
PAGE gel to analyse by immunoblotting with anti-his antibody. The result in the top
panel of Figure 3.2.2 (A) indicates that some TorA is exported to the periplasm when
expressed in wild-type MC4100 cells (WT), very little precursor is detected in the
cytoplasm, and a lot of the precursor accumulates in the membrane. The second
panel in Figure 3.2.2 (A) shows that that NapA is translocated to the periplasm in
MC4100 and with some protein remaining in the cytoplasm. Importantly, YedY is
efficiently exported and processed to the mature size in the periplasm, with some of
precursor present in the membrane in MC4100 cells. DmsA is only detected in the
membrane in wild-type cells because it is thought to be a membrane-anchored
protein with the active site on the perplasmic face (The data in Figure 3.2.2 (B)
shows DmsA is degraded by proteinase K in MC4100 but protected by membrane in
∆tatABCDE cells). The complete absence of export in the tat mutant cells confirms
that TorA, DmsA, NapA and YedY are Tat substrates.
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Among the four molybdopterin substrates exported by the Tat pathway in E. coli,
YedY is the best candidate to study the proofreading process in Tat system. The
reason includes three aspects. Firstly, YedY is shown to be a Tat substrate for the
first time. Secondly, YedY is effectively exported and processed from a precursor of
37 kDa to the mature form of 32 kDa by Tat pathway. Lastly, YedY only binds the
cofactor MPT which is the simplest form of molybdopterin centre and it is
convenient to alter the insertion of cofactor in the study.
3.2.2 Translocation and proofreading of YedY MPT mutants by the Tat
pathway
YedY, the catalytic subunit of the heterodimer oxidoreductase YedYZ from E. coli,
is a soluble periplasmic protein which has a twin-arginine signal peptide and is
exported by the Tat translocation system (Sargent et al, 1998; Weiner et al, 1998).
yedY encodes a pre-protein with a molecular weight of 37 kDa, and it leads to a
mature protein of 32 kDa after cleavage of signal peptide. YedY binds
molybdopterin (MPT) as a single cofactor, and it represents the first structural
characterization of this form of cofactor in prokaryotes (Loschi et al., 2004).
According to study of overall architecture of YedY, the active site of YedY has
specific characters. In YedY, the molybdenum ion is coordinated by three sulphur
ligands with one contributed by Cys102. Moreover, the pterin within MPT interacts
with protein by seven direct hydrogen bonds including Try47, Glu48, Thr137,
Lys207, Gly205, Arg194, and importantly, Arg194 also forms hydrogen bonds with
the terminal phosphate group (Loschi et al., 2004). These ligands conjugated on
single molybdopterin are believed to be highly important to insert cofactor into
protein and keep the correct folding state. Figure 3.2.3 is a schematic representation
of the interaction between Moco and YedY which adopted from Loschi et al., 2004.
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The aim of this study was to analyse the relationship between molybdopterin
assembly and protein export in YedY. Three mutated versions of pre-YedY were
designed to affect the insertion of MPT resulting in addressing the question of
proofreading of Tat pathway. In the three mutations, the 102 Cys residue was
substituted by Ala, the 48 Glu and the 194 Arg residues were substituted by Asp and
Lys, respectively. Expression of these mutants used the arabinose-inducible pBAD24
vector, with a C-terminal his-tag appended to aid the identification of the proteins.
They were expressed in wild-type MC4100 cells and a tatABCDE strain, and the
cells were subsequently separated into cytoplasm, periplasm and membrane fractions
(C, P, M) as shown in Figure 3.2.4. The top panel shows the data of non-mutated
YedY which has been described above. The results with the three mutants are shown
in the remaining panels. All of the substitutions have a dramatic inhibitory effect on
export in wild-type MC4100 cells, with no periplasmic mature YedY apparent. Thus,
the data provide strong evidence that a proofreading system and/or the Tat pathway
effectively evaluates YedY’s folding and assembly state and completely blocks the
export of the misfolded/misassembled forms.
Chapter 3. Translocation and proofreading of molybdopterin proteinsFigure 3.2.4 Translocation of YedY and three
pathway YedY is expressed in
∆tatABCDE cells. After induction with arabinose for 2.5 h, cells are harvested and
total cell contents (TC) are analysed together with cytoplasm, membrane and
periplasm samples (C, M, P) after osmotic shock and fractionation. Precursor and
mature forms of YedY are
Glu and Arg) are analysed in an identical manner (as indicated)
MPT mutants by the Tat
E. coli wild-type MC4100 cells (WT) or
indicated (Pre, Mat.). Mutated versions of YedY (Cys,
. The immunoblotsdetected by anti-his antibody
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3.2.3 YedY molybdopterin (MPT) mutants are degraded at varying rates in
wild-type cells but fully stable in ∆tatABCDE strain
The data shown above in Figure 3.2.4 were obtained from cells in which YedY
expression had been induced with arabinose for 2.5 h. In order to analyse the
mutants' stabilities in more detail, we conducted time-course studies in which
samples were taken over a longer period; the data are shown in Figure 3.2.5.
The non-mutated YedY was expressed in wild-type and ∆tatABCDE cells over a 5-h
period after addition of arabinose to induce synthesis. In wild-type cells, the
precursor protein is first detected after 2 h and mature YedY is also detected (at low
levels) after 2 h. After this point, the mature protein gradually becomes more
prominent as exported proceeds. The translocation of YedY is a relatively slow
process which presumably reflects the time is necessary to assemble and insert the
MPT before export. Interestingly, the expression of the three mutated variants peaks
at 2-h in wild-type cells, and they show differing stabilities over the time. Cys102 is
relatively stable over the entire time-course and the overall accumulation of protein
is similar to that of native YedY, with the exception that no export and processing
occur. In contrast, the Glu48 mutant is much less stable, and is effectively absent
after about 4 h. The Arg194 mutant is even less stable and is only apparent at the 2 h
time point; after this, it is rapidly degraded. However, YedY and three variants all
accumulate stably throughout the induction period when expressed in the
ΔtatABCDE background. These data suggest that the Tat system not only senses the
folding state of proteins, but may be involved in the degradation of mutated forms
indirectly.
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3.2.4 Translocation of YedY and three molybdopterin (MPT) mutants in a
range of tat deleted strains
The question is what machineries in the cells are essential for the sensing and
degradation of YedY mutants? If the Tat pathway is involved in the turnover, which
components of the Tat apparatus are concerned? In E. coli, TatA,TatB, TatC consist
of the minimal unit to carry out the translocation by Tat pathway. It is proposed that
TatBC recognises substrates which are then exported through a channel which is
produced by different numbers of TatA protomers. TatE, a TatA paralogue, which is
expressed at much lower levels than TatA, and sometimes can partially complement
the function of TatA when tatA is deleted. But most studies indicate that ∆tatA cells
exhibit a much more severe export defect than do ∆tatE cells. Also, a complete block
in translocation is observed only when both tatA and tatE are disrupted, and
disruption of either tatB or tatC also results in a complete block in translocation
(Sargent et al., 1998, 1999).
We expressed YedY and three variants in a range of tat mutant strains and the data
are shown in Figure 3.2.6. YedY is blocked in export in ΔtatA, ΔtatB, ΔtatC, ΔtatA/E 
cells, but still translocated and processed to the mature form in ΔtatD, ΔtatE cells.
Three mutant variants Cys102, Glu48, Arg194 are prevented in export in all cells.
The results display that Cys102 is relatively stable in all strains. Additionally, Glu48
levels seem to slightly decrease in the ΔtatE strain, but are stable in others which is
completely different to the expression in wild-type cells. Arg194 is rapidly degraded
in ΔtatA, ΔtatE, ΔtatA/E cells which is consistent with the observation in wild-type
cells. Compared YedY and three variants expressed in wild-type cells with those in
ΔtatD cells, the result suggest that proteins are more stable in ΔtatD cells.
Surprisingly, there is little detection of the proteins in ΔtatB cells, and the mutants
are not stable in ΔtatC cells. It is suggested that TatBC is the binding site for proteins
targeted to Tat translocon. TatB is proposed to be the first association with newly
synthesized proteins and deliver to TatC to binding. The data suggest that if proteins
fail to initiate binding and translocation, they will be subjected to proteolysis in the
cytosol.
Chapter 3. Translocation and proofreading of molybdopterin proteinsFigure 3.2.6 Translocation of YedY and molybdopterin (MPT) mutants in
range of tat deleted strains.
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Thus, there is a clear implication that TatA/TatE/TatAE perhaps plays a role in
degradation of rejected substrates. Since it is different when proteins are amplified
into the IPTG inducible vector pEXT22 (results are not shown here), we postulate
that YedY molybdopterin (MPT) mutants are proofread and degraded by a
proteolysis system in which the Tat pathway may be involved We thereafter studied
the chaperone-mediated proofreading referring to the redox enzyme maturation
proteins (REMPs) which have a function to monitor the assembly of cofactor, ensure
the correctly folding of protein, and initiate the proteolysis for rejected molecules.
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3.3 Discussion
In this chapter I studied the translocation and proofreading of the molybdopterin
substrate YedY by the Tat pathway in E. coli. The data reveal that the YedY
molybdopterin (MPT) mutants are not only completely blocked to export in the wild-
type cells, but also degraded at varying rates by the unknown proteolysis system
which the Tat pathway may be involved in.
Proofreading is an important aspect of Tat functioning because it prevents the
wasteful exporting of substrates until all folding and assembly processes have been
completed before transportation which is the point-of-no-return. Studies on a variety
of heterologous proteins have suggested that the Tat export system has an inbuilt
ability to preferentially export correctly folded proteins (Sanders et al., 2001). In one
case, a heterologous protein, PhoA, was only transported if the native disulphide
bonds had been formed to generate the correctly folded molecule (DeLisa et al.,
2003).
However, the pathway appears to use additional quality control system for at least
some of the more complex, cofactor-containing substrates. Studies on
molybdoproteins such as TorA and DmsA provide evidence to indicate that soluble,
substrate-specific chaperones, or REMPs, have an important function to monitor the
cofactor-insertion and export processes (reviewed by Sargent, 2007). Recently, the
study of FeS substrates implicated that proofreading in the Tat pathway involves
much more than monitoring the status of FeS cluster assembly within the protein
folding process (Matos et al., 2008).
In E. coli, most Tat substrates bind redox cofactors including FeS, NiFe and
molybdopterin centres (Berks, 1996) and molybdopterin proteins make up a large
part. A major aim of the work was to characterise the proofreading of
molybdoproteins by the Tat pathway, and elucidate the novel characters in this
proofreading system.
YedY is the only Tat substrate which binds molybdopterin (MPT) as a single
cofactor in E. coli, and I have studied its overall export process. Here, the data show
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that substitution of any ligands coordinated with MPT is sufficient to completely
block export of YedY, and these findings are clear evidence for the operation of a
quality control system that operates during YedY export. Moreover, the study not
only revealed the proofreading of the status of MPT assembly, but also confirmed the
rapid degradation of MPT-deficient molecules by the cell. Although the degradation
of mutant Glu48 is nearly abolished in some of the tat deleted strains, which implies
the Tat pathway is involved in the turnover of the mutant, and mutant Arg194 is also
degraded rapidly in tatA/tatE/tatAE deleted strains. It is therefore possible, but not
certain, that the Tat pathway is directly involved in the degradation of the mutant
YedY proteins.
It is common in biological systems that rejected substrates are degraded but highly
unusual for a Tat translocation pathway to trigger the proteolysis if the observations
are correct. Some studies have suggested that the Tat apparatus is not involved in the
degradation of substrates. For examples, a few Tat substrate (whether native or
misfolded) are destabilised, rather than stablilised, when transport is prevented by the
absence of translocase components or mutagenesis of the signal peptide (Santini et
al., 2001; Barrett et al., 2003; DeLisa et al., 2003; Fisher et al., 2006). However,
further studies are required to determine whether the Tat pathway involves in the
proteolysis indeed, whether other factors are necessary to perform the proofreading
process.
To address these questions, one possibility is that ‘proofreading’ factors such as Tat-
associated chaperones (also termed REMPs) remain associated with the substrate and
prevent its correct targeting to the TatABC complex. Thereafter, the translocation
event may actually serve to partially unfold the substrate and render it protease
sensitive. Alternatively, the substrate has interacted with translocon in a transport-
incompetent state and the Tat system may then stimulate the proteolysis machineries
to degrade misfolded proteins.
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4.1 Introduction 
 
YedY, the soluble periplasmic catalytic subunit of the heterodimer oxidoreductase 
YedYZ, contains a RR motif in the signal peptide for targeting by the twin-arginine 
translocation (Tat) system (Sargent et al., 1998, Weiner et al., 1998). YedY is the 
only molybdoenzyme isolated from E. coli with the molybdopterin-type cofactor 
which is not conjugated by an additional nucleotide.  
 
Several years ago, YedY from E. coli was purified to determine the crystal structure 
at 2.5-Å resolution which is shown in Figure 4.1. According to the study using MAD 
phasing from incorporated selenomethionine, YedY is a spherical molecule of mixed 
α + β structure with overall dimensions 50 × 45 × 40 Å, and the overall fold of YedY 
consists of 10 β-strands, organized into two β-sheets, and 12 α-helices (Loschi et al., 
2004). The data in PDB (codes 1XDQ) reveals that it has five chains in YedY, four 
of them are topologically aligned in a similar manner but one is sequence-unique. 
Generally, the Moco containing region in five chains lies on the same face, and five 
conserved hydrophobic regions form an extended hydrophobic surface that could 
play a role in membrane association with the redox partner YedZ.  
 
The previous study also shows the active site of YedY possesses several novel 
features. In the first place, the molybdenum atom in the single molybdopterin is 
localized ~16 Å from the enzyme surface. Additionally, the molybdenum cofactor 
forms numerous hydrogen bonds with main chain and side chain atoms in YedY, 
which are strictly conserved across the family of bacterial YedY-related proteins. 
The pterin interacts with the protein by seven direct hydrogen bonds involving Tyr-
47, Glu-48, Thr-137, Lys-207, Gly-205, Arg-194, and the terminal phosphate group 
is stabilized by six additional hydrogen bonds formed by Arg-194, Asn-189, Lys-207, 
and Asn-44. Furthermore, the molybdenum ion is coordinated by three sulfur ligands, 
two contributes from the dithiolene sulfurs of the molybdopterin with a Mo-S 
distance of 2.4 Å, and the third sulphur ligand is Sγ of Cys-102 at a distance of 2.4 Å 
(Loschi et al., 2004).  
 
To study the proofreading of the Tat pathway in chapter 3, three residues coordinated 
to molybdenum atom were substituted to affect the molybdopterin (MPT) assembly 
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during YedY folding process. Two mutations are important ligand Glu-48 and Arg-
194 that interact with pterin, and one is the sulphur ligand Cys-102. Although the 
results indicated that the Tat pathway recognised the misfolded proteins and refused 
the export, it is still unknown that how the Tat pathway recognizes Cys/Glu/Arg 
mutants as incorrectly folded. It was thus of interest to determine how these 
mutations had affected the overall structure of YedY, and this would indicate how 
sensitive the Tat machinery is in terms of recognizing structural defects. Here, I 
purified the YedY and three variants to analyse the secondary structure and measure 
whether the cofactor had been inserted. 
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Figure 4.1 Overall architecture of YedY in E. coli (PDB code 1XDQ) Ribbon 
representation of the YedY pentamer. The five monomers are color-coded 
differentially. The 5-fold axis perpendicular to the plane is indicated. The 
molybdenum cofactors are in ball and stick representation with the molybdenum 
ions in pink. The figure was adapted from Loschi et al., 2004  
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4.2 Results 
 
4.2.1 Optimal growth temperature to express YedY in E. coli 
 
E. coli can maintain balanced growth in rich medium over the temperature range 
from 10 to 49°C, but its metabolic state only can stabilize in a maximize growth rate 
between 20 and 37°C (Marr et al., 1964). It is suggested that the synthesis and 
activity of proteins are affected by the inability of the cell which can not compensate 
for thermally (hot or cold) induced changes of reactions above 37°C (Patterson and 
Gillespie, 1972) or below 20°C (Broeze et al., 1978; Herendeen et al., 1979). 
 
Here, in order to examine the optimal growth temperature to express YedY in E. coli, 
I tested the expression level of YedY at 30 °C and 37 °C. YedY was amplified with 
C-terminal his-tag into arabinose inducible pBAD24. In Figure 4.2.1, YedY was 
expressed in E. coli wild-type MC4100 and ∆tatABCDE cells at 30 °C and 37 °C. 
Samples were collected in terms of the same amount of cells measured by OD600 and 
the same amount of protein measured by BCA assay at two temperatures, and 
detected by immunoblot. The results have shown that pre-YedY was not detected at 
30 °C in the wild-type cells, and the expression level of pre-YedY at 37 °C seems to 
be better than 30 °C in ∆tatABCDE cells. Thus, 37 °C is the optimal growth 
temperature to express YedY in both wild-type and ∆tatABCDE cells. 
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Figure 4.2.1 Optimal growth temperature to express YedY in E. coli YedY 
was expressed in E. coli wild-type MC4100 cells (WT) and ∆tatABCDE cells 
(∆tat). Cells were grown at 30 °C and 37 °C respectively.  Samples are collected 
by the same amount of cells determined by OD600 and by the same amount of 
proteins determined by Bradford assay. The expression level of YedY in both 
temperatures is detected by immunoblotting using anti-his antibody, with 
precursor as indicated (Pre). 
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4.2.2 Purification of pre-YedY and three cofactor mutants in E. coli 
 
In E. coli, YedY has been isolated to identify and characterize the structure nearly 7 
years ago. In that time, the mature form of YedY was firstly purified from periplasm 
by size exclusion chromatography and the crystal structure determined at 2.5-Å 
resolution (Lodovica et al., 2004). In order to elucidate how the Tat system might 
proofread the assembly of MPT and folding of pre-YedY in the cytosol, affinity 
chromatography was used to purify the proteins and analyze the difference in 
structure between pre-YedY and three mutants by circular dichroism as well as 
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). 
 
In general, all purification studies were performed using proteins with a C-terminal 
6×his-tag on YedY and three mutations (Cys102, Glu48, Arg194). E. coli 
ΔtatABCDE cells expressing YedY and three mutants from plasmid pBAD24 were 
fractionated and the proteins purified from the cytoplasmic fraction. 
 
4.2.2.1 Two-step purification including anion exchange chromatography and 
affinity chromatography 
 
The cytoplasmic fraction was firstly applied to an equilibrated 4 ml Q-Sepharose 
anion exchange column run with the optimal salt concentration to partially separate 
YedY from other proteins. The column was washed with 2 x 20 ml of buffer and 
protein subsequently eluted with 8 x 4 ml of buffer supplemented with 100-500 mM 
sodium chloride (NaCl). All eluted fractions were resolved on an SDS-PAGE gel and 
analyzed by the immunoblot with anti-his antibody (Figure 4.2.2). The result showed 
that Elution 6 was the optimal concentration of salt which contained 300 mM NaCl 
to isolate YedY.  
 
Thereafter, this fraction was loaded to an equilibrated 2 ml Talon
TM
 affinity column 
that further purified his-tagged YedY. To remove unbound proteins, the column was 
washed using 2 x 20 ml of equilibration buffer. Tightly bound protein was eluted in 
equilibration buffer supplemented with 150-1000 mM imidazole in 8 x 2 ml fractions.  
All affinity column fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE and detected by 
immunoblot using anti-his antibody as well as silver stain.The results presented in 
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Figure 4.2.2 demonstrated that most of the protein did not bound to the column and 
was detectable in the flow-through (FT). The majority of YedY can be eluted from 
the column over fractions 3-5 with a peak in fraction 3. However, it showed that a 
few small contaminants co-elute with YedY.  
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Figure 4.2.2 Two-step purification of pre-YedY YedY was amplified with C-
terminal his-tag into arabinose inducible pBAD24. It started the 1L culture to over-
express YedY in ∆tatABCDE cells. E. coli cytoplasmic fraction (C) was isolated 
from cells and firstly applied to Q-sepharose anion exchange column, and chose a 
half-purified elution (QE) to load into Talon affinity column. Thereafter, unbound 
proteins were washed a couple of times (W) and pre-YedY was eluted by elution 
buffer. Elution fractions from Talon column (E) were measured by Bradford assay. 
The collection of all samples were analysed by silver stain as well as immunoblot 
with anti-his antibody. 
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4.2.2.2 Purification with Talon
TM
 affinity chromatography 
 
With affinity chromatography, many factors influence the quantity and quality of 
purification, such as the scale of crude extract including expressed proteins, the 
optimal environment for isolating and stabilizing the objective protein (salt 
concentration, pH etc). With the ion exchange chromatography, 300 mM NaCl was 
used in all solutions during the purification. Assays to test optimal pH and whether 
glycerol is helpful were performed as described below. 
 
Briefly, the cytoplasmic fraction isolated from E. coli ΔtatABCDE cells was applied 
to an equilibrated 2.5 ml Talon
TM
 affinity column that specifically bound to his-
tagged YedY. The column was washed using equilibration buffer to remove unbound 
protein, and eluted with equilibration buffer supplemented with imidazole. Protein 
presented in column fractions was resolved on SDS-PAGE, and the gel was 
immunoblotted with anti-his antibody or stained by silver stain.  
 
Figure 4.2.3 shows the purification performed at pH 8.0. The anti-his immunoblot 
has shown that not all YedY bound to the column and protein was detected in the 
flow-through (FT) as well as wash fractions. YedYhis that did bind specifically eluted 
from the column with a clear peak in the elution 4 and 5. However, some small 
proteolytic clipping of the protein was also found in two elutions. In terms of silver 
stain of eluted fractions, higher molecular weight bands were present which were 
absent in the immunoblot implying the presence of unspecific proteins co-eluted 
from the column. In short, the environment of pH 8.0 is not suitable to purify and 
stabilize YedY using a Talon affinity column. 
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Figure 4.2.3 Talon affinity chromatography of pre-YedY with pH 8.0 YedY 
was amplified with C-terminal his-tag into arabinose inducible pBAD24. It started 
the 3L culture to over-express YedY in ∆tatABCDE cells. E. coli cytoplasmic 
fraction (C) was isolated from cells and directly applied to Talon affinity column. 
The flow-through (FT) sample collected and unbound proteins were washed (W). 
Bound proteins were eluted by elution buffer. All elution fractions (E) were 
measured by Bradford assay and analysed by silver stain as well as immunoblot 
with anti-his antibody. 
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The purification carried out with solutions at pH 5.0 is shown in Figure 4.2.4. The 
immunoblot shows that some YedY was detected in the flow-through (FT) indicating 
protein that did not bind to the column effectively. YedYhis bound was then 
specifically eluted from the column and seemed to be very pure in the immunoblot. 
However, there is still some contaminations when purity was assessed by silver stain 
of SDS-PAGE. Moreover, the quantity of relatively pure YedY was limited (based 
on the BCA assay). Thus, pH 5.0 can improve the purity of protein, but fails to 
increase the amount of protein. In order to get enough purest protein to analyze the 
structure, more conditions need to be changed and examined such as adding glycerol 
in buffers which was suggested to remove unspecific proteins and improve the purity.  
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Figure 4.2.4 Talon affinity chromatography of pre-YedY with pH 5.0 YedY 
was amplified with C-terminal his-tag into arabinose inducible pBAD24. It started 
the 1L culture to over-express YedY in ∆tatABCDE cells. E. coli cytoplasmic 
fraction (C) was isolated from cells and directly applied to Talon affinity column. 
The flow-through (FT) sample collected and unbound proteins were washed (W). 
Bound proteins were eluted by elution buffer. All elution fractions (E) were 
measured by Bradford assay and analysed by silver stain as well as immunoblot 
with anti-his antibody. 
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Based on the experiment carried out at pH 5.0, 5% glycerol was added to help the 
purification. The immunoblot in Figure 4.2.5 shows that some YedY was lost in the 
flow-through (FT) indicating protein that still was not effectively bound to the 
column. Importantly, the specifically bound YedYhis was eluted in one elution. It was 
shown that this YedY was pure, even when concentrated to a small volume, but a 
higher molecular weight band after concentration was present in the silver stain of 
SDS-PAGE. The purification of YedY was not improved by adding glycerol, 
because the quantity of protein was still a key problem to solve. Hence, it was 
important to increase the binding efficiency of protein using the affinity 
chromatography. 
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Figure 4.2.5 Talon affinity chromatography of pre-YedY with pH 5.0 as well 
as adding of Glycerol YedY was amplified with C-terminal his-tag into 
arabinose inducible pBAD24. It started the 0.5L culture to over-express YedY in 
∆tatABCDE cells. E.coli cytoplasmic fraction (C) was isolated from cells and 
directly applied to Talon affinity column. The flow-through (FT) sample collected 
and unbound proteins were washed (W). Bound proteins were eluted by elution 
buffer. Elution fractions (E) and concentrated elution fraction (CE) were 
measured by Bradford assay and analysed by silver stain as well as immunoblot 
with anti-his antibody. 
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4.2.2.3 Purification with Immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography 
 (IMAC) charged with Cu
2+
, Zn
2+
 or Ni
2+
 
 
Immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) relies on the specific 
interaction between certain exposed amino acids, particularly histidine, and transition 
metal ions such as Zn
2+
, Ni
2+
, Cu
2+
 or Co
2+ 
to widely purify a broad range of proteins 
and peptides. The IMAC sepharose will be charged with the most suitable metal ion 
to achieve the high performance of purification before use.The choice of metal ion is 
dependent on the type of application and the specific protein to be purified. For 
instance, Ni
2+
 is usually the first choice when purifying most histidine-tagged 
recombinant proteins. Furthermore, the strength of protein binding with immobilized 
metal ions is affected by several factors, including the number and spatial 
distribution of the affinity tag on the protein, the nature of metal ion used and the pH 
of buffers. Some histidine-tagged proteins could be easier to purify with metal ions 
other than Ni
2+
, e.g. Zn
2+
, Cu
2+
 or Co
2+
. The purification of YedYhis using Talon 
affnity chromatograpghy have been tested under vary conditions which were 
displayed the problems of quantity and quality to get the purified YedY. Here, we 
examined the efficiency of purification of YedYhis with IMAC charged with Zn
2+
, 
Ni
2+
 and Cu
2+ 
other than Co
2+ 
of Talon resin. 
 
3 ml uncharged IMAC sepharose was separated into 3 columns and charged with 
Zn
2+
, Ni
2+
 and Cu
2+ 
respectively to ready for purification. In order to compare the 
performance, the purification used an optimal choice of pH 7.0 and 300 mM NaCl. 
The same amount of crude cytoplasmic extract isolated from E. coli ΔtatABCDE 
cells was applied to each equilibrated charged IMAC column. The column was 
washed using equilibration buffer to remove unbound protein, and eluted tightly 
bound YedYhis with equilibration buffer supplemented with imidazole. Protein 
presented in elutions was resolved on SDS-PAGE, and the gel was stained by silver 
stain. 
 
The result in Figure 4.2.6 shows that the purification of pre-YedY only worked using 
IMAC charged with Cu
2+
 but Zn
2+
 and Ni
2+
 did not bind any YedYhis. In terms of the 
IMAC charged Cu
2+
, not all YedY bound to the column and some protein was 
detected in the wash fractions. YedYhis eluted from the column was not pure since 
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some higher molecular weight bands were present. Thus, it was shown that YedYhis 
may prefer the Cu
2+ 
charged IMAC but the metal ion to be charged in the column can 
affect the performance of purification. However, compared with Talon resin, the 
Co
2+ 
charged Talon is better than Cu
2+ 
charged IMAC, and Ni
2+
 is generally the first 
choice to purify most his-tagged recombinant proteins, I then examined the 
commercial charged IMAC, His-Select Cobalt affinity chromatography (Sigma) and 
Ni-NTA affinity chromatography (Qiagen), to optimize the purification. 
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Figure 4.2.6 Purify pre-YedY by Immobilized metal ion affinity resin (IMAC) 
charged with Cu
2+
, Zn
2+
 or Ni
2+
 YedY was amplified with C-terminal his-tag into 
arabinose inducible pBAD24. It started the 1L culture to over-express YedY in 
∆tatABCDE cells. E. coli cytoplasmic fraction (C) was isolated from cells and 
separated to 3 parts. Each fraction applied to IMAC-Cu
2+
, IMAC- Zn
2+ 
and IMAC-
Ni
2+
column respectively. The flow-through (FT) sample collected and unbound 
proteins were washed (W). Bound proteins were eluted by elution buffer. Elution 
fractions (E) were measured by Bradford assay and analysed by silver stain. 
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4.2.2.4 Purification with His-Select Cobalt affinity chromatography (Sigma) and 
Ni-NTA affinity chromatography (Qiagen) 
 
According to the product information, HIS-Select Cobalt Affinity Gel from Sigma 
allows for high purity, low non-specific binding and high binding capacity for his-
tagged proteins. On the other hand, NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid) provides four 
chelation sites for nickel ions resulting in more tightly bound nickel than normal 
metal-chelating purification systems of three binding sites. The QIAexpress Ni-NTA 
Protein Purification System has the lowest nickel-ion leaching and a greater binding 
capacity intended to obtain the higher purity of proteins. 
 
Briefly, I prepared 2×1 ml column with His-Select Cobalt affinity gel (Sigma) and 
Ni-NTA affinity resin (Qiagen), and the purification of YedYhis was carried out using 
the optimal choice of pH 7.0 and 300 mM NaCl. The same amount of crude 
cytoplasmic extract isolated from E. coli ΔtatABCDE cells expressing pre-YedY was 
loaded onto each equilibrated column. The column was washed using equilibration 
buffer to remove unbound protein, and tightly bound YedYhis was eluted with 
equilibration buffer supplemented with imidazole. Protein present in elutions was 
resolved on SDS-PAGE, and the gel was stained by silver stain. 
 
Figure 4.2.7 shows that a lot of YedY did not bind to the column and was detected in 
the flow-through (FT) and wash fractions when it was purified using His-Select 
Cobalt affinity column. YedYhis that did bind specifically eluted from the column and 
the pure pre-YedY was detected in elution fraction 3. Figure 4.2.7 also depicts that 
some YedY was lost in the flow-through (FT) while pure pre-YedY was eluted in 
elution 3-5 with the Ni-NTA affinity column. Comparing the amount of pure pre-
YedY using BCA assay, it was found that the Ni-NTA affinity resin was the better 
method to obtain a large amount of pure pre-YedY. In summary, Ni-NTA affinity 
chromatography was chosen to purify pre-YedY and three mutants for study of 
structure changes. 
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Figure 4.2.7 Comparison of the purification of pre-YedY by His-Select Cobalt 
affinity chromatography (Sigma) and Ni-NTA affinity chromatography 
(Qiagen) YedY was amplified with C-terminal his-tag into arabinose inducible 
pBAD24. It started the 1L culture to over-express YedY in ∆tatABCDE cells. E. 
coli cytoplasmic fraction (C) was isolated from cells and separated to 2 parts. Each 
fraction applied to Co
2+ 
(Sigma) and Ni-NTA (Qiagen) column respectively. The 
flow-through (FT) sample collected and unbound proteins were washed. Bound 
proteins were eluted by elution buffer. Elution fractions were measured by 
Bradford assay and analysed by silver stain. 
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4.2.2.5 Purification of YedY (precursor and mature) and three mutants with Ni-
NTA affinity chromatography (Qiagen) 
 
For purification, YedY and three mutants were amplified with C-terminal his tags 
into IPTG inducible pEXT22. Pre-YedY was expressed for 3 h in 1 L ∆tatABCDE 
culture and cells were fractionated to obtain the crude cytoplasmic extract. The 2.5 
ml Ni-NTA affinity column was prepared and equilibrated with buffer including 300 
mM NaCl in pH 7.0. The isolated cytoplasmic fraction was applied to the column 
and the column was washed using equilibration buffer to remove unbound protein, 
and then eluted with equilibration buffer supplemented with imidazole. Protein 
present in column fractions was resolved on SDS-PAGE, and the gel was 
immunoblotted with anti-his antibody or stained by silver stain. Three mutants, 
Cys102, Glu48 and Arg194, were expressed and purified in the same manner. 
However, the mature form of YedY was isolated from the periplsam after expression 
in E .coli wild-type MC4100 cells, with the rest of the purification the same as for 
pre-YedY.  
 
The results revealed in Figure 4.2.8 show that some of the YedY and mutant proteins 
were detected in the flow-through (FT) indicating protein that did not completely 
bind to the column. However, most of the YedY and the three mutants were found in 
the elution fractions where they were detected by immunoblot and the purity was 
determined by silver stain. 
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Figure 4.2.8 Ni-NTA affinity chromatography of pre-YedY (cytoplasm), YedY 
(periplasm), pre-YedY-Cys, pre-YedY-Glu and pre-YedY-Arg Pre-YedYand 
YedY, and precursor of three mutants Cys/Glu/Arg were amplified with C-
terminal his-tag into IPTG inducible pEXT22. Precursor proteins all started the 1L 
culture to over-express in ∆tatABCDE cells and mature YedY was expressed in 
wild-type MC4100 cells. E.coli cytoplasmic fraction (C) or periplasmic fraction 
(P) was isolated from cells and applied to Ni-NTA affinity column. The flow-
through (FT) sample collected and unbound proteins were washed. Bound proteins 
were eluted by elution buffer. All elution fractions were measured by Bradford 
assay and analysed by silver stain as well as immunoblot with anti-his antibody. 
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4.2.3 Study of the structures of pre-YedY and the three mutant forms 
 
Purified pre-YedY and the three mutant forms were concentrated and detected by 
immunoblot, Commassie blue and silver stain as shown in Figure 4.2.9A which 
reveals the proteins to be highly pure. The purified proteins were then studied by 
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy to assess the secondary structure content of the 
proteins and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to analyze the 
extent of cofactor insertion through measurement of the molybdenum content of the 
proteins. 
 
As shown in Figure 4.2.9B and C, the non-mutated YedY spectrum shows negative 
maxima at 214 and 226 nm, corresponding to α-helical structure, and quantitation 
(using the fitting programme CDSSTR) gives an estimate of 47% α-helix and 24% β-
strand. The α-helical content is higher than that estimated by Loschi et al. (2004) but 
this may reflect the presence of the N-terminal signal peptide in our tests, since we 
analysed the precursor form rather than mature-size YedY. The mutated YedY 
variants (again, all as precursor proteins) exhibit significantly different CD spectra, 
confirming that all three substitutions affect secondary structure content. 
Quantitation of the data (Figure 4.2.9C) shows that Cys102 contains more α-helix 
and slightly less β-strand than non-mutated pre-YedY whereas Glu48 and Arg194 
contain lower levels of α-helix, slightly more β-strand, and greater levels of 
unordered structure. However, compared the overall folding state of wild-type YedY 
with three mutants, Cys102 seems to have the most similar secondary structure to 
pre-YedY.  
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YedY(C) Cys Glu Arg 
Helix 0.47 0.66 0.18 0.19 
strand 0.24 0.14 0.37 0.41 
turns 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.07 
unordered 0.2 0.1 0.29 0.24 
total 1 1.01 0.97 1.01 
Figure 4.2.9 Study of secondary structures of purified E. coli YedY(C), YedY(P) 
and its mutations Cys/Glu/Arg by Circular Dichroism spectra and inductively 
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). A. The elution fraction from the NI-
NTA affinity column is dialysed and concentrated. The samples are checked with 
Commassie blue, silver stain and Western immunoblotted by anti-his antibody to 
determine purity (molecular weight markers are given to the left). B. Purified YedY 
(C) and three mutants are used to obtain CD spectra over 190-260 nm using a Jasco 
J-815 spectrophotometer. The spectra shown is an average taken from 16 consecutive 
scans. C. CD data analysed by Dichroweb is shown the structure alternation of 
YedY(C) and three mutants. D. Mo content of cofactor molybdopterin within purified 
YedY (C), YedY (P) and its mutations were measured by ICP-MS. 
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Consistent with these structural changes, analysis of metal content shows that while 
periplasmic mature YedY and cytoplasmic pre-YedY contain detectable levels of 
molybdenum (Figure 4.2.9D) no molybdenum can be detected in preparations of the 
mutated forms. The combined data show that the Cys, Arg and Glu substitutions 
block cofactor assembly and lead to significant, though different, structural changes 
in terms of overall secondary structure. It is interesting that the preparation of 
cytoplasmic pre-YedY contains less molybdenum than the periplasmic mature 
protein, and this finding is reproducible. It suggests that a substantial proportion of 
the pre-YedY is in the form of apo-protein, possibly reflecting a relatively slow 
cofactor insertion process. 
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4.3 Discussion 
 
The Tat translocation pathway has the unique ability to export fully folded proteins 
across the bacterial plasma membrane. Most Tat substrates in E. coli contain redox 
cofactors such as FeS, copper, NiFe and molybdopterin centres which are required to 
insert before transportation (Palmer et al., 2005; Sargent, 2007; Robinson et al., 
2011). In order to prevent the futile export of apo-proteins, effective proofreading 
systems are essential to monitor the assembly of cofactor and folding of proteins 
(Sargent et al., 2005). 
 
The Tat pathway has been demonstrated to preferentially export proteins if they are 
in a correctly folded state, for example, cytochrome c and disulphide protein PhoA 
(Delisa et al., 2003; Richter and Bruser, 2005). Moreover, recent studies of two FeS 
Tat substrates NrfC and NapG has revealed that proofreading did not only describe 
the recognition of rejected proteins, but also involved degradation of malfolded 
proteins (Matos et al., 2008). 
 
In terms of the architecture of YedY and the analysis of molybdopterin (MPT) 
assembly, molybdopterin protein YedY and three mutants involved in the Moco-
binding site have been studied in the Chapter 3. Cys102 is coordinated to the 
molybdenum ion by sulfur ligands and it is located between two β-strands. Glu48 
and Arg194 interact with the pterin by direct hydrogen bonds which settle in α-
helices (Loschi et al., 2004). The data from the export assays show that mutated 
precursors are blocked in export and degraded at varying rates in wild type cells.  
 
To elucidate how the Tat pathway recognizes the Cys/Glu/Arg mutants as incorrectly 
folded, and what the structural changes that are recognized by the proofreading 
system, YedY and three mutants were purified to analyze the secondary structure and 
cofactor insertion in this chapter. Purified proteins were examined using ion 
exchange chromatography and Immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) 
charged different metal ion to achieve the native and highly pure proteins.  
 
The purified pre-YedY and three mutated precursor proteins were firstly studied by 
circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) to assess the secondary structure. It was shown 
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that typical α-helical secondary structure which corresponds on the 214 and 226 nm 
negative maxima is present in pre-YedY. In contrast, the negative peaks and 
observed ellipticity (degree) at wavelength of the three mutants are shifted which 
indicates the proteins adopt different conformations. Pre-YedY comprises 47% α-
helix and 24% β-strand, as determined by the fitting program CDSSTR using the 
SP175 reference set. Compared with the data from PBD (codes 1XDQ) which 
predicted YedY has five chains consisted of nearly 22% α-helix and 24% β-sheet, the 
higher α-helical content is speculated to the presence of the N-terminal signal peptide 
of pre-YedY.  
 
Of the three mutants, the structure of Cys102 appears to be only slightly changed 
since the α-helix content is slightly higher and β-strand content is slightly lower, 
however, the overall structure is still ordered. On the other hand, the structures of 
Glu48 and Arg194 are significantly altered including much less α-helix content, 
higher β-strand content and, respectively, 29% and 44% unordered content which 
suggests a much looser folding state. 
 
Although the three mutants have different secondary structure contents, all of them 
are inhibited in export by the Tat pathway. Due to the relationship between the 
assembly of cofactor and the folding state of proteins, the metal content within 
purified proteins was analyzed by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 
(ICP-MS) to test for insertion of molybdopterin cofactor. It was found that 
cytoplasmic pre-YedY and periplasmic mature YedY contain molybdenum, but the 
three mutants lack it. Importantly, the precursor of YedY has less molybdenum than 
the mature form which implies a proportion of pre-YedY is in the apo-protein form 
in the cytosol. 
 
In short, three mutations, Cys102, Glu48 and Arg194, prevent the insertion of 
cofactor and lead to secondary structural changes. The structural change can be 
recognized by the Tat pathway which blocks their translocation, and also leads to the 
proteolysis of the unfolded/misfolded proteins. This elegant and complicated process 
is termed ‘proofreading’ or ‘quality control’ which play an essential role in the Tat 
translocation pathway. However, still some general principles relating to 
proofreading have yet to be properly elucidated, for instance, how does the system 
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monitors the folding state of cofactor-less Tat substrates? And whether specific 
cytosolic chaperones involve in the translocation of Tat-dependent redox proteins to 
assist in folding, cofactor insertion and oligomerization with partner proteins? To 
learn about proofreading for the redox proteins, the function of REMPs (redox 
enzymes maturation proteins) in the export of Tat substrates was studied in the 
Chapter 5. 
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5.1 Introduction
Although the Tat pathway appears to have an inherent preference to transport folded
proteins, a more complex quality control system has been shown to operate for a
number of redox substrates. This involves cytoplasmic chaperones that associate with
signal peptides to effectively act on the assembly of cofactor, folding of proteins and
oligomerization with partner proteins to prevent substrates from targeting to the
translocase until the entire process is complete (Robinson et al., 2011). The genes
encoding these chaperones are often found in the same operon as the Tat substrate.
These chaperones also have been termed REMPs (redox enzyme maturation proteins)
(Turner et al., 2004, Jack et al., 2004, Lee et al., 2006). Thus, this chaperone-
mediated proofreading is an alternative concept of the stringent quality control
system (DeLisa et al., 2003).
The first practicable assay for chaperone-mediated proofreading activity was
established in the trimethylamine N-oxide reductase (TorA) system. In E. coli, TorA
is a water-soluble periplasmic Tat-targeted enzyme that contains bis-molybdopterin
guanine dinucleotide (MGD) (Mejean et al., 1994). TorD, which is encoded by the
torCAD operon, helps to monitor the biosynthesis of TorA as well as the
translocation of TorA by the Tat pathway. The direct, specific interaction between
TorD and the signal peptide of TorA helps cofactor insertion and protects apo-TorA
against proteolysis (Genest et al., 2006, Ilbert et al., 2003). In addition, TorD
associates with the core of apo-TorA to facilitate the maturation of TorA, and is
involved in the synthesis of bis-MGD (Guymer et al., 2010). Also, recent studies
suggested that TorD proofreads TorA in a GTP-dependent way since GTP hydrolysis
of TorD is used to regulate the maturation of TorA. This involves the cooperation of
two aspects of TorD with the folding of TorA and possible involvement of the MGD
biosynthetic process (Genest et al., 2008, Chan et al., 2009). In short, TorD takes
part in all stages of TorA transport from synthesis of apoprotein to translocation.
Another well-known REMP is DmsD, a homologue of TorD, which performs
proofreading in the biogenesis of the molybdopterin-containing E. coli enzyme
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) reductase. DMSO reductase is a trimeric complex
comprising DmsA (the catalytic subunit), DmsB and an integral membrane protein
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DmsC (Weiner et al., 1992; Simala-Grant and Weiner, 1996). DmsA is a Tat
membrane-anchored substrate containing MGD and FeS clusters, and DmsD is the
proofreading-chaperone to assist in the biogenesis of DmsA. Studies indicated that
DmsD recognizes and interacts with the signal peptide of DmsA (Chan et al., 2009,
Li et al., 2010). Moreover, DmsD is essential for biosynthesis and insertion of
cofactor in DmsA. Importantly, DmsD interacts with the TatBC subunits and is
proposed to escort fully folded protein to the Tat translocase (Ramasamy et al., 2009).
In E. coli, a well-studied Tat substrate NapA is also subject to chaperone-mediated
proofreading during the translocation process. Nitrate reductase (NapA) belongs to
the DMSO reductase family of molybdenum-containing enzymes and is a
periplasmic protein binding a FeS cluster and bis-MGD as redox cofactors (Kisker et
al., 1997; Jepson et al., 2007). NapD encoded by the nap operon has been shown to
play an important role in the NapA-dependent periplasmic nitrate reductase activity
(Potter and Cole, 1999). Furthermore, NapD has been suggested to be the REMP of
NapA and to function in a similar manner of TorD. However, NapD is structurally
and functionally defined as the paradigm representative of a second family of ‘Tat
proofreading chaperones’ because it forms a ferredoxin-type fold which is
completely different from the TorD family (Maillard et al., 2007). Studies have
demonstrated that NapD directly interacts with the NapA twin-arginine signal
peptide to inhibit the premature export of NapA. Thus, NapD is essential for the
translocation of NapA by the Tat pathway.
The interactions between REMPs and Tat signal peptides of known and predicted
Tat-specific redox enzyme subunits were recently analyzed. The study demonstrated
that some REMPs are specific to a redox enzyme(s) of similar function, whereas
others are less specific and able to interact with signal peptides of related enzymes
(Chan et al., 2009). For instance, DmsD is not only the REMP of DmsA, but also
interacts with putative DMSO reductases YnfE and YnfF. The summary of Tat
substrates and corresponding REMPs is listed in the Table 5.1.
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In the light of sequence alignments and other interaction experiments, DmsD and
TorD are the best candidates as REMP for the
alignment of the interaction between Tat substrates and REMPs
5.1 (Chan et al., 2008).
bind the signal peptides of their target protein, in order to assist in the folding of the
protein and insertion of cofactors, this is not the case for all Tat substrates. It must
therefore be considered that, for Tat proteins which do not have specific chaperones,
the general folding machinery of the cytosol plays a role.
the quality control of Tat substrates with REMPs
sulfite oxidase YedY.
While the specific chaperones discussed above generally
The sequence
is shown in FigureFigure 5.1 Sequence alignment of the interaction between Tat substrates and
REMPs Alignment of the hydrophobic
based on RR peptides interacting with a common REMP. The continuous stretch of
small hydrophobic residues that may play a role
REMPs is shaded. Residues in the alignment that are
substitutions (:), and semiconserved
on the original positions of residues in the full
region immediately following the
in recognition specificity by the
identical (
substitutions (.) are indicated. Numbering is based
-length RR peptide.
RR motif,
*), conserved
(Figure is adaptedIn this chapter, the translocation of YedY in the absence of some REMPs was tested
to study the chaperone
possible chaperones which play an important role in the proofreading process. The
importance of REMPS for export
control tests.
from Chan et al., 2008
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 REMP (redox enzyme maturation protein) of TMAO reductase during the
Tat translocation pathway
Many Tat substrates in E. coli are cofactor-containing redox enzymes that require
REMPs to regulate folding and cofactor assembly before targeting to Tat
translocation machinery (Turner et al., 2002; Sargent, 2007). TMAO reductase
(TorA) is a well-known Tat substrate, and previous studies have shown that TorD is
the REMP that associates with both the signal peptide and the core of apo-TorA to
monitor the assembly of the molybdopterin centre by the hydrolysis of GTP (Genest
et al., 2008; Guymer et al., 2010). Furthermore, DmsD was also suggested to bind
pre-TorA, an interaction between TorD and DmsA has not been shown (Oresnik et
al., 2001; Ilbert et al., 2004). Here, the translocation of TorA by the Tat pathway in
the absence of TorD and DmsD was studied to investigate the importance of REMPs.
TorA was amplified with a C-terminal strep-tag into the IPTG inducible pEXT22 and
expressed in wild-type (WT), ∆tatABCDE, ∆torD and ∆dmsD cells. Figure 5.2.1
depicts the results obtained when cells were fractionated after the expression of TorA
for 3 h. In wild-type cells (WT) the protein was detected in total cells (TC) and in the
cytoplasm (C), membrane (M) as well as periplasm (P) which indicated export of
TorA. No export was observed in tatABCDE cells, as expected, and export was also
blocked in the torD strain, confirming the importance of TorD for the overall TorA
export process. Interestingly, the TorA protein is found in the form of a smaller
degradation fragment in the cytoplasm of torD cells, together with a larger form
(possibly an SDS-resistant dimer) in the membrane fraction. To a certain extent, the
data is consistent with previous studies which suggested the interaction between
TorD and TorA not only helps cofactor insertion, but also protects apo-TorA against
proteolysis (Genest et al., 2006, Illbert et al., 2003). Nevertheless, in dmsD cells,
TorA was found to export to the periplasm confirming that DmsD is not required for
the translocation of TorA by the Tat pathway. Thus, TorD is essential for the export
of TorA by Tat pathway, but the absence of DmsD might partially affect the
translocation.
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5.2.2 REMP of nitrate reductase (NapA) during the Tat translocation pathway
Nitrate reductase (NapA) in E. coli is a periplasmic protein bearing a twin-arginine
signal peptide, and the export involves a ‘‘Tat proofreading’’ process which requires
the specific association between the Tat signal peptide and its chaperone NapD to
monitor the cofactor insertion and protein folding (Maillard et al., 2007). In this
study, a similar experiment to the TorA experiment above was conducted to study
the importance of NapD for the export of NapA.
In Figure 5.2.2, NapA was amplified with a C-terminal his-tag into arabinose
inducible pBAD24. When expressed in wild type cells, the appoximately 90 kDa
mature NapA was detected in the periplasm, whereas export was blocked in
tatABCDE cells and the precursor protein was only found in the cytoplasmic (C)
and membrane (M) fraction. Importantly, export is also retarded in napD cells
confirming a key role for the NapD as the REMP in the export of NapA. In addition,
there was a larger form observed in the membrane fraction which may be an SDS-
resistant dimer. The data indicate that NapD is essential for the biosynthesis and
export of the Tat-dependent nitrate reductase NapA.
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5.2.3 The export of YedY with respect to chaperone-mediated proofreading
It has been shown that TorD and NapD are the REMPs of TorA and NapA,
respectively, playing a critical role in the export by the Tat pathway. It is still unclear
whether all cofactor-containing Tat substrates require REMPs during the process of
cofactor coordination and folding.
On the basis of sequence alignments and other interaction experiments, DmsD/TorD
have been proposed as candidate REMPs for YedY assembly/export (Chan et al.,
2008), and experiments were carried out that directly address this question. Firstly,
YedY export assays were performed in the torD, dmsD or napD genes deletion
strains. Figure 5.2.3A shows time course studies of the export and processing of pre-
YedY in wild-type cells and the three deletion strains. Expression of YedY in wild
type cells led to the appearance of precursor and mature-size band, and a similar
pattern of bands were observed when pre-YedY was expressed in torD, dmsD or
napD cells. Cells were then fractionated after 3 h expression confirming that
mature-size YedY was exported to the periplasm in three deletion strains (Figure
5.2.3B). These data suggest that YedY export does not depend on any of these
REMPs.
The YedY-Arg194 mutant also was expressed in torD, dmsD or napD genes deletion
strains to study whether export of this protein may occur in the absence of REMPs
(since the proofreading processes might be compromised). The result in Figure
5.2.3A displayed that the precursor of Arg194 mutant was only detected after 2h, and
then degraded rapidly in torD, dmsD or napD cells which was consistent with
the expression in wild-type cells. Fractionation study again confirmed that Arg194
mutant was blocked to export in all strains (data not shown).
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In conclusion, these data indicated that YedY does not rely on any of these REMPs
(TorD, DmsD and NapD) for the cofactor assembly and export in E. coli. The results
therefore suggest that YedY uses other cytosolic chaperones to regulate export, or
possibly a simpler proofreading system that does not require substrate-specific
REMPs at all. Such a system may involve novel proofreading components and
experiments were carried out to identify these.
5.2.4 Interaction between pre-YedY and cytoplasmic extract to identify possible
REMPs involved in the proofreading of YedY
Although TorD, DmsD and NapD are not REMPs of YedY in E. coli, it is possible to
have unknown specific chaperones in the cytosol which play an essential role in the
proofreading. In order to investigate the possible REMPs of YedY, protein-protein
interaction studies were carried out by several methods.
The in vitro protein-protein interaction methods used here include Ni-NTA affinity
chromatography, chemical cross-linking and label transfer. Each method has its own
advantages. Affinity chromatography permits low-abundance bait proteins to be
exposed to large volumes of cell-free extracts containing prey proteins, allowing for
the specific interactions to occur while background is minimized (Howell et al.,
2006). Besides, to detect transient or weak protein interactions, even the cases of
protein complexes, chemical cross-linking strategies were developed (Fancy, 2000).
Label transfer methods, as a subset of advanced protein cross-linking techniques, can
be used for the identification of protein interactions (Phizicky and Fields, 1995;
Fancy, 2000).
Purified pre-YedY and cytoplasmic extract containing prey proteins were prepared.
As detailed in chapter 4, the tagged His6-preYedY was purified from E. coli
∆tatABCDE cells. Also, the cell-free cytoplasmic extract was isolated from 1 L
culture of pre-YedY expressed in ∆tatABCDE cells. The aim was to immobilise the
His-tagged pre-YedY on affinity columns and identify proteins that specifally bound
to it.
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5.2.4.1 Protein interaction by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography
Ni-NTA affinity resin and purified His6-preYedY were incubated for 3 h to prepare
the special Ni-NTA affinity column. All experiments were performed using gravity
flow at 4 °C. The cytoplasmic extract was loaded into the column and incubated end-
over-end for 2 h following washes to remove unbound proteins. Then the column
was eluted with buffer containing 25 mM imidazole to remove unspecific binding
proteins. Finally the specific proteins associating with YedY were eluted by Glycine
pH 2.8, and analyzed via SDS-PAGE. Figure 5.2.4 shows three bands (two large
bands were faint and another one was strong) were detected by the silver stain of
SDS-PAGE.
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The specific binding proteins were excised from instant Coomassie blue stained
SDS-PAGE gels and treated by trypsin digestion. The identification of peptides was
performed using mass spectrometry (MS) in the department of Chemistry, Warwick
University. The data from MS was analyzed using the website ‘Matrix Science’. It
was found that three specific binding proteins were Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1
component, Dihydrolipoamide succinyltransferase and cytosolic chaperonin GroEL
(Figure5.2.5). Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component and Dihydrolipoamide
succinyltransferase are important component enzymes of the Pyruvate
dehydrogenase complex (PDC) which works in the TCA cycle and there is no clear
reason for them to interact with preYedY, implying they are contaminating bands.
GroEL is a bacterial chaperone involved in protein folding in the cytosol. Previous
studies have revealed that GroEL was found to associate with DmsD and NapD, the
REMP for DMSO reductase (DmsA) and periplasm nitrate reductase (NapA) in E.
coli, which implied GroEL could be involved in metalloenzyme maturation (Dionisi
et al., 1998; Ribbe and Burgess, 2001; Butland et al., 2005; Li et al., 2010). Thus,
although GroEL may play a role in the folding process of YedY, there is no specific
protein found to be the REMP which interacts with YedY by the Ni-NTA affinity
chromatography used in this study.
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5.2.4.2 Protein interaction studies using formaldehyde (1%) cross-linking
Formaldehyde cross-linking for the interaction between preYedY and the
cytoplasmic extract containing prey proteins was carried out in vivo and in vitro. In
vivo cross-linking experiment was performed according to the Derouiche et al, 1995
(see chapter 2 Methods). Briefly, E. coli ∆tatABCDE cells expressed preYedYhis
were grown at 37 °C to an OD600 of 0.6 and pelleted by centrifugation. The cell pellet
was washed and resuspended at OD600 of 0.5 in 10 mM KPi (pH 6.8) and incubated
further for 20 min with the addition of a final concentration of 1% formaldehyde at
the room temperature. The cross-linked samples were harvested and washed
following the purification process by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography. The purified
cross-linked samples were either heated at 37 °C for 10 min to maintain the
formaldehyde cross-links or at 96 °C for 20 min to break the cross-links. Samples
were analyzed by the SDS-PAGE and detected by instant Coomassie blue.
The result in Figure 5.2.6 displayed that there were less proteins detected in the flow
through if compared with the purification of pre-YedY in chapter 4 implying lot of
proteins bind to the column or they were degraded after cross-linking. Due to only
the 37 kDa pre-YedY band showing in the elution lane, no interacting proteins can be
detected. Thus, formaldehyde cross-linking in vivo was not suitable to study the
protein interaction in my work.
For the in vitro experiment, purified pre-YedY (300µg/ml) and the cell-free
cytoplasmic extract were gently mixed at a ratio of 1:3. The mixture was incubated
for 2 h at room temperature and formaldehyde (1% final concentration) was added to
further incubate for 20 min. Cross-linked samples were heated at 37°C for 10 min to
stabilize the formaldehyde cross-links. Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and
detected by instant Coomassie blue as well as immunoblotting. There are a total of 4
bands in the immunoblot in Figure 5.2.6 which suggests that three bands could be
possible proteins associated with pre-YedY in the cytosol and the band of 37 kDa
should be pre-YedY. The three bands were excised to analyze by ESI-MS.
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According to the data from ESI-MS which were analyzed in the E. coli MC4100
database using ProteinLynx Global Server v2.4, the possible proteins interacting with
pre-YedY are shown in Figure 5.2.7. The protein of approximately 43 kDa was
found to be the translation elongation factor tufA which also was detected to
associate with DmsD, the REMP of DmsA (Li et al., 2010). Elongation factor TufA
promotes the GTP-dependent binding of aminoacyl-tRNA to the A-site of ribosomes
during protein biosynthesis (Hwang and Miller, 1987; Jacquet and Parmeggiani,
1989), and plays an important regulatory role in cell growth and in the bacterial
response to nutrient deprivation (Young and Bernlohr, 1991). Another interesting
protein is GAPDH (Glyceraldehyde 3 phosphate dehydrogenase) which is involved
in the metabolism of glucose and several non-metabolic processes including
transcription activation. The last small protein is the Trp repressor-binding protein
WrbA which enhances the formation and/or stability of noncovalent complexes
between the trp repressor protein and operator-bearing DNA. In addition, WrbA can
be an accessory element in blocking trpR-specific transcriptional processes that
might be physiologically disadvantageous in the stationary phase of the bacterial life
cycle (Yang et al., 1993; Grandori et al., 1998). Hence, the three proteins either play
an important role in translation/transcription processes, or function in metabolism
during the growth of bacteria. They are unlikely to be specifically involved in the
folding process or Tat translation pathway of YedY depending on the interaction.
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5.2.4.3 Protein interaction by Sulfo-SBED Biotin label transfer
Label transfer study was carried out using the Sulfo-SBED Biotin label transfer kit
(Thermo Scientific). Briefly, purified pre-YedY (500µg/ml) was reacted with Sulfo-
SBED reagent at room temperature for 30 min in the dark to allow labelling (250µg
pre-YedY along with 14.7µg reagent dissolved in DMSO). Labeled pre-YedY was
dialyzed in the 1×label transfer buffer for at least 4 h to remove unreacted reagent.
The labeled pre-YedY was incubated with cell-free cytoplasmic extract at the room
temperature for 20 min in the dark. Samples were then exposed to 305 nm UV light
for 20 min and 50 mM DTT was added to finish the label-transfer. The label-
transferred biotinylated proteins were detected by immunoblot using Streptavidin-
HRP and corresponding proteins shown in the SDS-PAGE gel were excised to
analyze by ESI-MS. The Figure 5.2.8 shows that four bands may bind to the pre-
YedY and Figure 5.2.9 is the data from ESI-MS to show the identification of the
proteins.
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The four bound proteins are GAPDH, Flavoprotein wrbA, Tryptophanase tnaA and
30S ribosomal protein rpsC, respectively. The first two proteins are detected in
formaldehyde cross-linking as well, so the details are not discussed again. The other
two proteins are Tryptophanase tnaA, which participates in tryptophan metabolism
and nitrogen metabolism (Burns and Demoss, 1962), and 30S ribosomal protein rpsC
that found to bind both of the lower part of the 30S subunit and mRNA in the 70S
ribosome in order to facilitate translation (Takyar et al., 2005). Again, it seems that
these proteins are unlikely to be specifically involved in proofreading during
assembly process or the Tat translocation pathway of YedY.
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5.3 Discussion
The chaperone-mediated proofreading system is required to monitor the folding
process of redox enzymes prior to the export by the Tat pathway. Such proofreading
is operated by a series of cytosolic chaperones which are encoded in the same operon
with related Tat substrates, and generally assist in the assembly of cofactor, correctly
folding, and complex additions (Turner et al., 2004; Jack et al., 2004). To date, the
specific chaperones are named as REMPs (redox enzyme maturation proteins) and
most of them are important for transportation by the Tat pathway. The well-studied
examples include TMAO reductase (TorA), DMSO reductase (DmsA) and Nitrate
reductase (NapA) with their REMP TorD, DmsD and NapD which associate with the
signal peptide to assist in the maturation of proteins (Ilbert et al., 2004; Genest et al.,
2008; Chan et al., 2009; Potter and Cole, 1999).
In this chapter, TorA translocation was examined in the absence of TorD/DmsD in
the torD and dmsD strains. The data showed that TorA export was blocked in torD
deleted cells but remained in dmsD deleted cells implying TorD is the REMP of
TorA. Similarly, NapD is confirmed to be the REMP of NapA because the export is
inhibited when napD is deleted. Thus, the REMPs indeed play an important role in
the Tat pathway and function in the proofreading process.
Furthermore, DmsD/TorD have been proposed to be REMPs of YedY on the basis of
sequence alignment and indirect protein-protein interaction studies (Chan et al.,
2008). Since the mutants of YedY have been shown to be rejected in export and
degraded by the proteolysis, TorD, DmsD and NapD were investigated to test
whether they are indeed involved in proofreading of YedY. Perhaps surprisingly, the
absence of torD, dmsD and napD did not affect the export of YedY by the Tat
pathway, or affect the turnover of Arg194 mutant. On the basis of these results, it is
proposed TorD, DmsD and NapD should not be the real and specific REMPs of
YedY as predicted.
To understand whether other specific chaperones may be essential for YedY
proofreading before or during the translocation, interactions between the YedY and
cytoplasmic extract was performed using a variety of protein interaction approaches.
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The affinity chromatography, cross-linking and label transfer studies along with the
identification of protein by mass spectrometry revealed potential interactors. The
results did not provide a conclusive result for the interaction, but the examination of
YedY interactors reveals a few interesting proteins that may be relevant.
GroEL belongs to a molecular chaperone family and is found in a large number of
bacteria (Zeilstra-Ryalls et al., 1991). It mediates proper protein folding processes
through a workflow of binding, encapsulation, and release of substrate protein
(Horwich et al., 2007). Evidence suggests that GroEL is involved in the insertion of
the molybdenum–iron cofactor into the nitrogenase enzyme in Azobacter vinelandii
(Ribbe and Burgess, 2001). Importantly, GroEL is shown to interact with DmsD and
NapD in E. coli which function as REMP in the maturation of molybdopterin
enzymes DmsA and NapA containing both molybdenum cofactors as well as iron–
sulfur clusters (Li et al., 2010; Butland et al., 2005). Here, my study shows a direct
interaction between GroEL and YedY which suggests that GroEL could be more
generally involved in metalloenzyme maturation even in the absence of REMPs. In
addition, GroEL was found to cooperate with DnaK which associates with RR signal
peptides to stabilize the substrates (Perez-Rodriguez et al., 2007; Graubner et al.,
2007).
In the cross-linking and label transfer studies, other potential weakly and/or
transiently YedY-interacting proteins were identified, such as tufA (translation
elongation factor), GAPDH (Glyceraldehyde 3 phosphate dehydrogenase), wrbA
(Trp repressor-binding protein) and Tryptophanase tnaA.
Firstly, the interaction with translation elongation factor tufA suggests tufA binds to
the YedY signal peptide before the termination of synthesis of the polypeptide chain.
tufA was also showed to associate with DmsD, which implies that DmsD might
similarly approach to the newly-synthesized DmsA leader to facilitate the folding-
maturation process (Li et al., 2010).
Next, wrbA and Tryptophanase tnaA are unexpected interactors of YedY and it is
difficult to understand the interaction. According to the literature, the flavoprotein
wrbA can enhance the formation and/or stability of noncovalent complexes between
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the trp repressor protein and operator-bearing DNA. Also, WrbA seems to block
trpR-specific transcriptional processes that may lead to physiologically
disadvantageous in the stationary phase of the bacterial life cycle (Yang et al., 1993;
Grandori et al., 1998). On the other hand, Tryptophanase tnaA is suggested to
participate in tryptophan metabolism and nitrogen metabolism (Burns and Demoss,
1962). Neither of these roles appear to be related to the Tat export systems.
Another interesting interactor is GAPDH. The metabolic function of the enzyme is
required to catalyse the conversion of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate which takes part
in the pathway of energy and carbon molecule supply.
In light of the studies, the above data suggest that YedY may have no specific REMP
to assist translocation and proofreading in Tat pathway, but it may rely on
chaperones or small proteins which normally bind to REMPs to assist in synthesis
and maturation.
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6.1 Introduction 
 
In bacteria, the Sec or Tat protein translocation pathways are normally used to 
transport extracytoplasmic proteins across the plasma membrane (Lee et al., 2006). 
The proteins are synthesized with an amino-terminal extension sequence named the 
signal peptide which is generally removed by a specific processing peptidase (von 
Heijne, 1990). The characteristics of typical signal peptides were identified during 
the extensive studies of Sec–dependent proteins which indicated it is composed of 
three domains: a positive N-terminal region, a hydrophobic central core and a polar 
C-terminal region ending with the short-chain amino acids at the -3 and -1 positions, 
relative to the cleavage site (von Heijne, 1990; Izard and Kendall, 1996). The 
maturation of exported proteins is performed by the leader (or signal) peptidase 
which recognizes the ‘(-3, -1) cleavage site’. In E. coli, the evidence demonstrated 
that the primary signal peptidase, LepB, is responible for the maturation of both Sec 
and Tat substrates (Luke et al., 2009). 
 
The Tat pathway has the unique ability to export pre-folded proteins across the 
tightly sealed bacterial plasma membrane and chloroplast thylakoid membrane 
(Robinson et al., 2011). The signal peptides of Tat substrates contain the invariable 
‘twin-arginine’ in conserved consensus S–R–R–x–F–L–K motif between the N- and 
H- domains, and end with typically Ala-Xaa-Ala (Stanley et al., 2000). 
  
In E. coli, TatA, TatB and TatC appear to form the minimally functional translocase. 
Although the precise details of the translocation event are poorly understood, the 
currently proposed mechanism of the Tat translocation pathway suggest that the 
signal peptide of correctly folded proteins is firstly recognized and associated with 
the TatBC receptor complex, and the substrate-bound TatBC complex subsequently 
triggers the generation of the transport channel which is composed of TatA 
protomers for the export of proteins. Finally, the precursor is processed to mature 
form in the periplasm by removal of the signal peptide (Muller and Klosgen, 2005; 
Robinson et al., 2011). 
 
Although a few native Tat substrates have been identified to lack a RR-motif 
(Hinsley et al., 2001; Ignatova et al., 2002), studies have underlined the importance 
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of RR-motif in the signal peptide function which mediates the export of proteins via 
the Tat pathway. Export of the cofactor-less Tat substrate SufI was completely 
blocked when both arginines were replaced with lysine, however, single substitutions 
of arginine with lysine can be tolerated (Stanley et al., 2000; Yahr and Wickner, 
2001). Similarly, substitution of RR with KK in the signal peptide of trimethylamine 
N-oxide reductase (TorA) completely stopped Tat translocation of a reporter protein 
(GFP) (Cristobal et al., 1999). Nevertheless, previous studies also showed that the 
single arginine replacement of some Tat substrates such as E. coli CueO and 
Pseudomonas stutzeri nitrous oxide reductase can abolish the export of passenger 
proteins (Dreusch et al., 1997; Halbig et al., 1999; Stanley et al., 2000).  
 
Studies on the Sec system have shown that the removal of the signal peptide is not 
essential for translocation of the protein, but it leads to the accumulation of precursor 
proteins in the membrane (Dalbey & Wickner, 1985). The positions -1 and -3 in the 
prokaryotic signal peptides are particularly critical for defining the cleavage site and 
Ala-X-Ala is the most frequently observed sequence preceding the cleavage site (von 
Heijne, 1983, 1984, 1986; Perlman and Halvorson, 1983). Studies performed by 
Fikes et al have indicated that mutations in the precursor of E. coli Maltose-binding 
Protein (MBP) at the -1 and -3 positions resulted in varying processing efficiencies 
(Fikes et al., 1990). In addition, the substitutions at the -1 Ala by Gly, Ser, Thr, Leu, 
Lys or Glu led to either a substantial or complete block in the processing of proteins 
(Fikes et al., 1990; Shackleton and Robinson, 1991). 
 
In this Chapter, I firstly examined the critical importance of the signal peptide, 
especially the twin arginine of TorA and YedY, for the Tat pathway and then 
identified the relationship between Tat translocation and final maturation processing 
of proteins. 
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6.2 Results 
 
6.2.1 Translocation of a Tat substrate TorA, containing mutations in the signal 
peptide  
 
TMAO reductase (TorA) is one of the largest Tat substrates identified in E. coli at 
~90 kDa. It contains a molybdopterin cofactor that it aquires in the cytoplasm before 
translocation by the Tat pathway to the periplasm (Silvestro et al., 1989; Czjzek et al., 
1998). A cytoplasmic chaperone, TorD, has been identified that binds to the signal 
peptide of TorA to prevent premature interaction with the Tat machinery before 
cofactor insertion and correct protein folding has occurred (Jack et al., 2004; Genest 
et al., 2006). TorA acts as a final electron acceptor of the respiratory chain during 
anaerobic growth of E. coli on TMAO medium. 
 
In order to identify the importance of the signal peptide which targets synthesized 
proteins to the translocation pathway, especially the twin-arginine motif in the Tat 
machinary, the translocation ability of TorA and mutations of the signal peptide were 
tested. TorA was amplified with a c-terminal strep-tag into the IPTG inducible 
plasmid pEXT22. Thereafter, the mutant TorA_KK was made by the substitution of 
twin arginines with lysine, and TorA_M was produced by the deletion of the whole 
signal peptide of TorA. TorA, TorA_KK and TorA_M were expressed for 3 h in E. 
coli wild-type MC4100 and ∆tatABCDE cells. Cells were harvested and separated 
into the cytoplasm (C), the membrane (M) and the periplasm (P) compartments. 
Total cell extract (TC) and each fraction (C, M, P) were measured to the same 
amount to analyse by SDS-PAGE and subsequent immunoblotting with antibody 
against strep. Figure 6.2.1 shows TorA is detected in the cytoplasmic fraction when 
TorA, TorA_KK and TorA_M are expressed in both wild-type and ∆tatABCDE cells, 
and some TorA is also bound to the membrane. It is worth pointing out that TorA is 
only observed in the cytoplasmic fraction when TorA_M is expressed, possibly 
indicating that the precursor form has an affinity with the membrane. Furthermore, 
pre-TorA and the dimer of pre-TorA are presented in the membrane fraction when 
TorA and TorA_KK are expressed in both wild-type and ∆tatABCDE cells. 
Importantly, mature TorA is only present in the periplasm when TorA is expressed in 
wild-type MC4100 cells. Hence, the result demonstrates that the signal peptide is 
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required to mediate the export of proteins, and the twin arginines of TorA are 
essential for translocation by the Tat pathway. 
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Figure 6.2.1 Translocation of Tat subtrate TorA, RR motif mutant TorA_KK 
and the deletion of signal peptide TorA_M TorA, TorA_KK and TorA_M were 
amplified with strep-tag into pEXT22 expression system and expressed in wild-type 
E. coli MC4100 cells (WT) and ∆tatABCDE (∆tat) cells. Samples are taken after 3 h 
incubation, and total cell contents (TC) together with cytoplasm, membrane and 
periplasm samples (C, M, P) are analysed by immunoblot using anti-strep antibody. 
TorA and dimmer of TorA are indicated.   
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6.2.2 Translocation of mutated YedY and YedY_Arg by the Tat pathway 
 
In the Chapter 3, it was shown that the Tat substrate YedY is exported to the 
periplasm, while the cofactor-less mutant YedY_Arg is rapidly degraded in wild-type 
MC4100 cells. To test the importance of the RR motif in the Tat translocation 
pathway, I analysed substitutions in the RR motif of YedY. The part of the amino 
acid sequence of E. coli pre-YedY is shown in Fig.6.2.2 which the signal peptide is 
outlined with RR motif bolded. 
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Figure 6.2.2 The part of primary structure of E. coli pre-YedY The picture 
underlines the YedY signal peptide with the bold RR motif. The predicted SP 
cleavage site is denoted by a dashed line and the amino acid in -3 to -1 are typed in 
Italic. Residue substituted in mutant YedY_A44L is indicated by asterisks.  
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Although previous studies have indicated that single substitutions with lysine could 
usually be tolerated by the Tat pathway (but not the loss of both arginines of the RR 
motif), I decided to analyse the importance of RR motif in YedY for export by the 
Tat pathway. Single substitutions of arginine with lysine were introduced in the 
signal sequence of YedY, with two mutants, YedY_RK and YedY_KR, obtained. 
The substitutions were made by the mutagenesis of YedY which was amplified with 
C-terminal his-tag into the arabinose inducible plasmid pBAD24. The YedY and 
mutants YedY_RK/YedY_KR were expressed in wild-type and ∆tatABCDE cells 
over a 5-h period after addition of arabinose to induce synthesis (Figure 6.2.3 A). 
When YedY was expressed in wild-type cells, pre-YedY was first detected after 2 h 
and mature YedY was detected (at low levels) after 2 h, thereafter, the mature protein 
gradually becomes more prominent. In contrast, pre-YedY was detected after 2 h but 
no mature YedY was present over 5 h when either YedY_RK or YedY_KR were 
expressed in wild-type cells. The result in Figure 6.2.3 B displays the fractionation of 
cells expressing YedY_RK and YedY_KR for 2.5 h, and the data show that export 
was blocked and pre-YedY was detected in the membrane fraction. Thus, it is 
demonstrated that single substitutions of RR motif are enough to completely inhibit 
the translocation of YedY by the Tat pathway. 
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Figure 6.2.3 Translocation and fractionation of YedY-RK,  YedY-KR and 
YedY-Arg-RK, YedY-Arg-KR in E. coli The single substitution of RR motif  
to RK/KR in YedY and YedY_Arg were amplified with C-terminal his-tag into 
pBAD24 vector and expressed in E. coli wild-type MC4100 (WT) and 
∆tatABCDE (∆tat) cells. (A) Samples were taken at the indicated times (in 
hours) after induction of synthesis with arabinose and immunoblotted by anti-his 
antibody. (B) Cells were taken after 2.5 h induction, and total cell contents (TC) 
together with cytoplasm, membrane and periplasm (C, M, P) are detected by 
immunoblot using anti-his antibody. 
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In addition, in order to test whether the presence/absence of the RR motif affects the 
degradation of YedY_Arg, I replaced the arginine of RR motif in the YedY_Arg 
mutant and analysed it in the same manner as YedY. Figure 6.2.3 shows that 
YedY_Arg can not be exported by the Tat pathway and was rapidly degraded in the 
wild-type cells, however, pre-YedY-Arg was stable in the ∆tatABCDE cells over a 5-
h period. The single substitutions of arginine with lysine, YedY-Arg-RK and YedY-
Arg-KR, resulted in a slower rate of degradation of YedY-Arg in the wild-type cells. 
Hence, the RR motif is not essential for the turnover of YedY-Arg. 
 
In short, it was shown that the RR motif is essential for the transportation of YedY 
by the Tat pathway and even single substitutions of arginine can completely block 
export of YedY in wild-type cells. Also, the RR motif is not directly involved in the 
degradation of YedY-Arg implying proofreading and Tat-independent proteolysis. 
 
6.2.3 Substitution at -1 of the signal peptide blocks the maturation of YedY 
 
Previous studies on signal peptides have indicated that -1 and -3 residues near SP 
cleavage sites are essential for the efficient maturation of proteins (Perlman and 
Halvorson, 1983; von Heijne, 1990), and substitutions at -1 block the processing 
(Fikes et al., 1990; Shackleton and Robinson, 1991). In this study, YedY was used as 
a candidate Tat substrate to examine the relationship between the translocation by the 
Tat system and the terminal processing.  
 
Here, the Alanine (Ala) at -1 position of the YedY signal peptide was substituted by 
Leucine (Leu) and the mutant protein YedY_A44L was expressed to analyse the 
effects. The AxA cleavage site highlighted in the signal sequence of E. coli pre-
YedY is shown in Fig.6.2.2. YedY_A44L was amplified in the pBAD24 and 
pEXT22 vectors with a C-terminal his-tag appended to aid the identification of the 
proteins. The precursors were expressed in wild-type MC4100 E. coli cells after 
induction with arabinose and IPTG respectively. After 3 hours, cells were 
fractionated to give cytoplasm, membrane, periplasm samples (C, M, P) and 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Also, the non-mutated YedY expressed in both vectors (as 
in Chapter 3) are shown here for comparison. The result in Fig.6.2.4 shows that the 
YedY_A44L precursor in pBAD24 is not processed to any significant degree and the 
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protein is found almost exclusively in the membrane fraction as the precursor form. 
This demonstrates that the substitution of the -1 Ala completely blocks the 
maturation of YedY.  Interestingly, somewhat different results are obtained when 
YedY_A44L is expressed in the pEXT22 plasmid. Here, the protein is found mostly 
in the periplasm, but as a degradation product that is smaller than the mature size 
protein. Apparently, maturation is again blocked and another, unidentified protease 
has cleaved the precursor protein. It is likely that this result reflects the different 
properties of the plasmids; YedY_A44L is expressed only for a short period from the 
pBAD24 plasmid whereas expression from pEXT22 is continuous throughout the 
bacterial growth period, including several hours before induction commences. It was 
reasoned that this would provide more time for proteases to cleave the unprocessed 
precursor. 
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Figure 6.2.4 Translocation of YedY and mutant YedY_A44L in E. coli 
Mutagenesis of the SP cleavage site blocks the export of pre-YedY cloned in 
pBAD24, but inhibits the correct process of pre-YedY cloned in pEXT22 by the 
Tat pathway. Pre-YedY and YedY_A44L are expressed in wild-type E. coli 
MC4100 cells. After induction with arabinose or IPTG for 3 h, cells are harvested 
and total cell contents (TC) are analyzed together with cytoplasm, membrane and 
periplasm samples (C, M, P) after osmotic shock and fractionation. Precursor and 
mature forms of YedY are indicated (pre, Mat), and the wrong processed 
degradation form is indicated (degradation).  
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In order to study further how the correct removal of the signal peptide after the 
translocation is important to the maturation of proteins, I analysed a chimeric protein 
comprising green fluorescent protein (GFP) linked to the signal peptide of YedY and 
its cleavage site mutant. The YedY-GFP was constructed from pJDT1 plasmid 
(Thomas et al., 2001), which expresses TorA-GFP from the pBAD24 plasmid. The 
signal peptide of TorA in pJDT1 was replaced by the signal peptide of YedY to make 
the YedY-GFP, and the -1 position Ala was replaced with Leu to obtain YedY-
A44L-GFP. The translocation of TorA-GFP and YedY-GFP to the E. coli periplasm 
was shown by confocal microscopy (Figure 6.2.5). It is seen that clear halos of GFP 
fluorescence are around the E. coli MC4100 cells over-expressing TorA-GFP and 
YedY-GFP because the GFP has been correctly folded before translocation to the 
periplasm. 
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Figure 6.2.5 Translocation of active GFP by the Tat pathway Plasmids 
expressing TorA-GFP and YedY-GFP were expressed in the E. coli MC4100 cells. 
Cells were analysed by confocal microscopy using the 488nm laser line. 
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Next, YedY-GFP and YedY-A44L-GFP were expressed for 3 h after the induction of 
anabinose in wild-type MC4100 and ∆tatABCED cells. Cells were collected and 
fractionated into cytoplasm (C), membrane (M) and periplasm (P) compartments. 
YedY-GFP was export to the periplasm in the WT cells but denied in the 
∆tatABCDE cells, wheras YedY-A44L-GFP was blocked to the transportation in 
both strains (Figure 6.2.6A). The results also displayed that the signal of fluorescence 
in YedY-GPF expressed in WT is higher than others (Figure 6.2.6B). Consequently, 
the mutation in the cleavage site retards the maturation of GFP.  
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Figure 6.2.6 Translocation of YedY-GFP and YedY-A44L-GFP by the Tat 
pathway YedY signal peptide is fused with GFP to construct the YedY-GFP. 
Mutagenesis of the SP cleavage site of YedY-GFP makes the YedY_A44L-GFP. 
(A)YedY-GFP and YedY_A44L_GFP are expressed in E. coli wild-type 
MC4100 cells (WT) and ∆tatABCDE cells (∆tat). After induction with arabinose 
for 3 h, cells are harvested and total cell contents (TC) are analyzed together with 
cytoplasm, membrane and periplasm samples (C, M, P) are detected by anti-GFP 
immunoblotting. Precursor and mature forms of GFP are indicated (pGFP, 
mGFP). (B) The graph shows the intensity of fluorescence of GFP when GFP 
fused with signal peptide of YedY and YedY_A44L expressed in WT cells, 
indicating as YGFP (WT) and YAGFP (WT). Also, YGFP (TAT) and YAGFP 
(TAT) are represented proteins expressed in ∆tat cells. 
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6.2.4 Unprocessed YedY_A44L is membrane-bound with the mature protein 
exposed to the periplasm 
 
The presence of the YedY-A44L degradation product in the periplasmic fraction 
(when expressed from pEXT22) suggests that proteolysis of a membrane-bound 
precursor has resulted in the release of a soluble fragment into the periplasm. This 
would suggest that the mature domain has been efficiently transported to the 
periplasmic side of the membrane. To test this possibility more directly spheroplasts 
were prepared from cells expressing YedY-A44L from pBAD24 and subjected to 
proteolysis using proteinase K. Although the SP cleavage site of YedY is mutated to 
prevent its removal, the mature domain should presumably be translocated to the 
periplasmic side of the membrane where it would become protease-accessible. The 
spheroplasts from MC4100 cells expressing YedY-A44L were separated into three 
parts, one was analysed without further treatment (SP), one was incubated with 
buffer (K-) or proteinase K (K+), and the last one was treated with freezing-warming 
cycles following the proteinase K which break the spheroplasts and allow access of 
the protease to the cell interior. The data show that the YedY-A44L is fully degraded 
by proteinase K treatment of spheroplasts, with or without freeze-warming, strongly 
indicating that the mature protein has been successfully transported to the 
periplasmic side of the membrane. As a control, the ∆tatABCDE strain expressing 
non-mutated YedY was studied in exactly the same manner which showed pre-YedY 
is resistant to proteinase K treatment of the spheroplasts but is degraded when the 
spheroplasts were broken, confirming that the pre-YedY in ΔtatABCDE is on the 
cytoplasmic side of the membrane (Figure 6.2.7). Thus, YedY-A44L is exported to 
the periplasmic side of the membrane by the Tat pathway in wild-type cells, where it 
remains bound to the membrane. When expressed continuously using the pEXT22 
plasmid, a large fragment is susceptible to proteolysis and released into the periplasm. 
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Figure 6.2.7 Location of YedY_A44L in E. coli wild-type cells YedY_A44L is 
amplified in the pBAD24 and expressed in E. coli wild-type MC4100 cells (WT) 
for 3 h after induction. Cells are harvested and total cell contents (TC) are 
analysed together with spheroplast untreated (K-) o, treated (K+) by proteinase K 
or treated (heat/k+) by 5×freeze-thaw cycles following proteinase K. (YedY is 
expressed in ∆tat as the positive control)  
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6.2.5 The signal peptide of YedY-A44L is fully embedded in the plasma 
membrane 
 
The correct removal of signal peptides after translocation leads to the successful 
maturation of proteins. YedY-A44L fails to undergo maturation and is found almost 
entirely in the membrane fraction, which means that the uncleaved signal peptide is 
attached the membrane. The key question is how deeply/firmly the signal peptide is 
actually embedded in the membrane? To determine whether it is fully integrated into 
the membrane or only peripherally bound, methods were used that distinguish 
between integral and peripheral membrane proteins. The integral membrane proteins 
span the membrane can be displaced by detergents or some other apolar solvent, and 
the peripheral membrane proteins are defined as proteins that attached temporarily or 
more loosely to the lipid bilayer which can be removed by treatment with a polar 
reagent such as high pH solutions (Singer and Nicolson, 1972; Steck and Yu, 1973; 
Steck, 1974). Many studies indicated that alkaline carbonate procedure discriminates 
between peripheral and integral membrane proteins because pH 11.5 to pH 12 can 
effectively remove peripheral membrane proteins (Steck and Yu, 1973; Fujiki et al., 
1982). Here, the spheroplasts of YedY-A44L were treated with sodium carbonate pH 
11.5 or, as a control, Tris- HCl pH 7.5 (see methods). The single-span protein TatAd 
which is a component of the Bacillus subtilis Tat system also analyzed as a control 
test because it has been shown to be an integral membrane protein which is partly 
localised in the cytoplasm (Barnett et al., 2008). 
 
The data (Fig 6.2.8) show that YedY-A44L is in fact very firmly integrated into the 
plasma membrane. The protein is not extracted by treatment with Na2CO3, and 
instead remains almost exclusively in the membrane fraction (M). In the control 
experiment, TatAd was expressed in E. coli cells and the data show that most of the 
TatAd remains in the membrane but a sizeable proportion is released by Na2CO3 and 
found in the supernatant (Sup). These data therefore demonstrate that the signal 
peptide of YedY-A44L is integrated within the membrane, rather than bound loosely 
to the periphery of the bilayer. 
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Figure 6.2.8 Location of the uncleaved signal peptide of YedY_A44L 
YedY_A44L is expressed in E. coli wild-type MC4100 cells (WT) for 3 h after 
induction. Spheroplast is extracted and treated under the alkali conditions (Na2CO3 
pH11.5). Total cell contents (TC), spheroplast (SP), membrane (M) and supernatant 
(sup) after carbonate extraction are analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-his 
antibody. (YedY_A44L is treated by Tris as the negative control; the 
transmembrane protein TatAd is performed by the same manner as the positive 
control.)  
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6.2.6 Pre-YedY maturation is essential for efficient growth of E. coli cells 
 
The data have shown that a Tat substrate can be translocated in the absence of 
processing, but additional studies were carried out to assess the overall importance of 
Tat substrate maturation. Clear effects were observed on cell growth rates when 
YedY_A44L was expressed in these experiments. Pre-YedY and YedY-A44L were 
expressed from pBAD24 in wild-type cells and I measured growth rates before and 
after induction with arabinose. The graph in Fig.6.2.9 shows that cells expressing 
non-mutated pre-YedY exhibited a typical growth curve with a characteristic lag 
phase (0-1 h), exponential phase (1-6 h), and stationary phase (6-10 h). However, 
expression of YedY-A44L yielded different growth curves in which exponential 
growth suddenly slows dramatically around the 2 h time point.  
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Figure 6.2.9 Growth curve of E. coli when expressed YedY_A44L and YedY  
YedY and YedY_A44L are amplified in pBAD24 and expressed in E. coli wild-
type MC4100 cells (WT). The growth rate of cells are measured after induction of 
synthesis with arabinose and analysed at times (in hours). The graph shows the 
growth curve of cells by OD600 in terms of time (h). 
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In addition, the expression of YedY_A44L in the period of 5 hours was analysed by 
immunoblotting (Fig. 6.2.10). The results show that the uncleavable YedY-A44L 
protein appears around the 2 h time point, after which it is subjected to degradation 
by the 4 h and 5 h time points, with a variety of degradation products apparent. This 
almost certainly coincides with the cell growth rate slowing when YedY_A44L was 
expressed, as shown in Fig. 6.2.9. Growth returns to normal by about the 5 h point, 
consistent with the disappearance of YedY_A44L. Clearly, the presence of the 
uncleavable precursor protein is detrimental to cell growth. 
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Figure 6.2.10 Translocation of YedY and YedY_A44L in E. coli MC4100 
cells YedY_A44L cloned in pBAD24 is degraded in wild-type cells. YedY and 
YedY_A44L are amplified in pBAD24. Cells were analyzed at times (in hours) 
after induction and detected by the immunoblotting using anti-his antibody, 
with precursor and mature forms of the protein indicated (pre, Mat). 
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6.2.7 Membrane-integration of YedY-A44L occurs at a late stage of the overall 
translocation process, or after its completion 
 
Studies have indicated YedY-A44L is firmly integrated into the membrane after 
translocation, and the expression of YedY-A44L affects the growth of cells until it is 
degraded, we considered it possible that the precursor protein had become stuck in 
the Tat translocase during the translocation process. To elucidate the relationship 
between translocation and maturation, YedY_A44L and other Tat substrates co-
expressed to examine whether the former blocked export of the latter. 
 
YedY_A44L was amplified with a c-terminal his-tag in both pBAD24 and pEXT22 
vectors. Correspondingly, YedY was cloned in pEXT22 and TorA-GFP was cloned 
in pBAD24. YedY-A44L and another Tat substrate such as YedY or TorA-GFP were 
co-expressed in wild-type MC4100 cells. In the Figure 6.2.11A, YedY-A44L in 
pBAD24 was produced using arabinose for 3 hours, and then pre-YedY in pEXT22 
was induced with IPTG for a further 2.5 hours. The longer expression time of YedY-
A44L should ensure that YedY_A44L had indeed become stuck in the translocation 
channel if this could occur. The data show that some precursor protein is present in 
the membrane fraction (M) and this is probably mostly YedY-A44L, perhaps with 
some unprocessed pre-YedY that has not yet been exported. However, mature-size 
YedY is present in the periplasm, which suggests that the export process has not been 
badly affected by the prolonged synthesis of YedY-A44L. 
 
Alternatively, YedY-A44L in pEXT22 was expressed for 3 hours and then 
expression of a chimeric Tat substrate, TorA-GFP, was induced using pBAD24. The 
TorA-GFP substrate comprises the signal peptide of TorA linked to GFP, and this 
protein has been shown to be exported by the Tat pathway (Thomas et al., 2001). 
The results in the Figure 6.2.11B resemble those shown above in Fig. 6.2.11A: the 
YedY-A44L precursor protein is found in the membrane and no mature protein can 
be detected, and mature-size GFP is present in the periplasmic fraction. This shows 
that extended prior expression of YedY-A44L does not block the export of TorA-
GFP. In conclusion, the Tat translocon is not saturated with unprocessed YedY-
A44L, and the protein has clearly completed interaction with the translocon and has 
moved to a different location. 
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Figure 6.2.11 Translocation of YedY and TorA-GFP after the expression of 
YedY_A44L in E. coli MC4100 cells. A. YedY_A44L in pBAD24 was firstly 
expressed in E. coli wild-type MC4100 cells for 3 h, and followed by the 
expression of YedY in pEXT22 for 2.5 h. Total cell contents (TC) are analyzed 
together with cytoplasm, membrane and periplasm samples (C, M, P) and 
detected by immunoblotting using anti-his. Precursor, mature forms and 
degradation are indicated (pre, Mat, degradation). B. YedY_A44L in pEXT22 
was firstly expressed in wild-type cells for 3 h, and then expressed TorA-GFP in 
pBAD24. Precursor of YedY_A44L and TorA_GFP are analyzed, both proteins 
are detected by immunoblotting using anti-his and anti-GFP respectively. 
Precursor and mature forms of TorA-GFP are indicated (pre, Mat).  
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6.3 Discussion 
 
The signal peptides of most Tat substrates bear a highly conserved consensus motif 
SRRxFLK and the invariable twin-arginine residues gave rise to the name of the 
pathway (Berks et al., 2002; Sargent et al., 2002).  
 
The study of Tat substrate SufI using cross-linking approach has revealed the 
possible mechanism of the specific recognition between substrate and translocase 
(Alami et al., 2003). Importantly, no interaction of signal peptide-TatBC complex is 
observed when both arginine residues are substituted by lysine, implying the 
importance of RR motif in substrate recognition. On the other hand, the replacement 
of the amino acid in the hydrophobic core of the signal peptide of TMAO reductase 
(TorA) has indicated that the Tat signal peptide is required to bind the Tat 
proofreading chaperone (Buchanan et al., 2008). 
 
Various site-directed mutagenesis studies have shown the importance of the twin-
arginine for Tat-dependent export. In E. coli, mutation of both arginines completely 
abolishes export by the Tat pathway but the conservative substitution of a single Arg 
sometimes can be tolerated. For example, the export of the cofactor-less Tat substrate 
SufI was completely blocked when the twin arginines were replaced with twin 
lysines, but the transpotation was just reduced when a single arginine was substituted 
with lysine (Stanley et al. 2000; Yahr and Wickner 2001). Similarly, the substitution 
of both arginines of TMAO reductase (TorA) with lysine completely inhibited Tat 
translocation. However, the second conserved arginine of TorA appears to be more 
significant for targeting by the Tat pathway, since the replacement of first arginine 
still retains periplasmic TMAO reductase activity whereas the export is effectively 
abolished for the second arginine (Delisa et al., 2002). In contrast, for some other Tat 
signal peptides such as E. coli CueO, Zymomonas mobilis glucose-fructose 
oxidoreductase (GFOR), Pseudomonas stutzeri nitrous oxide reductase, the Tat 
transloction is completely blocked by the single substitution of arginine (Dreusch et 
al., 1997; Halbig et al., 1999; Stanley et al., 2000). 
 
In the first part of this chapter, evidence was shown that a single replacement of 
either arginine in the signal peptide of YedY completely abolished the export, but did 
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not affect the turnover of the Arg194 mutant. It was demonstrated that both of 
arginines are important for translocation, and the RR motif may not be involved in 
the proofreading process. According to the previous studies of Tat substrates, TorA 
and DmsA, the proofreading processes are performed by the association between 
their signal peptides or the core of mature domain and the specific chaperones. Thus, 
further studies are needed to elucidate whether other parts of the signal peptide play a 
role in the proofreading of YedY. 
 
Proteins are targeted to the Tat translocation pathway by signal peptides that contain 
three distinct domains following an Ala–X–Ala cleavage site (Berks, 1996). The 
presence of short-chain residues at the -3 and -1 position which compose of the 
cleavage site are essential to be recognized by the unique signal peptidase resulting 
in the maturation of exported proteins. Numerous studies on Sec-type signal peptides 
and some mutagenesis studies of Tat substrates in plant thylakoids have confirmed 
the importance of the -3 and -1 position residues, and in most case the substitution of 
them completely blocks the processing at the correct site, and may lead to false 
cleavage at an alternative site (Dalbey and Von Heijne, 1992; Shackleton and 
Robinson, 1991., Fikes et al., 1990). In E. coli, it appears that a single specific 
enzyme, leader peptidase (LepB) is responsible for the maturation of most exported 
precursor proteins.  
 
In my study, the -1 Ala residue of the YedY signal peptide was substituted by Leu 
and the data show that this leads to an essentially complete block in maturation. The 
result is an accumulation of membrane-bound precursor protein when YedY-A44L is 
synthesised using the pBAD24 plasmid, or the appearance of a degradation product 
in the periplasm when pEXT22 is used for expression studies. It is not clear why the 
mutated precursor is degraded to yield a specific degradation product when 
synthesised using pEXT22, yet not with pBAD24, but this presumably reflects 
slightly differing physiological states when the cells are induced using IPTG in one 
case or arabinose in the other. 
 
The rapid induction kinetics of the pBAD24 system provide an opportunity to study 
the maturation of Tat precursors in the context of the overall translocation process, 
and several points emerge from this study. 
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Firstly, the data show that the mature domain of pre-YedY is exported across the 
bacterial plasma membrane, but the maturation is inhibited. This is supported by the 
appearance of a soluble degradation product after synthesis using the pEXT22 
plasmid, and by the degradation of the membrane-bound precursor protein when 
proteinase K is added to spheroplasts after synthesis using the pBAD24 plasmid. 
 
Secondly, there is evidence that the uncleaved precursor is in a transmembrane state. 
The study has exhibited that YedY-A44L protein is absent from the periplasm and 
fully resistant to extraction by alkaline carbonate. Therefore, the signal peptide is 
integrated into the membrane bilayer, rather than associating peripherally. While the 
signal peptide would be expected to have an affinity for membranes, there is no 
evidence that Tat-dependent precursor proteins normally interact with membranes 
with such a high affinity outside the translocation event. In contrast, they are 
normally soluble in both bacteria and chloroplasts, with only a slight affinity for 
membranes (Thomas et al., 2001; Alami et al., 2003; Mould and Robinson, 1991). 
 
In addition, these data suggest a 'loop' type mechanism, whereby the N-terminus of 
signal peptide binds to the cis-side of the membrane and remains at this location 
while the passenger protein is translocated through the translocon channel. There is 
no evidence that the signal peptide leaves the membrane at any point. Loop 
mechanisms have been shown to operate during Sec-dependent translocation and 
there is evidence for a basically similar process in the transport of thylakoid Tat 
substrates (Shaw et al., 1988; Kuhn et al., 1994; Fincher et al., 1998). Here, my 
study provides the first clear data on this subject in bacteria. In this sense, the Tat 
translocation process appears to resemble the Sec-type mechanism, where LepB 
plays an important role in releasing the mature protein from a membrane-bound 
precursor (Dalbey and Wickner, 1985; Fikes and Bassford, 1987). However, it 
should be emphasized that, in other key respects, the Sec and Tat systems appear to 
use completely different translocation mechanisms. 
 
This process of lateral exit from the transoclation channel has been examined in 
several studies on the thylakoid Tat system. The Rieske Fe/S protein, the cytochrome 
b6/f complex in chloroplasts, is transported by the Tat translocation pathway, but the 
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signal peptide anchors the protein from the lumenal side to the thylakoid membrane 
instead of being cleaved (Molik et al., 2001; Karnauchov et al., 1997). Also, the 
study of 16/23 precursor protein in chloroplasts suggested that the Tat substrate can 
be laterally released from membrane to the lipid bilayer prior to processing implying 
the independence of Tat transport and terminal maturation (Frielingsdorf and 
Klosgen, 2007). 
 
Overall, the YedY_A44L protein contains only a single amino acid substitution, and 
it is therefore likely that the 'natural' translocation pathway for YedY has been 
observed. It remains possible that some Tat substrates may undergo complete 
transport to the periplasm without entering the bilayer laterally, just as a Sec 
substrate was found be located in the periplasm instead of the membrane, when the 
signal peptide was rendered less hydrophobic (Fikes and Bassford, 1987). However, 
the evidence suggests that at the very least, lateral exit from the Tat translocation 
channel can occur with some ease. 
 
According to the data, it is possible to propose an overall Tat translocation process in 
Figure 6.3. After the posttranslation process, the mature domain of the newly 
synthesized precursors is folded. Then the signal peptide binds to the TatBC subunits 
of the TatABC complex, triggering recruitment of the separate TatA complex and 
initiation of translocation. When the passenger protein completes the translocation, 
the signal peptide is still bound at the cis face of the membrane in a loop 
configuration proposed above. It is presumed that the signal peptide never reaches 
the trans- side of the membrane and the precursor protein is released laterally into 
the lipid bilayer. Finally, the processing peptidase removes the signal peptide of the 
precursor protein to release the mature protein. If this is prevented, as is the case in 
this study, the outcome may involve proteolytic cleavage of the exposed mature 
domain.  
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Figure 6.3 Model for the Tat-dependent export of YedY Pre-YedY is 
synthesized in the cytosol (step 1) and binds post-translationally to the TatBC 
subunits of the TatABC complex (step 2). This triggers recruitment of the separate 
TatA complex and translocation of the mature protein through the translocation 
channel ensues (step 3). In step 4, translocation of the mature domain has been 
completed and the signal peptide spans the membrane. Step 5 depicts the precursor 
protein exits laterally from the translocation channel into the bilayer, remaining in a 
transmembrane form. In the normal course of events, signal peptidase cleaves the 
signal peptide and releases the mature protein into the periplasm (step 6), whereas 
the exposed mature domain can be subjected to proteolysis if maturation is 
prevented (step 7). 
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Lastly, it is demonstrated that Tat substrate maturation is important for cell viability. 
The accumulation of unprocessed YedY-A44L has seriously adverse effects on 
growth rate and this clearly indicates that the presence of unprocessed precursors in 
the membrane causes problems. Previous studies suggested that the repression of the 
synthesis of the leader peptidase decreased the growth rate of cells and led to the 
accumulation of precursor proteins, however, the growth rate and the processing of 
precursors can be restored by the expression of the leader peptidase (Date, 1983; 
Dalbey and Wickner, 1985). Thus, our data serve to underline the importance of 
precursor processing in the overall Tat export pathway. 
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The twin-arginine translocation (Tat) pathway is uniquely able to export folded
proteins across tightly sealed bacterial membranes, relying only on the membrane
proton motive force (PMF) (Robinson and Bolhuis, 2004; Muller, 2005).
Translocation is initiated by the interaction between the invariant twin-arginine
signal peptide of substrates and the Tat translocase (Alami et al., 2003). A large
number of Tat substrates which contain redox cofactors such as FeS, NiFe, copper
and molybdopterin centers are required to assembly and correctly fold in the
cytoplasm prior to export (Berks, 1996). Over the 20 years, Tat-related research has
helped to clarify this transport system, moreover, intensive studies of medical and
biotechnological applications of Tat system are ongoing (Sargent, 2007).
The Tat pathway in Gram-negative bacteria such as E. coli, is minimally comprised
of three integral membrane proteins, TatA, TatB and TatC (Sargent et al., 1998;
Sargent et al., 1999). They organise into two distinct functional complexes: a 370
kDa Tat(A)BC complex which was identified as the twin-arginine signal peptide
recognition site, whereas TatA complex is proposed to form a protein-conducting
channel of varying size (Sargent, 2001). The exact working mechanism of Tat
transport is still not unraveled fully but, based on different interaction studies, a
current model for a ‘Tat-transport cycle’ model has been proposed.
Besides studies of the structure and mechanism of Tat systems, an important
functional aspect, proofreading, is poorly understood. Comprehensive studies have
shown that Tat substrates that either bind cofactors or oligomerise in the cytoplasm
need to be prevented from interacting with the export machinery until their assembly
has been completed. This essential process of “proofreading”—the term used here of
Tat transport relates to the quality-control system, ensures that the E. coli Tat
pathway would only undertake protein translocation when the substrate protein was
in the folded state (Berks et al., 2005). The Tat pathway has an inherent ability to
preferentially transport folded proteins, but a more rigorous process of chaperone-
mediated proofreading monitors the export for some substrates using additional
safeguards (DeLisa et al., 2003). Recently, the study of two FeS Tat substrates, NrfC
and NapG, has indicated that substrates were completely inhibited in export in wild-
type cells if FeS cluster ligands were mutated, and the mutants were rapidly degraded
(Matos et al., 2008).
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The work presented in this thesis sought to gain further understanding of the Tat
pathway in E. coli using biochemical, bioimaging and biophysical techniques. The
content of thesis includes two main aspects: the proofreading of molybdoproteins in
chapter 3, 4 and 5; and the importance of the Tat signal peptide as shown in chapter 6.
7.1 Proofreading of the molybdopterin substrate YedY
A large proportion of redox enzymes exported by the Tat pathway belong to the
molybdenum-containing group of proteins which contain molybdopterin centres as
the cofactor. In general, molybdenum is coordinated to the dithioline group and made
up of the most simple cofactor molybdopterin (MPT), and in most cases, the variant
of MPT is modified by attachment of GMP to generate molybdopterin guanine
dinucleotide (MGD) or bis-MGD (Berks et al., 2003). YedY, a soluble periplasmic
protein that binds MPT as a single cofactor, bears a twin-arginine signal peptide for
export by the Tat pathway (Sargent et al., 1998; Weiner et al., 1998). YedY
represents the first structural characterization of MPT in prokaryotes, and the overall
architecture of YedY showed the construction of MPT which implicated some
important ligands in the assembly of the cofactor (Loschi et al., 2004). In order to
investigate the proofreading of molybdoproteins in the Tat pathway, YedY was a
novel candidate substrate to analyze.
The data showed that the substitution of ligands (Cys102, Glu48 and Arg194)
coordinated with MPT was sufficient to completely block export of YedY, and MPT-
deficient proteins were degraded at varying rates. The turnover of rejected proteins
was observed in wild-type cells as well as tatA/tatE/tatAE deleted strains when the
experiment was performed in the arabinose-inducible pBAD24 expression system.
However, the degradation was hard to detect in the IPTG-inducible pEXT22
expression system (results were not shown in the thesis). Because expression in
pBAD24 leads to different production, aggregation and misfolding levels
(Lindenstrauss et al., 2010), the degradation of malfolded proteins was suggested to
be by Tat-independent proteolysis. Although rejected proteins are degraded in this
way, it is still possible that the turnover is triggered by the Tat pathway, since the
overall pathway closely monitors folding of proteins before transport.
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To understand how the assembly of cofactor affects the folding of a protein, and how
the Tat pathway recognizes the incorrectly folded protein and inhibits export, YedY
and three mutants were purified to measure the levels of molybdenum in the proteins
and to analyze the change of secondary structure. CD spectroscopic analysis showed
a typical α-helical structure in pre-YedY, but the observed ellipticity (degree) at 
wavelength of three mutants was shifted which indicated the proteins adopt different
conformations. Pre-YedY comprises by 47% α-helix and 24% β-strand, as 
determined by the fitting program CDSSTR using the SP175 reference set.
Compared with crystal structure of YedY at 2.5- Å shown in PBD (codes 1XDQ), the
higher α-helical content is speculated to reflect the presence of the N-terminal signal 
peptide of pre-YedY. In addition, the insertion of MPT was directly measured using
the measure of molybdenum in proteins by ICP-MS. The cytoplasmic pre-YedY and
periplasmic mature YedY contain detectable levels of molybdenum, and pre-YedY
has less molybdenum than the mature form which implies a proportion of pre-YedY
is in the slow cofactor insertion process to form the active molybdpterin apo-protein
in the cytosol. In contrast, the three mutants totally lack molybdenum.
In short, the proofreading system in the Tat pathway can recognize the absence of
cofactor in three mutants (Cys102, Glu48 and Arg194) or the overall secondary
structural changes, and prevent the export process. Further structural studies would
be useful to determine exactly how different the structures of the mutants are, for
example using techniques that measure tertiary structure changes.
7.2 The REMP of YedY and chaperone-mediated proofreading in the Tat
pathway
In chapter 3, the absence of cofactor resulted in the inhibition of export of YedY by
the Tat pathway. The question is: does Tat translocase itself or other accessory
molecules and complexes assist in sensing the unfolded or misfolded state of YedY
and rejecting translocation? There is evidence for more complex and stringent quality
control systems for some Tat substrates specific cytosolic chaperones (DeLisa et al.,
2003, Robinson et al., 2011). These cytosolic chaperones were termed REMPs
(redox enzyme maturation proteins), and most of them are either experimentally
proved or strongly suggested to affect the Tat translocation of redox substrates
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(Turner et al., 2004; Jack et al., 2004). Studies showed that the export of TMAO
reductase (TorA) was blocked in the absence of REMP TorD but remained the
efficiency if DmsD deleted (chapter 5, Palmer et al., 2004). Similarly, the REMP
NapD was essential in the translocation of NapA.
In this study, the translocation and proofreading of YedY were examined in the
torD/dmsD/napD deleted strains because DmsD and TorD are potential REMPs of
YedY on the basis of sequence alignments and indirect protein-protein interaction
studies (Chan et al., 2008). Importantly, TorD, DmsD and NapD are not required for
the export of YedY, nor do they play a role in the degradation of mutant forms.
Protein-protein interaction studies using affinity chromatography, cross-linking and
label transfer did not detect any definite specific interactors with YedY that may be
critical in the maturation process. Nevertheless, several accessory proteins were
found to transient or weakly interact with YedY, such as the general folding
chaperone GroEL and the translation elongation factor tufA, which was shown to
associate with DmsD during the process of synthesis, folding and translocation of
DmsA (Li et al., 2010).
Hence, this study suggests that TorD, DmsD and NapD are not the specific REMPs
of YedY as predicted. Indeed, YedY may not have a specific REMP to assist
translocation and proofreading in the Tat pathway, and those chaperones or small
proteins which normally bind to REMPs might directly interact with YedY to asssit
in the synthesis and maturation.
7.3 The importance of the Tat signal peptide of YedY in the translocation and
maturation process
The Tat signal peptide bears a highly conserved consensus motif SRRxFLK and the
invariant twin-arginine residues are important for Tat-dependent translocation (Berks
et al., 2002; Sargent et al., 2002). In E. coli various site-directed mutagenesis studies
have indicated that mutation of both arginines completely abolishes the export by Tat
pathway but the conservative substitution of a single Arg sometimes can usually be
tolerated (Stanley et al., 2000; Delisa et al., 2002; Halbig et al., 1999). In chapter 6,
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YedY export was shown to be totally dependent on the twin-arginine motif in the
signal peptide and the single replacement of arginine in the signal peptide of YedY
completely abolished the translocation. However, the degradation of the Arg194
mutant was still detected if the single substitution within RR motif, implying the RR
motif may not be essential for proofreading of YedY.
The cleavage of the signal peptide is a late and essential step in the Tat-dependent
protein export pathway in E. coli. The signal peptide is generally removed during or
just after translocation by a specific processing peptidase (von Heijne, 1990). It was
shown that the removal of the signal peptide of YedY is not necessary for the
translocation of the mature protein across the membrane, but it is essential for the
maturation of exported pre-YedY and release into the periplasm. Moreover, the
failure to cleave the signal peptide of YedY leads to the accumulation of precursor
proteins and adversely affects the growth rate of cells. It is suggested that the
accumulation affects the permeability and breaks the integrity of the membrane
which might stimulate a stress response. Importantly, the translocation of uncleaved
YedY by the Tat translocon does not jam the system, which implies that the signal
peptide of the exported substrate had been released from the Tat translocase to the
lipid bilayer. Overall, the data suggest an overall Tat translocation process including
TatABC constituted translocation mechanism and a 'loop' type mechanism during the
maturation process.
7.4 The proposed mechanism of translocation and proofreading by the Tat
pathway in E. coli
The combination of the understanding of Tat system so far and all of results
presented here, it can propose a comprehensive model for translocation and
proofreading by the Tat pathway in E. coli. In Figure 7.1, substrates are synthesized
with an N-terminal Tat signal peptide which is required to interact with the TatBC
receptor to target the Tat tanslocase. Prior to export, substrates need to insert
cofactors if necessary and fold in the correct conformation with the help of REMPs.
The folded precursor proteins are transported by the Tat pathway but the signal
peptides still associate with the membrane. The final maturation of substrates in the
periplasm is completed by the cleavage of the signal peptides.
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7.5 Future work
Despite the fast pace of research in the Tat pathway, there still remain many
challenges to be resolved such as the translocation mechanism, energy utilisation and
proofreading activity. Some studies have demonstrated that chaperone-mediated
proofreading is essential for Tat substrates which associate with redox enzyme
maturation proteins (REMPs), monitoring the assembly of cofactor and correct
folding process.
The work presented in this thesis is focused on the proofreading of molybdopterin
proteins in E. coli. It has indicated that the absence of cofactor seriously affects the
secondary structure of YedY, and the structural changes lead to proofreading which
inhibits the export of misfolded substrates by the Tat pathway. So far CD and ICP-
MS have been used to compare the structures between the non-mutated substrate and
three different mutants, and the results indicate a correlation of the proofreading
event and structural changes. However, work is required to understand how the Tat
system recognizes incorrectly folded/assembled proteins. For example, does it sense
the lack of cofactor, or does it only detect aspects of the folded state of the proteins?
Another important future direction is the determination of the factors which play a
critical role in the proofreading. Cytosol chaperone or REMPs have been identified
as essential factors to help monitor the folding process of Tat substrates. Protein-
protein interaction technologies are useful to examine if the signal peptides or any
mature domains of proteins interact with other accessory molecules during the
folding which may belong to the proofreading. However, the natures of these
interactions, and how they control when the protein is recognized as ready for export,
are not well understood.
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